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The Scheduled Castes who# according to Census Report 
of 1971, constitute 14.6% of India's total population, have 
suffered from extrenie social and economic bacic«iardness and 
all sorts of humiliations for centuries, prior to the 
inauguration of the new constitution, they were untouchables 
and occ\;5)ied the lowest stratum of the Hindu society. They 
were subjected to various discriminations and injustices by 
«qpper caste-Hindus. Gandhi ji, in view of inhuman treatment 
to untouchables, coined the respectable term 'Harijan' (men 
of <3od) to eradicate the social taboo and ameliorate their 
conditions in general. Despite some criticiem from certain 
quarters, the term has^generally been recognized and has, in 
fact, been enlarged to include all castes listed in the 
Schediiled Castes, f^en the new constitution was being framed, 
it was thought proper and necessary to make special provision 
for these laifortunate downtrodden people so that they could 
catch with the socio-economic development and participate 
in the national life as equal citizen. Keeping this end in 
view all the castes which were regarded as untouchables and/or 
backv/ards were listed as 'Scheduled Castes' under Article 341 
of the Constitution and hence the terra became popular. 
People belonging to such Scheduled Castes were guaranteed 
equal social and political ri^ts and the State was called \;|x>n 
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to draw up special schemes for their fast socio-economic 
aevelopment* The government l^s in fact formulated several 
schemes for their aevelo|»nent« 
liowever# the conditions of the Schedvded Castes do not 
seem to show any marked improvement* It is asserted that the 
schemes and programn^s meant for their development have been 
implemented in a manner that they have not benefitted such 
castes* In many cases the funds earmarlced for them have been 
misappropriated by other grotps and the condition of the 
Steheduled Castes continues to be more or less tl:^  same at least 
in rural areas* Kfot only this* some recent happenings suggest 
that people of the iScheduled Castes have been subjected to 
greater atrocities than before in the country side* The reports 
of the Commissioner for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes have been mentioned innumerable instances wherein the 
Scheduled Castes wronged and the benefits meant for them were 
talcen away by members of the higher caste Hindus* 
It is here that a question arises why inspite of the 
constitutional guarantees of equality and protective discrimina-
tion the condition of the Scheduled Castes has not yet improved* 
Several studies of the problem have advanced varioxis explanations 
in this regard such as lack of socio-political consciousness 
among the Harijansr half-hearted implementation of welfare 
schenes by the upper caste Hindus, lack of effective leadership 
ill 
etc. The political rights granted to the Harijans at par 
with others do not seem to be effective in giving them their 
due share in the polity. It is baffling to note that inspite 
of political rights the people belonging to these castes 
still suffer from social humiliation, economic discrimination 
and, to some extent, political alineation. 
This study aims at investigating the political 
development of the Harijans in socio~economic perspective and 
their political role in the functioning of democratic system 
in India* It focuses attention on the use of political rights 
by Harijans. It also seeks ansv^ers to questions such asi 
what is the level of political consciousness among the Harijans"?, 
how do they participate in political processeshow do they 
organise themselves7; how do they react to the discriminations 
and injustices perpetrated to them?i what is the role of various 
categories of the community like 'caste elites', 'political 
elites', 'seirvice class' and "others?, how are their attitudes 
and values under'going a change? etc. 
Thus substantive problems addres£>ed in this are 
of great importance^ because it tries to prove them with the 
help of en^irical data. It is also sought to prove that mere 
guarantee of political rights to or even drawing up special 
progransnes for an underprivileged sections of society one can 
not ensure that their condition would improve. Nearly all deve-
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loping countries have faced the common problems of creating 
special socio-economic opportunities for traditionally oppressed 
sections* It has been a paradox of democracy in inost of the 
developir:© countries that although basic premise of one-man 
one-vote ensures political equality and the concepts of 
political democracy and socio-economic progress reinforce each 
other* in practice there remain a gap between political 
democracy and socio-economic equality. The political role 
of oppressed sections (fichedule Caste® in this study) therefore* 
assumes great importance. 
A good deal of literature is available on general 
problems of Barijans describing and analysing their social 
status, mobilization, behaviour pattern* interaction, economic 
conditions, exploitation by the vested interest, atrocities 
committed on them by non iferijans, leadership pattern, 
Harijan welfare schemes and their impact on them, constitutional 
and legal safegxjard providt d to them, their administrative and 
political reservations/ voting beliaviour pattern of ca&tes 
including Harijans etc.. But very little attempt has been made 
by political scicntisti. to study the political attitudes and 
orientation and involvement and participation of Harijans on 
empiirical basis, especially on micro level in traditionally 
backward rural areas. The studies conducted in this field 
are either too scanty and limited to a very mrrow universe 
or to a partJu:ular sub^caste of the Harijans. 7he analysis 
to some of the main questions relating to the Harijans have 
been sadly ignored by political scientists such as what the 
level of their attitude and orientation tovmrds the political 
ayst&a of the country is# what the level of their involvanent 
and participation in the Indian polity is» what process of their 
political socialisation is, how far they have coroe vip to unite 
themselves as a political force to free thetoselves from all 
sorts of exploitation and harassment, to what extent they have 
freed themselves from traditional taboos to fit in the changed 
political conditions etc. A few solitory village studies have 
examined the role of Harijans in politics sudti as *PanchByat 
Election in a Punjab Village! Changing Political Stat^us of 
a Depressed Class* by K.D. Gangrade and C«6. Samm# 'Political 
Change in the Village Manjaipur* by Amarjit Chawala, etc« 
These studies examined the impact of adult franchise and 
Panchayati Raj on Scheduled Castes. Anil Bhatt in his worlc 
•Caste, Class and Polities' (1975) studied the level of political 
activities among the Scheduled Castes. He found that although 
they were less interested in political matters and less 
knowledgable, they voted slightly more and were likely to have 
partisan affiliations. They perceived themselves as less 
politically efficacious than others, as compared with a general 
perception that they were not influential, S.j. Eldersveld 
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and Bashixuddin Ahmed in theix study "Citizen?and Politics/ 
Mass Political Behaviour in India" (1978) found that Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled tribes were less interested and knowledgeable 
button a rough parity in party membership and portion of 
party activists. In his work * coropxilisatory Discrimination 
in Political Representation', Mare Salanter has assessed thirty 
years experience with reserve seats in legislatures in India 
and has drawn some useful conclusions in this regard. Mumtaz 
Ali Khan in his empirical s study 'Scheduled Castes and Their 
Status in India'" (1980) in one Chapter * Power-Structure* 
concludes that political participation through ballot boxes 
has evinced a greater degree of interest* awareness and 
enthusiasm among the Scheduled Castes. They have realizecLthe 
value of a vote and they are r» longer under the control of 
their employers while exercis^ing their franchise in favotir of 
certain candidates, Sachchidanand in his enpirical research 
"The Harijan Elite" has studied 100 educated elites drawn from 
five Scheduled Caste groups in Bihar, their status in their own 
community and in the wider society, their mobility/ the action 
sets they activate for various purposes and their perception 
of change taking place around them specially in regard to social 
disabilities, level of aspirations, their interest in fctee 
providing leadership for social transforination in their own 
community. The study does not cover the political role of the 
Harijan elite. A number of election studies have been conducted 
vil 
tout they ao not deal with the participation of Harijans in 
the elections in their socio-economic and political perspective 
and they otfer only fragmentary impressions. No doubt* a 
pioneering work on Harijans in India and Kegros of America, 
Castes^^^ Politics: A Comparative Study of India and 
United States" by Sidney Verba* Bashiruddin Ahmed and Anil 
Bhatt examines the v?ays in which the deprived groups use 
political means to overcome their deprivation. The study was 
oriented to these dimensions —general interest in politics 
and concern about political matters* information about politics* 
partisan attachment* perception of government as a relevant 
institution^ for dealing with the problems facing the indivi-^ 
dual and group consciousness or awajboness of political relevance 
of one's own groups. The study finds that in politics Harijans 
are 'externally* iJK>bilized by the other inoividual either Harijan 
or non Harijan, Their participation is not self-conscious and 
personally motivated. Their participation in politics* as 
voter* can^igner* bargainer with administrator and elites for 
getting benefits etc. have helped them in raising their social 
status and in^roving their economic condition. The study does 
not properly give an account of the political role of the 
Harijan as such in their socio-econonic perspective. 
The above review of the study reveals that no exclusive 
study of the political role of Harijans has been made till now. 
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The present study is an atten^Jt to fill this gap. It attempts 
an analysis of the political role of Iferijans in their socio-
economic perspective on an em^jirical basis. It deals with a 
considerable segment of our population which has so far been 
ignored in political researches. It attempts to project the 
political consecipusness/ attitude and orientation,process of 
modernization, political socialisation and political partici-
pation of Harijans. It also attempts to investigate the forces 
which effect their political behaviour andinfluence their 
political participation. The study nay help in evolving new 
theory regarding fhe political role of socially, economically 
and educationally weaker sections of our society. 
It is an en^irical study of political role of Harijans 
in Eastern U.P, which is, in a sense, a political entity rather 
than a legal or administrative unit only* Eastern U.P, is 
regarded to con^rise of varanasi, Gorakhpur, Faiasabad, (except 
Barabanki)and partly Allahabad division of Uttar Pradesh, 
consisting of as many fifteen districts namely Ballia, Ghazipur, 'V 
Varanasi, Jaunpur, Miraapixr, Gorakhpur, Deoria, Azaragarh, Basti, 
Gonda, Bahraich, Faizatad, Sultanpur, Pratapgarh and Allahabad. 
The Scheduled Castes constitute a considerable portion (20.847.) 
of the total population of the area. Their socio-economic con-
dition is still vejry poor. They are generally landless agricul-
tWal labourers, marginal farmers and follow traditional 
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occupations. Harijans residing in urban areas also are 
generally engaged in mannual works* 
As many as 66 castes have been categorised as 'scheduled 
Castes*. But all these castes do not reside in Eastern U.P. 
Among the different Harijan castes residing in the region—Chanar, 
Pasi# Dhobi, Bhangi, and Khatiks are generally found in 
considerable number in all the districts of the area under study. 
Harijan castes like Silpkar, Barwar, Kori; are by an large 
localised to certain districts only such as Gonda* Bahraich, 
and Basti. 
It was not possible* single handedly to make a conpre-
hensive study of the political role of Harijans of entire 
Uttar Pradesh due to paucity of time, nwney and other resources. 
Hence the study is confined to the canvass of Eastern Uttar 
Pradesh which is generally regarded to be more backward than 
the other parts of the State except hill regions. The canvass 
of the Eastern Uttar Pradesh is also too large for the study 
of political role of Harijans. Yet this has been selected 
with a view to making a representative analysis of the political 
role of Harijans and arriving at fruitful conclusions. Oi^ng 
to larger expans of the area under study and large population 
of Harijansresiding therein, the study has been conducted 
through aan|>llng. Two out of 15 districts (13.33%) were selected 
at random. Eastern U.P. was sub divided into two parts for 
the purpose of sampling - (1) Tarai districtsbordering Nepal 
such as Bahraich, Gonda, Basti and Gorakhpur and (ii) the 
remaining plain dictricts. There is no appreciable difference 
between the Tarai districts of Bahraich, Gonda* Basti and 
Gorakhpur interse» Their socio-economic and cultural charac-
teristics are almost identical. Hence from amongst them Gonda 
district vae selected for convenience. The socio-economic and 
ci:atural characteristic of the plain districts are also more 
or less identical. From amongst the plain district Faizabad 
was selected for various reasons - firstly^ Faizabad^ generally 
represents the characteristic of all the plain districts of the 
area under study. Secondly* it is a border district which 
links this region with the central region of the State. Thirdly, 
it is conparatively more developed than Gonda in the field of 
education,ccwnrounication, industry* agricultural facilities etc. 
Fourthly, it being the birth place of Lord Bama is comparatively 
more religious and conservative in respect of Harijans than 
Gonda district. Finally, the population uf the Scheduled Castes 
to the total population is much higher in Faiaabad district 
(24.15%) than in Gonda (16.5596). 
The selection of the Harijans for the pxirpose of this 
study was a most difficult problem due to their huge population 
as also the number of Harijan castes listed as Scheduled Castes, 
their numerous prx)fessional and occupational activities. Many 
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of them specially the educated ones are engaged in different 
services and many/ apart from their profession and occupation* 
sfeare the institutional and political responsibilities, such 
as Members and Pradhans of Gram Panchayats; Sarpanches, Sahayak 
Sarpanches and Panches of Nyay Panchayats; Members/ Pramukhs 
and Up-Pramukhs of Kshettra"^ Sammittesi Members of Zila Parishads; 
representatives of the people such as MLAs, MLCs and MPs* Office 
bearers of the different political parties and organisations. 
With a view to making the aralysisi representatives of almost 
all the major castes in Eastern U.p, in considerable number and 
of different professional and occupational activities, different 
categories o£ the Harijans such as service class/ political 
elite* and Harijans sharing the responsibilities in different 
institutions etc.* the selection of the Harijans in proportionate 
and in required number was a difficult problem especially in 
the sampled areas. After due consideration to this problem the 
Harijans were broadly divided into four sub-categories for the 
purpose of sampling of the Harijan respondents* namely* (i) 
political elites* (ii) Caste elites (iii) Service Class (iv) 
Others. 
Under the political elite^institutional and political 
office bearers have been covered such as members and Pradhans 
of Panchayats* Sarpanches* Sahayak Sarpanches* Panches of Nyay 
Panchayats* Office bearers of Kshetra Samities and Zila Parishad* 
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Office bearers of political parties and organisations, MLAs, 
MLCs, MPs—'Ex and present etc. of the Scheduled Castes. 
Caste elites* include'Mukhias' (Head man) and'Chftoflharits' of 
different castes among the Harijans, iServicemen include Harijans 
employed in governmental and semi-governmental institutions 
such as government offices, hospitals,local bodies, Panchayati 
Raj Institution, Banks, Educational institutions, etc, 'Others' 
consist of ordinary Harijans such as labourers,marginal farmers, 
traditional« occupationists etc. 
It was decided to saiqple 400 Harijans for all the four 
categories. Each category included 100 respondents. The total 
lot of the sample respondents was further equitably divided in 
two sar%)led districts of Gonda and Faizabad. Each district 
having 200 respondents of the total of 400. Thus each category 
of the respondents in each district consisted of 50 samples, 
making it 100 on the whole. The sampling of eqxjal number of the 
respondents for each category as well as for each san5>led 
district was made with a view to making the analysis represen-
tative!. in character, to making comparison of the respondents 
of each category and to arriving at fruitful conclusions. 
The next question to solve regarding the san$)ling of 
respondents was as to which castes of the Harijan community 
should be included in the san5>le and in what proportion. It 
has already been pointed out that all the 66 Scheduled Castes 
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are not found in Eastern U.P. and some of the najor castes 
which are found in the region are located in some of the 
districts of the region under study but not in other districts. 
Under the circumstance* it was not possible to sample the 
respondents of all these ca^s in equal number. Hence after 
due consideration it was decided to cover all the major cades 
anong the Scheduled Castes available in considerable number 
in the area on random basis without deviating from the number 
already fixed for each category. On the whole* the study 
covers though in unequal number, all the major Harijan castes 
such as Charaar, Pasi, Dhobi, Bhangi, IChatik, Kori, Shilpkar, 
Barwar etc. 
Since the Scheduled Castes mostly reside in rural areas, 
it was decided to concentrate our Harijan respondents of rtiral 
background. But it does not mean that Harijansof urban areas 
have been excluded. The urban respondents have also been covered 
under the san^le but only on random basis and in lesser number. 
The sati^led districts of Faizabad and Gonda were further 
san^iled on the following basis - Faizabad district consists of 
four tehsils, namely, Akharpur, Tanda, Bikapur and Faizabad. 
Out of these two tehsils, namelj? Akbarpur and Faizabad wafcz-
selected • the former Tehsil is far away from district headquarter 
and the other is the Seaar Tehsil (Faizabad) itself- Like-wise, 
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Gonda district also consists of four tehsils, namely Tarabganj, 
Qjnaa* uttraola and Jfelrat^ur. Of these two tehsils, namely 
Balraispur and Uttraula were selected* Tehsil Balrampur is the 
largest among all and is mainly dominated by the l!hakurs in 
influence and tehsil UttratUa is the smallest and is asminated 
numerically by the Muslims. The respondents were# by and large# 
selected from the sampled tehsils onran<aDm basis. An attempt 
was made to cover the whole rural and urban areas of each 
tehsil as far as possible to nake the analysis representative 
in character, where Harijan political elites and servicemen were 
available out of these tehsils in the two sampled districts 
they were also included in the study* but these number was very 
limited. 
The tools used in the study wezre interview with a qiies-
tioneire schedule and informal discussion. The respondents vrere 
interviewed on the basis of an exhaustive questionaire specially 
prepared for the puirpose. An atten^t was nade during the 
course of interview to cultivate close contacts with the respon-
dents and to take them into confide{»se vdth a view to get free 
responses. Besides* it was tried to collect the information 
not concerned by the interview, informal discussions were 
also made with knowledgeable persons of the areas regarding 
the political role of Harijans. Besides questionaire-based 
interview schedule and informal discussion an attempt was made 
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to utilise the available material on the subject . such as 
books, journals/ periodicals, newspapers, magazines, reports 
and government data etc. lEhe researcher^ however, does not 
claim to liave exhausted all the materials on the subject. 
From the very beginning of the study the researcher mainly 
aimed at relying on the facts investigated by him in analysing 
the political role of Harijans. 
The study has been divided into seven chapters. First 
'chapter deals with the socio-political complex of Eastern U.P 
and position of the Harijans therein. Xn the second chapter 
the place of Harijans before and after independence, efforts 
have been made to revitalise their position, their constitutioml 
safeguards etc. have l^en discussed. The third chapter- analysisi^ 
the political awareness, attitude and orientation of Harijans 
towards the Indian democratic system.process of political socia-
lisation of Harijans finds place in the fotirth chapter. The 
fifth chapter deals with the political participation of the 
Harijans in Indian Politics. Politics, caste and Harijans 
have been discussed in the sixth chapter. The seventh chapter 
discussed the summary and conclusion. 
CHAPTER . I 
SOCIO-POLITICAL CX)MPLEX OF EASTERN U,P, 
With the growing popularity of area studies among the 
social scientists Eastern U»P, has drawn a good deal of 
attention of sociologists* economists, political scientists 
and others. Of late even the government has started paying 
attention to this region in matters of planning and develop-
mental activities. Eastern U.P. is, however, neither a well 
defined administrative unit nor a well demarcated physical 
unit. The scholars belonging to various disciplines have, 
therefore, referred to Eastern U.P. in their own ways. R.L. 
Singh, for instance, says that "The Eastern Uttar Pradesh covers 
an area of 8085S kilometers, incorporating the entire adminis-
trative divisions of Iferanasi, Gorakhpur and Faizabad, excluding 
Barabanki district and including the three contiguous tehsils 
of Allahabad district (Soraon, Phulpur and Handia)**,^ while 
Ami Chand Jain includes thirteen districts, namely, Basti, 
Gorakhpur, Deoria, Ballia, Agamgarh, Faissabad, Sultar^xir, 
2 
Pratapgarh, Allahabad, Jaunpur, Ghazipur, Varanasi and Vi^ ficxpxxc, 
The Registrar General of India had* in the census report of 
1951, included only ten districts of Gorakhpur, Beoria, Basti, 
Gonda, Bahraich, Banaras, Jaunpur, Ghazipur, Ballia and Azamgarh 
1. iitngh R.l..^  (ed) India Regional Studies, 1968 p.56. 
2. Jalftt^ hiiida Ch«nd Reason for the Backwardness of Uttar Pradesh 
the Heart Land of India and its Remedy, (198<1) p. 13 
3 4 in what termed 'East Plain Division*. The Patel Committee 
5 
and the Planning Conanission include 15 districts in Eastern 
U,P., namely 'Allalmbad, Aaarogarh/ Bahraich, Ballia, Basti, 
Deoria, Faizabad/ Ghazipiur, Gtonda/ Gorakhpur* Jaui^ur, 
Mirzapur* Pratapgarh, iSultanpur and Varanasi', For the purposes 
of this study we follow the Patel Commission and the Planning 
Conanission including these fifteen districts in Eastern U«P, 
Although Eastern U.P, is not a well-defined administra-
tive or physical unit, it has certain broad features which make 
it different and distinguish from other regions of the State 
like Central U.P., Western U.P., Hill Area and Bundelkhand 
Region. Broadly, speaking. Eastern U.P. is demarcated by 
three specific boundaries, one international and two administra-
tive. The eastern limit is formed by U.P.-rBihar State boundary, 
while the southern - one corresponds with U.P.-M.P. State 
boundary running across the southern uplands. The Indo-Nepal 
international boundary demarcates the northern limit of the 
re-sfion* Only in the west it has to accept the administrative 
boundaries of Bahraich, Gonda, Faizabad, Sultanpur, Pratapgarh, 
Allahabad and Mirzapur district. 
3. Census Rejjort, 1951, Vbl.II U.P. Part I, p.6. 
4. Report of the Joint stu(^ team, U.P. (Eastern District popularly known as Patel Commission) Jan 1964#p.961 
5. Planning Department U.P. Draft Annual Plan 1983-84,Vol.I,p.73. 
6. Singh R.L., op.cit, p.56. 
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2! s 1; 
There are certain distinguishing features of the 
region which inake it different from other regions of the 
State such as Central U.P, or Western U.P. and qualify it 
as a distinct region for area studies. The region has tropical 
inonsoon, heavy rainfall, rich soil and heavy density of 
population. The total area of the Eastern U.P. is 85848 sq.km. 
This is the biggest region of the State in area. There are 
54891 revenue villages and 493 92 inhabited villages in this 
region out of total 124476 revenue and 112500 Inhabited 
7 
villages of the State. According to 1981 census, 37.55 per-
cent of the total population of the State resides in this 
region., TJie density of population per sq.km. is 485 in the 
region which is higher as con^jared to other regions of the 
8 State. 
The region, however, suffers from general economic 
backwardness. The speed of urbanisation and industrialization 
is very slow* The main occupation in the region is agriculture« 
About 9CP6 population of the region lives in rural areas. 
According to 1971 census 83.2 per cent of the total workers 
of the region were engaged in agriculture and the allied 
activities which shows a very high pressure on land in the 
9 region. The number of small and marginal farmers is v^ry 
X* District wise indicators of Development, Area Planning sion state Planning Institute, U.P. Dec 1981 p.4 
8. Planning Deptt. U.P., Op.cit, p.96 
9. Ibid 
Divi-
10 high. It is 90,82 percent of the total number of farmers. 
Only 35#64 per cent of the inhabited villages of the 
region were electrified upto March 1982 as compared to 38.82 
percent in the State.^^ The length of the P.W.D, Roads per 
lakh population upto March 1981 in the region vas 34.85 whereas 
12 
for the State as a whole it was 43.10 km. The other symptoms 
of backwardness o± the region are also significant to note. 
During 1981'-82, 57 junior Basic school and 11 senior Basic 
Schools, and 4 Higher Secondary Schools per lakh population 
were available in this region which were t^e lowest as con^ared 
to the number of schools available in the other regions of 
13 
the State. Medical facilities are also quite insufficient. 
The number of allopathic hospitals and dispensaries and beds 
available therein per lakh population were 2.24 and 40.15 
respectively whereas the State averages were 2.87 and 49.71 
respectively. The rural areas of the region suffer from 
scarcity of drinking water. Out of 27604 'scarcity villages' 14 in the State# 13543 were situated in this region alone. 
The various developmental programmes launched after 
independence have not been of much avail so far as poverty in 
10.Diistrict-wise indicators U.P. Op.cit, p.4 





the region is concerned. The per capita income of the people 
of this region continued to be the lowest in the country. 
According to the recent survey* in^pite of the planned develop-
mental programmes the per capita income of the people of the 
region has very slightly gone up from Ss. 172 in 1950 to only 
Rs. 211 in 1970-71 whereas during the same period* the per 
capita income o£ the people of western V»P* went up from lis. 261 
to Rs. 343, That unmistakably shows that planned efforts have 
not been able to free the region from its perenial grinding 
poverty. The poor people of the region have to go to other 
States likw Punjab* Maharashtra, the West Bengal etc. for 
various t^es of manual works like rickshaw pulling, cart pulling, 
working in larick kilns ever agricultural lands etc. This 
15 involves hard work but offers very poor return. 
It is due to these features that the region has its 
special problems which atteacks special attention, be it the 
case of planning far its development or academic analysis. 
For the same reasons a number of enquiry commissions were 
appointed from time to time. The Government has admitted that 
"The regionalization of the State and allocation of more finan-
cial resources to con^aratively backward regions i.e. the Eastern^ 
Bundelkhand and the Hill did not have the deaired impact in 
15. Dainik Jagran, Oct 23, (19«; 
6 
reducing regional disparities. This widening gap may be 
attributed mainly the adoption of similar strategy of 
16 
development for all the region of the State. It is therefore# 
proper to make a detailed analysis of geographical feattires, 
economic condition* social composition etc. of this region 
for understanding its problems in proper perspectives* 
Eastern U.P. may be broadly divided into two regions 
namely the Gangetic plain and the southern Uplands. The Plain 
forms a segment of the Great Plain of India representing a 
geological continuation of the western Plain. The southern 
uplands are Qeolo-,ically more complex being related to the 
Peninsular block in orlgin« age and formation. These two regions 
are different so far as soil« drainage^ climate etc. are 
concerned. 
There are three large river systems in the region, 
namely Ghaghara system in the nortJi* the Ganga syst^ in the 
middle anc the Sone system in the south. All three ultimately 
merge into onei the Ganga system* JMost of their tributaries 
are seasonal in character but assume larger sizes in the rainy 
season, due to which large areas are flooded leading to breaks 
in transport systems and huge devastation of life and property. 
16. piaiming Deptt. U.P., op.cit.^ p. 18 
"Almost all the rivers in the region are notriously dynamic 
in character particularly the great roaster# the Rapti# ^he 
Ghsghara/ and the Gandak as also the Ganga.**^"' 
18 
The average annual rainfall is about 99.3 cmt It^,' ma;^  
appear that the region is on the safer side "almost freej 
the draught for agricultural purposes but the actual it ieL ai:;e 
quite different. Both draughts and floods sap the economic 
health of the region. What the region suffers most from# is 
not as much, the lack of adeqpaate amount of rainfall as its 19 ' 
ill distribution both in space, and time". It is^  therefor^, 
rightly said that "the soil is very fertile but th^ area is 
sometimes subjected to draught condition resulting f-rom the 20 failxire of the seasonal rains" . But with the suffici,ent rainfall 
V 
the region is a natural habitat of a dense forest cover''v^ f sal 
and other species of trees like Shisham, Jamun# Mahua, 
etc. 
Thousands of hectares of forest and woodlands were hurrj^ lpdly 
brought under plough in the wake# of land hunger after tte 21 '1 '' aamindary abolition. With the result that in most of tl^ \ districts of the plain like Ballia, Ghazipur, Jaui^ur 
\ Azamgarh forest cover is particularly non-existant while in 
17. ^imii, op.cit. p.64 
18. Ibid. 
ly. Ibid. p.68 
20, Census Report 1951 Vol. II/ U.P. Part 1/ p.6 
21. op.cit, p. 71 
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roost of the other dlstrlcta it Is fast declining. This 
obviously leads to ecological irolTalance and the resultant 
malady. 
The two broad physical units of the region the Plain 
and the southern uj>lands - have t w characteristic types of 
soil. The drift soil or the alluvials in the former and 
locally developed soils or residuals in the latter. With a wide 
spread rerooval of natujral irrigation and mishandling and , 
negligent practices of farming for centuries, the Eastern u.p. 
22 is faced with the problem of soil erosion. 
As regard minerals, the region is rather poor, h few 
minerals like limestone# calcite# dolomite etc. found in the 
region are all located in the southern tj^lands. Mir zapur 
produces the major portion of limestone in U.p. from its quarry 
at Ghurma, the only large scale mechanisod mining operation 
centre in the State. 
Eastern O.p. is econo^cally most backv,-ard region in 
U.P. The social and economic conditions of Eastern U.p. have 
always been depressing in conparison to the rest of the State. 
There are several factors in the socio-economic coiqplex which 
comes in the way of economic development in the region. As 
22. Ibid., p.72 
9 
pointed out earlier the regional economy is dominated by 
23 
agriculture. The percentage of small and marginal tarmers 
is also very high. It is 90,82 percent compared to 80,77 in Oil western U.P, and 85.77 in Uttar Pradesh as a whole. The 
average size of holding in the region is 0.82 hectare as against 
25 
1.18 hectare for the entire State. This shows the uneconomic 
holding of the land. The agricultural operation are being 
carried out m t on the basis of productivity but economic 
viability. The method used in agriculture is almost traditional 
and primitive. 
The cultivator of this region depends entirely on sugarcane 
for its better remunerative returris. In the production of 
sugarcar^ there is disparity between per hectare yield in 
western U.P* and Eastern U.P. The poor yield of sugarcane in 
the Eastern U.P. is due to inadequate irrigation system. 
The main irrigation systems in Eastern region such as Sarada 
and Gandak canals sometime do not provide irrigation facilities 
dxuring summer months while during rainy season, there is severe 
water logging in sugarcane fields, resulting in poor productivity. 
Becaui:>e of the adverse climatic conditions and large number of 
farmers with small holdings in the region reduces the retention 
23. Planning Beptt. U.P, op.cit, p . ^ 
24. Ibid p.103 
25. Ibid 9 96 
10 
capacity and the duration of crushirg season to nearly a 
26 
month as coit^ jared to the Western U.P, The cropping pattern 
of the Eastern U.P» is typical of an underdeveloped agricul-
tural ecoiKjroy in which roost of the cultivated area is devoted to 
subsistance food crops mainly for local consumption and the 
immediate market* while the cash crops receive only negligible n 27 
percentage of the average f^ 'rra « Rabi and Kharif the two main 
crops are conditioned entirely by considerations of risk 
arising out of the natural calamities. With the introduction 
of high yielding varieties of seeds« chemicals fertilizers* 
and extension of irrigation facilities etc, the agriculture 
production increased since the late 19603 but not very 
28 satisfactorily. 
The population depending on the agriculture is living 
in miserable condition and the region continues to be backward. 
Describing the condition of people in a district (Ballia) of 
Eastern U.P.,S.C. Kala says; "havinc^ endured poverty for 
generation if not for centuries, the standards of satisfaction 
of people, here are low. Even today in villages, sattu, 
fried barley c.nd grain or fried barley and maize ground in flottr 
is a major part of food. Even in coir^jaritively well-to-do 
homes sattu is swallowed with nothing more neutritions than 
26. Planning Deptt» U.P. op.cit, p.206 
27. ^ingh, op.cit, p.89 
Wages o f A g r i c u l t u r a l Labourers i n U.P. 
28. Rohini Kayyar)/Economic & Political Weekly, 
Vol. XI No. 45, No. V 6, 1976. p. 1771. 
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29 plain water**. About one fourth population of the region 
consists of agricultural labourers, who do not find work for 
roore than 200 days in a year. 
Due to more dependency on the agricultural land the 
percentage of cultivators and agricultural labourers among 
the working force is very high in the region. It is 78*91%. 
This has ultimately reduced the percentage of people in indus. 
tries and other occupations* The average percentage of the 
working force 6f the population engaged in non-agricultural 
activities was 19,5 /in 1951 which came down to 19.3/in 1980. 
It shows that during the last 30 years the Job opportunities 
have not increased proportionately with the increasii^ popula-
tion. For this reason a considerable number of the working 
force is engaged in rikshaw and thela pulling, pallodari', 
coolie works etc. "Lakhs of people in Mirzapur district as 
in A2amgarh, Ghazipur and other Eastern U.P. districts 
manage to exist on one meal a day. For saken by God and men 
they live in an area of darkness, 
The meagre industrial development of this area is the 
main reason for its backwardness. On the industrial (large 
scale industries) map of Indie, sugar industries excepted, 
29, a.C, Kala, times of India, Oct 3(1969) 
30, Ibid., Oct 19,(1969) p.l 
la 
Eastern U.P. appears to be a void with its few twinkling stars 
one at each centre# Churk (cement) , ^ ahupuri (Chemical) / 
Pipri (Ailumuniuro), Maruadih (Locoin:>tive PieseX Sngine) * 
Gorakhpur (fertilizer) Pratapgarh (Auto Tractors Limited) , 
SuXtanpur (HAL & MEL) and Allahabad (fertilisser) . As such 
3ft 
no industrial landscape has emerged in the region, * The 
Miraapur Chunar cement project and the Telephone Equipments 
Industry at Gonda the two major public sector projects have 
recently been prepared and both are still in the process of 
installation. Only in Sarjupar the sugar industry has developed 
the semblance of an industrial belt. "On regional level the 
Sarjupar employs 37% of the total factory workers in the 
region and except Varanasi and its environs* the Doab is insiS-32 
nificant from the point of view of factory employment*^ The 
number of the persons employed in registered industrial esta-
blishments per lakh population in 1977-78 was 277 as compared 
to 730 in western U.P, and 682 in the whole of the State.^^ 
Textile industry is mainly concentrated in the Doab, 
employing over 70?i> of the textile workers. V&ranasi dititrict 
alone has 4C94 of these workers of the entire study region. 
Gorakhpur, Faizabad, Azamgarh and Miraapur are other important 
31, R.jciOp.cit., p. 93 
32. Ibid., p.94 
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centres of textile industry. Among the non textile &gro based 
industriea over half o± the workers are in the Sarjupar 
and two fifth in the Doat»» Sugar factories are found in each 
district of the Sarjupur* but they are mostly concentrated in 
34 
Gorakhpur and Deoria. Other industrial units and mills are 
dispersed in towns and cities. Cottage and village industries 
of Eastern U.P, have won a traditional fame for their artistic 
and well designed products of various kinds, Handlooro cloth/ 
carpet* silk, art silk, woolweaving, brassware, calico-printing, 
wooden lacquered articles, cane furniture^oilmilling, soap, 
gur and khandsari making etc are spread over many centres, 
small towns and villages in the region.^^ Carpets of Mirzapur 
and Bhadohi, silk tabricks of VSaranasi have captured the 
international n^rket. Harxdloom centres are situated in Varanasi, 
Maunath Bhanjan/ Gorakhpur, Tanda, Ghazipxir, Mubarakpur, 
Khalilabad etc. Potteries of Chunar and Wizamabad and metal 
utensils of Miraapur and A&ranasi are also famous. 
The development of industrial and agricultural economy, 
the rise in production in those sectors and provision of 
infra-structure of a variety of social services is dependent 
upon an adequate supply of power but unfortunately not only 
Eastern U*P. but the State as a whole is facing severe shortage 
of power. The Rihand Dam Project has introduced an appxiciable 
14. aingh^ R,'L;.„ op.cit. ,p.94 
35. Ibid., p.97 
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change tn th© rceioo. Obre Thezml Po\:er is Qluo BitmteC 
in tl«3 Eastern irceion. Tanoa Thomsal Power is ii. the proceos 
of iajtallQtioD in Faissfcca aiotrict. Although eoi^ power 
unite arc lyin^ ©ich liko Calrac^ur po^er hou-e at^ c the 
siKJhatsal potior houoc, -xho higher energy utilissation io dircctly 
linlied vjith higher Xcvol of social aovoXoprocnt in the context 
of TOaojrn in^etrial oocioty« rceiona also atufor in 
thio respocta 
Tranoport constitutco an integral part of r^ional 
ccozu^ iny Ib one o£ tho prc-requiaitea for any ^velopmcntal 
activity • It inteisratoe the pro<auction, distribution a no 
conouoption of any con^r^dxty* in addition to the cocio* 
ecomroic operation© of tti^  ccwsnunity. The csjciotit^  structure 
s 
of the transportation eyotcm of tho Cactcrn l l»p. io too poor* 
The length of the Pucca Roads (P.W.D.V io deplorably meaQre ao 
pointed out earlier* "Tl:© econooic bacRvardneos of l^stcrn 
y«P«# though partly OKplainud by the poor re^iource enco^sm^nt* 
ia alao partly due to mt^ayra davoloproont of tho incans of 
traneportt particularly the vlllagc-"tCMiark<it road ayatcm* 
Lack of dependable intra-regional and local transport syatan has 
not only retarded the dcvelopciont o£ a^ro-inductrieo or 
conauroer uooda induotriou* but haa also hinCcred adequate 
36 agricultural dovelopmont." Transportation by Raiitayy ia also 
op.cit, t p. 
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underdeveloped. 
Eastern U.P* occupies the largest area as well as the 
highest population as compared to other regions of the State. 
37 This has been shown in the following tablet 
Kegion-wise General Population^Census 1971 
U.P. Western Central Eastern Bundel- Hill 
khand 
Area (Km) 294413 82189 4&853 8584 8 2 9418 51125 
population 
Percentage 100.00 35.49 17.77 37.49 4.91 4.35 
The region is ircportant on the population map of India* 
particularly in view of its highest density of 485 persons 
per 50 tan.# whereas the State average is 377 persons per 
38 sq. km. The percentage of xirban population to the total 
peculation of the region is 10.66. In comparison to the other 
39 
regions of the state it is less urbanised. It raises very 
serious population probl«n particularly when we place the 
staggering population load against the purely agrarian, and 
under developed economy of the region as of now. Within the 
37. Source* District-wise Indicators, op.cit., p.4 
38. Ibid., . 
39. Ibid., . 
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Eastern region o£ U«P. the plain areas carry hocnogeneously 
thick population, for example VSaranasi, Jaunpiir, Azaingarh/ 
Deoria, CSorakhpur, Ball la have density of more than 600 
persons per sq km, while most of the southern region of the 
area with high and broken relief/ stony« thin Infertile soil 
are characterised by spare and widely scattered population 
40 
eg* density of population in Mirasapur is 180 person per sq, km. 
On the whole the region is densely populated. 
In general the Saryupar region has lower sex ratio in 
both rural and urban areas, probably because of malarial 
climate in the north and high incidence of female mortality 
41 
due to negligence. The density of i^pulation is greater 
because of high birth rate which is due to economic and 
educational backwardness. The density of population would have 
been still higher if the labourers had not been forced to migrate 
to other States and countries. Pressure on agricultural land 
is also greater in coc^rison to other regions of U,P, mainly 
because of low rate of urbinization and industrialization. 
40. Ibid., p.4 
41. Singh,R.L,, op,cit., p.77 
Region 
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iSastern U*Pi. aXso lags behind in literacy and education 
which has been shown in the following tablet^ 
Region-wise Literacy in Uttar Pradesh (1971) - Percentage of 
Literacy to the total population 
Total Rural Urban iSala. Total Rural Urban Total Rural Urban 
Hill 31.02 26.40 57.86 45.57 41.52 65.63 15.96 11.52 47.05 
Western 22.31 18.50 39.38 30.94 27.38 47.00 11.90 '7.75 30.30 
Central 22.86 17.50 48.27 31.57 26.27 55.88 12.61 7.32 38.75 
Eastern 19.40 17.11 44.92 30.14 27.74 55.13 7.91 5.87 32.44 
Bundel-khand 22.52 18.89 43.70 33.74 30.05 55.05 9.63 6.09 30.46 
u.p. 21.70 18.13 43.63 31.50 28.02 52.08 10.55 6.99 33.33 
The above table indicates that percentage of literacy 
in Eastern region as 19.4C^ as compared to the State percentage/ 
21,70 to the total population. In the rural areas the rate 
of literacy is still lower (17.11%) than in the reut of the 
rxiral areas of the State (18.13%) . However# in the urban 
areas this is a little higher than the State level. Literacy 
among the males (27.74) is also less in the rural areas as 
compared to State level (28.02). But in the \irban it is higher 
(55.13) than the percentage of the State (52.08). In case of 
42. Source! Statistical Abstracts Planning Department 
Uttar Pradesh (1978-79). 
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female education the region represents very poor percentage 
literacy 1.91% than the State level at 10.55%. Within the 
region the level of literacy both Bahraich (12.19) and Gonda 
(14.04) represents the lowest and Varanasi (27*27) represent 
the highest ^^ 
In the Eastern U.P. where the society is mostly rural 
44 
and agrarian the Jajmani system is very prominant in t^ich 
the Rajputs and the Brahmins who own the agricultural land 
but do not cultivate themselves constitute dominant segments. 
They get it cultivated by tenants and labourers. There are 
others who own the land and cultivate it themselves. It is 
in^jortant to mention here that most of the Rajputs (Thakurs) 
and the Brahihins, the owner of the large holding have inherited 
a socio-cultural inhibition which prohibits them touching of 
ploughs cultivation of the land and other manual labour in 
agrictXLtural field. This is regarded to be degrading and below 
status. Whereas those who cultivate the land and do hard 
labour in agriculture have marginal land holdings and most of 
them are land less not only in the Eastern U.P. but almost in 
all the regions of the State. 
The top peasantry of the region consist of mostly 
upper caste Hindus# while the middle stratum are essentially 
43. Ibid., pp. 18,19. 
44. Mukerjee A.B., op.cit. p.14. 
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middle class Hindus that is backerd castes other than the 
Scheduled Castes and the scheduled Tribes. Agricultural labourers 
are drawn mostly irroia the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
and some middle caste Hindus. Cut of about a little less than 
1554 of Muslim population* a larger section are agricultural 
45 
labourers. The other social groups which own various means 
of production tnainly related to agriculture also command the 
ownership^ control and utili2aiioki of all the resources and 
facilities* These groups comprise upper# higher, clean and 
dwija (twice born) castes end the others who are mostly landless 
agriculture labourers and menials come from the lower unclean/ 
pulluted* 'antyaja* untouchable castes, the Sudras as well as 
the economically backward among the artisan and lower castes. 
They are exploited and most of these backward communities^^ 
known as Scheduled Castes a)Ca Marijans. 
Marijans account for a sizable population in India as 
much as in Uttar Pradesh. Region-wise population of the Harijans 
47 has been shown in the following tablet 
45. Pradhan, H. Prasad* Caste and '-lass Alignments in iJorth 
India/ Mainstream XVIII No. 25, Feb 16,(1980) p.4 
46. Mukerji/ A.B, op.cit., p.16, 
47. Sources Statistical Abstract U.P./ op.cit., p«ll 
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MPlS ^Qn.J-?. 
Region-wise percentage of Scheduled Castes Population to 
total population in UTTAR PRADEbH 1971, 
Region/State U.P. Rural Urban Total 
Hill 16. .99 10, .57 16. 05 
Western 19, ,79 11. .01 18. 18 
Central 30. .16 11, ,68 26. 94 
Eastern 21, .81 10, ,03 20. 84 
BundelKhand 26. .43 18, ,83 25. 32 
The population of Harijansin the Eastern U.p. is 
20.84 percent in the average State population (21%) in the 
region. As in the rest of the country or in the State# in 
Eastern U.p, too the Harijans mostly reside in rural areas. 
This has been the position even in the past also. Detailed 
population of Scheduled Castes of male and female in the 
48 State and Eastern U.P. has been shown in the following table* 
48. Social and Cultural Table a special table for Scheduled 
Castes census of India ri97lTvol. 15, U.P. part V, 
A U ) p . 24. 
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statement ©howing the Male and Female population of Schedxaed 
Castes;Year 1971 
Uttar Prac^esh 
Male Female Tbtal Male Female Total 
Rural 9013421 8133611 17147032 3364157 3275282 6639439 
Urban 770608 631276 1401884 149298 124961 274259 
Total 9784029 8764887 18548916 3513455 3400243 69136698 
/ 
The above table indicates the higher male ratio of 
Harijans population in the rural as well as urban areas of 
this region and the State as a wlKJle. 
In the Eastern Uttar Pradesh where the society is 
coH5>aratively backward in the education/ the Scheduled Caste 
population is much poorer as con^ared to the general population. 
The following table shows the percentage of literacy in the 
49 region. 
49. Social and Cultural Tables Part XX# C(IX) series 21, 
Census of India 1971. 
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statement showing the literacy level o£ the Scheduled Caste 
(in percentage) 
Male Female 1?otal Male Peirale Total 
Rural 15.77 1,74 9.11 13.89 1.19 7.63 
Urban 33.01 11.75 23.43 33.43 9.47 22.51 
Total 17.13 2,46 10.20 14.72 1.50 8.22 
The above statement shows that in the Eastern U.P. 
only 13.89 percent of Schediiled Caste male are literate in 
the rural areas as compared to 15.77% of the state. For 
female this percentage comes down to 1.19% in the region which 
is slightly better in con^rison to 1.74% of the State average. 
Xn the urban areas these percentage is much higher than rural 
areas. Male literacy is 22.51 percent in the region* but this 
is also much less than the State percentage (33.01). So is 
the case in the female literacy. In the region female literacy 
is 9.47 percent whereas the State average is 11.75 percentf® 
According to the census data of 1971 in whole of the Uttar 
Pradesh out of 10000 literate Scheduled Castes males only 123 
males in rural areas and 413 males in urban areas are those 
50. Social and Cultural Tables Uttar Pradesh Table Scheduled 
Caste III Census of India (1971) . 
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possessing educational level at l^triculation or Higher 
Secondary and above. The corresponding ratio of Scheduled 
Caste females is %«orked out to be only 3 in rural areas and 
51 
55 in the u-ban areas. Thus the situation is alarmingly 
poor in the matter of literacy of Scheduled Caste in the 
region. 
Residential segregation of Harijans into a separate 
village hamlets or streets is widespread in the rural areas• 
G.S. Ghurye says that "segregation of individual castes or 
groups of castes in a village is the most obvious mark of 
civil privileges and dissabilities, and it has prevailed in 
52 more or less definite f o m all over India*. Segregated 
neighbourhoods are also seen in towns and cities. Radha 
Kamal Mukherjee^^ and Jyotirmoyee Sharma®^ are of the same 
opinion that member of Scheduled Castes still sxiffer segregation 
with regard to places of residence and housing which give rise 
to Harijan ghettoes in towns and villages. Segregated 
habitation of the Scheduled Castes is based on the religious 
sanctions* social restrictions and economic oppressions are 
51. Ibid., p. 959 
52. Gl^urye G.S., Caste class and occupation (1961) p.10 
53. Mukerjee Radha Kamal, Man and His Habitation (1968), p.2o 
54. Sharma, Jyotirmoyee, The Secular statxis of castes. 
Eastern Anthropologist (1958-59), p.7, 105. 
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practised from time to time. But at the same time it v«ould 
be proper to say that there are a few instances where the 
Harijans live with the upper class people in Oonda district. 
In a village of Kheria KoriesCHarijana^are living side by 
side with Rajpoots,^^ 
It is not only that the Harijans are bound to live out-
side the village but they have also virtually no civic amenities. 
They have to live in clustered huts in dirty surrounding 
which are absolutely unhyginic. The houses are usually 
constructed in haphazard manner without any consideration of 
drainage, water* therefore, stagnates just near the houses 
and during the rainy season mud and dust around the settlement 
cause unbearable condition. House floor is levelled by earth 
filling and finally plastered with cowdung wash. The walls are 
of mud and roof are generally made of wooden beams with an 
overall covering of 'sirki* or dry sugarcane leaves and muds. 
Sontetimes they use tiles (khapra). Pakka or semi pakKa houses 
of Harijans are seen rarely in the villages of Eastern Uttar 
Pradesh. As Andre Beteille has said (and this is also applicable 
in the Eastern Uttar Pradesh) "it is usually land owner who 
have 'pakka' houses built of bricks and tiles and bigger 
zamindar lived in mansons. By contrast, share croppers and 
55. Dube, S.N. and Mathur Usha# Welfare Programmes for 
Scheduled Castes. Economic and Political Weekly 
vol. V n , No. 4 Jan 2 2 , ( 1 9 7 2 ) , p . 1 6 5 . 
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agricultural labourers almost always live in huts and 
thatches". 
Generally Harijans do not pay much attention for the 
» 
cleanliness and sanitation of the surrounding in which they 
live, liie cooking utensils are thrown in front of the houses 
which causes filth and dirt. All the dirty water stagnates in 
the area which becomes a breeding centre for many diseases.®' 
Catties are tethered in front of houses or even inside. 
Cow-dung heaped near homes breed foul odur during rainy season. 
In the urban areas sanitary conditions of the Harijans are 
slightly better. "In the city of GoraKhpur though the Doras 
live in pakka tenements/ they pay scant attention to their 
environmental sanitation and deposit the garbage just near 
S8 
their quajrters. As regards their personal hygine* member 
of the Harijan community usually do not take bath regularly 
and because of this reason they suffer from various diseases 
and disabilities such as tuberclosis* leprocy* malaria and 59 veneral diseases. 
56. Betfasaie Andrer Studies in Agrarian Social Structure 
(1974) p.68. 
57. Khan Mumtaz All, Scheduled Castes and their status in 
India (1980) p. 165. 
58. Ethnographic notes. Census of India series 2l,U.P.<1971)p.66 
59. Dtibe# S.N. and itothur Usha« op.cit., p. 165 
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The food taken by the villagers in Eastern U.P, is 
mostly ill balanced due to the preponderance of cereals. 
Ghee, butter^ milk, green vegetable and fruit are seldom 
taken. The intake of protein is inadequate and there is 
marked absence of protective food in their diet. Members of 
the Scheduled Castes are generally iK>n vegetarian by habit 
and choice. They generally eat flesh of all type of animal 
except beaf?® i^iggs reports that "the death of buffalo or 
of a cow in the villages ie his opportunity for a feast 
It is true to some extent and was almost universal but now-fi-
days carrion eating habit is decreasing. Those who are 
Bhagat (taken Kanthi from some Guru i.e. teacher) such as 
01 
Kories abstain from taking the non vegetarian diet. In 
vegetarian diet they generally take two meals a day« one in 
the noon known as 'dupahariya' and other in the night. In 
morning they take •basi* 'the food prepared on the previous 
night'. In addition to meal they eat 'chabena* or perched 
gram* and sattu flour of perched grains, mixed with wfeteh 
water and salt or with 'gur' (KhandsariX. Occasionally on 
festive occasions 'Poori and Halwa* are prepared.^^ 
60. Ethnographic Notes op.cit (1971) p.6 
61. Briggs, G.W., The Chamars (1920) p. 45 
62. Ethnographic tiotes pp.cit., p.68 
63. Ibid. p.5 
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Smoking of bid! heinp# raw tobacco, chewing with lime 
etc. is very common among the Harijans» Some of them siich 
as Dom/ Dhobi/ Chamar, Bansphor, Kori etc. are fond of liqtior 
and are addicted to entoxicants.^^ Briggs reports that " 
Znten^erance ia wide spread. Chamars are notorious 
drunkars and both men and vramen are addicted. Liquor has an 
in^ortant place in much of the domestic rituala. Ganja, 
Charas, Bhang a®^ opium and Madak are ^tensively used. 
Children are not exen^jted from these evils."®^ The people 
like Nat, Dushadh, Pasi, (all Harijan community) of the 
Gonda, A2amgarh, Ballia Gorakhpur and Basti (the district of 
Eastern Uttar Pradesh) do the business of illegal country 
66 liquor and spend all the earned money in nterry making. 
The Harijans are considered to occupy one of the 
lo\itfest levels in the caste hierarchy. No caste accept food 
or water touched by them. The Harijans however, accept food 
from all the higher castes. Generally, higher caste Hindu 
60 not invrite the Harijans. Harijans also take food from 
Kurmi, Ahir and other backv;ard castes, but interdining within 
the sub castes is restricted. &?me groups within Harijan 
community as for example the Jaiswar refuse to eat any food 
64. Xbid., p.68 
65. Brings G.w., The Chamars (1920) p.224 
66. Swatantra Bharat - Tuesday Nov 8, (1983) 
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prepared by others. It is difficult to say just how far 
these distinctions are observed but in general the main sub 
caste do not eat# drink or smoke together* In the ethnographic 
notes D.M. Sinha r(^orts that Bansphors of Bahraich, Deoria^ 
Ballia, Azamgarh and Qorakhpur do not take food from Chobi« 
Nai, Pasi, Chamar# Bhangi« Hat etc. Chamar# Pasi, Doms^ 
Koris* Beldars, Khatiks and other lower castes do not accept 
68 
food (kachcha or pakka) from them and vice versa. However* 
the common relations are restricted within the caste as among 
the lower castes# the social distances are observed more 
strictly in this matter. 
ttot only in the Eastern U.P.» but through out India# 
Harijans are subjected to several forms of social disabilities. 
In all the areas of social interactions with the caste Hindus* 
social distances has been extensively observed. Almost all 
the Harijans suffer from the stigma of untouchability. M.C. 
Jain Kaggi says that "In world today of every seven one is an 
Indian, In India every fourth Indian is a "sudra" Scheduled 
Caste men or just an untouchable. Harijans have been one of 
the most downtrodden and depressed class for centuries. They 
lived in the hamlets segregated from other villager; were not 
67. Ethnographic Notes* Census of India* U.P.(1971) 
68. Ibid., pp 31,73 
69. Kaggi M.C. Jaih, Segregation and Untouchability Abolition, 
(1996) p.222 
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allowed to use the wells of the upper caste Hindus and 
prohibited from entry into the ten^iles and Schools. Partici-
pation in the religious processions and Sanskrit knowledge of 
70 
Hindu4&B> was banned for them, Sharing of foods and mixing 
with higher caste were all denied to them on the ground that 
they were impure, resulting from their unclean habits and 
occupations.^^ 
For a long time BariJans have been regarded as exterior 
castes, the 5th order or 'Pancham' i.e. beyond the purview 
of all the four orders of the Hindu social system. Although 
the profession which they were doing, were very much necessary 
end essential for the well being of the society. These 
professions were tanning and skinning of hides, manufacturing 
leather goods, sweeping of the streets, scavenging etc., but 
as they involved in the physical handling of dirty and putre-
fying matters they became untouchable. The untrouchable castes 
were regarded so pollutir^ that the touch or even the sha&>w 
of j^ uch a caste member defiled member of all higher castes, 
leaving the untouchable caste at the bottom of a ritually - based 
72 hierarchy of castes. 
70. Lynch, QM.^ Census Monograph(1966) p.4 
71. Khan, iMumtaa Ali, op.cit., p. 139. 
72. Barbara R. Joshi, Democracy in Search of Equality 
(1982) p . 9 
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For -felnousands of years the practice of untouchability 
had been xtdoted in the social and religious life of the 
country and this position continued to be so till the ©iddXe 
of the 2oth century. The constitution of Independent India 
abolished the practice of untouchability under Article 17 
by the inspiration of Gandhian philosophy and Principles and 
so officially there are no longer any untouchable. 
Although untouchability has i>een abolished by law but 
it is still in vogue in the society as much as in the Eastern 
U,p, In th« urban areas, the position has slightly improved 
but there is no marked inproveraent in the rural areas where 
the traditional outlook is very strong* For example* as stated 
in the ethnograpic notes, 'Bansphor informants reported that 
in the cities they were free to use public places but in the 
rural areas they did not have free access to temples and to 
the village wells for taking water* They can draw water from 
the well only after ;.he person belonging to higher communities 
.73 have already drawn water . 
tlnfortunately even among the Harijans there are high and 
low caste segments. "The evil of untouchability exists among 
the untouchable themselves. This has been admitted by the 
representatives of social communities in different places. 
73. Ethnographic Notes, op.cit., p.8 
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This is highly disappointing. So long as this practice continued 
all the efforts to eradicate untouchability will only be a 
74 
cry in the wilderness, • In fact Harijans of Eastern U.p, are 
themselves divided into innucnerable groups and sub-groups 
each maintaining some social distance from others. Because of 
their poverty and unhygienic livir:© conditions they suffer 
from ma 1 nutritiosi/physical disabilities and clsease£> such as 
tuberclosis leprosy, malaria, and veneral diseases etc. in 
large number. Family among the Harijans is patrilocal with 
patronymic designations. As a rule the Harijaa chooses his 
wife locally, outside his own village group but within his own 
sub caste. Although the sub-caetes are essentially endogamous 
group^marriage are occasionally arranged between meittbers of 
different sub-castes. Some tiroes occupation becomes bar to 
marriage even within the endogamous group such as among the 
Chamars, those who reitove manure and night soil can not enter 
-marry with those who serve as grooms. Monogamy is generally 
observed among the Harijans but the cases of polygamy are not 
absent, Briggs reports that the social intercourse lacte 
and moral standard are exceedingly low. Irregular unions, 
such as concubinage both intertribal and extra-tribal are 75 admitted by Chamar. Marriages are always settled by nego-
74. Nayer, P.K.B,^Untouchability vis-a-vis the Caste system. 
Journal of Constitutional and Parliamentary Studies 
Vol. VIII, NO. 1 Jan-March(1974) p.64. 
75. Briggs, G,w, op.cit., p,41 
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tlation in which boys side approaches girl's side* Among 
some Harijans the practice of giving price prevailed. 
How-a-days however* it has been given up. Hot only this 
some well to do Harijans now take small amount of dowry in 
the marriage of their sons from the girl's parents but there 
is no pressure for the payment of dowry. Crooke has mentioned 
prevalance of bride price among the Stemsof Miraapur but the 
Dom in the Gorakhpur claims that they have been paying dowry 
instead of accepting bride price» Harijans who are gainfully 
enqployed the receipt of dowry has become a symbol o£ prestige. 
Child marriage is very coiatnon among the Harijans 
consnunity of Eastern U.P. Boys ere irarried normally at the 
age of 11 - 12 and girls below the age of 10. Briggs report 
that "aii»ng the Chamars early marriage is universal. The 
betrothal is very early often in infancy and narriage is as 
early as eights years. Any time between the weaning of the 
child and the eleventh year is considered proper for the 
marriage.' «77 
Among the Harijans coronunity, wi<tow can re-marry. 
She can marry within her diseased husband's family or outside 
the family and such marriages take place without much ado. 
76. Ethnographic Kotes - op.cit., p.59 
77. Briggs, op.cit., p.35 
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The custom of abondonlng the wife also exists among them. 
Divorce Is permissible among the. Harijans and divorced "women 
can re-marry* So It is significant that the Harijans women 
do not face disabilities like forced widohood, dowry and 
economic bondages, but in the villages women are more backward 
and the society is more or less male dominated and wife 
beating is common in Eastern XJttar Pradesh as other part of 
78 the country. 
Social customs and ceremonies among the Harijans caste 
in Eastern U.P. is almost the same as other castes of the 
Hindus. From birth to death all rituals are largely and 
imitation of similar rituals amoi^ the caste Hindus. Standard 
of celebration depends upon the economic status and varies 
with social status. Usxially Brahiiiins do not solemnise the 
79 
rituals like marriage and death, but now the Brahihin priest 
officiate and presides in the rituals at least in the houses 
of well to do Harijan.®® 
The Harijans of Eastern U.P. are followers of Hinduism 
They worship all the Hindu Gods and Goddesses but the religious 
practices vary with the social status of the sub-castes and 
78. Sachchidanand, The Harijan Elite (1977) p.113. 
79. Ibid., p.18 
80. Ethnographic . Nbies # op. cit., p. 29 
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and there is no standard type of worship because they are 
not totally controlled by the Brahroins. They are also 
superstitious and have faith in spirits and "ghosts, both 
evils and goods. They observed 'Navratri' in month of 
'Chaitra* and *Kwar* ; and also observed all the Hindu 
festivalsf 
Among the Harijans soine are also followers of different 
sects. They also worship their Guru in Eastern U.P. for 
example in Gorakhpur according to Crooke, beside the other 
81 worship ttom also worship their Gtiru. In Gonda district it 
was reported that they nostly belong to Kabirpanthi, but some 
82 of them follow the Satnami sect founded by Sri Jagjivan Das. 
Pasis have also accepted the teachings of Baba Jagjiwan Das 
83 in the area of Eastern Uttar Pradesh. 
f 
Harijans regulate their coimiunity affairs by means 
of regional traditional council known as "Biradari" sometimes 
^Jawar". in the Eastern U.p, among the Harijans they have 
their own traditional caste Panchayats which effectively 
inforce the moral code of conduct within the community. 
Though every sub-castes have their own caste panchayats but 
* 
81. Ethnographic Itotes - op.cit.# p.60 
82. Ibid., p.73 
83. Ghurye, G.S. Caste class and occupation. (1969) pp.321-322 
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they are almost of the eame structure. Nbrroally known as 
AA 
" Biradari Panchayat" or " Jawar Panchayat" . These Biradari 
Panchayats generally deal with taatter relating to family 
disputes/ extraoioarital, sex relations/ adultery# disputes 
relating to the marriages end divorces, inter-dining with the 
persons belonging to lower castes and such other natter which 
are construed as tiiolation of the caste rorms. The culprits 
are either to pay a fine or feasts or are excoRsnunicated for 
a temporary period or permanently according to the enormity 
of crime. 
The head of Panchayat is known as Chowdhury or Sarpanch. 
The office of the chow<^ury is hereditary hut sometime it is 
85 
replaced by new ones on the basis of merit. in Gonda district 
the present Chowdury of Kori Biradari Panchayat was elected. 
Chowdhury of Panchayat is supported by some members of the same 
castes. Meeting of the panchayat is fixed in consultation 
with the Chowdhury and other members of the Panchayats. tiow-
a-days the caste Panchayats are not so powerftil and effective as 86 
they were in the past. Due to spread of education and change 
in the vievm of live/ people are not so faithful towards their 
84. Ethnographic Notes - op.cit., p.19 
In the Gonda district among the Barwar caste these 
Biradari Panchayats are locally called 'Jawar Panchayats*. 
85. Ibid., p.19 
86. Pasi/ Monograph series part V/ Census of India,Cl871)p.68 
See also Ethnographic Notes - p.47. 
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caste panchayat/ though its effectiveness can not be challenged* 
The political Coinplex of £astem tJ.P. is not signifi-
cantly different from that of the State and India in general. 
It politically as much alive during pre-independence days 
as other part of the state and the country were alive» The 
people of the region were equally active for the cause of 
national independence and they have recorded their dedication 
and sacrifice for the national cause during the British period. 
Allahabad, varanasir Ballia, Gorakhpur and other districts 
of the region have been the places of different movements 
launched by the Congress under the leadership of ffehatma Gandhi, 
as well as of the revolutionary activities of the patriots 
like Chandra SShekhar Azad, Bhagat Singh, Ram Prasad Bisroil etc. 
who not only sacrificed their lives for the cause of the 
motherland but also inspired the youth of the region in 
particular to rise to uproot the British rule in the country. 
The region bein& birth place of notable leaders like Jawahar 
Lai Nehru, Lai Bahadur Shastri, Sampurnanand, Acharya Narendra 
Beo, Kamalapati Tripathi etc. who were prominent figures during 
the national movement days, aroused political and national 
consciousness among the people. The princely States of this 
region like Kalakaner, Amethi, Gonda, Manakapur etc. also 
contributed a lot to the political and national awakening of 
37 
the people. Like other part of the country, different regions 
of Eastern U.P. like Gorakhpur, Allahabad* Ballia etc. have 
earned a place in the history of national movement during the 
British period. It was the people of Goraichpur who burnt 
Chauri-ChauraTlmna along with a number of policemen^ in 1922/ 
during the Non-cooperation Movement and Mahatma Gandhi had to 
withdraw the movement after this episode* The district of 
Allahabad has earned a good name in the history of revolutionary 
activities in India. Ballia recorded a place in history by 
completely paral^lng the British r^le in the district for several 
days during the Quit India Movement in 1942. Universities of 
the region like Allahabad University, Banaras Hindu University 
and Kashi Vi^i^apith have been the manufacturers oi the workers 
and leaders for the cause of national liberation. 
With the dawn of Independence the people of the region 
have equally shared the responsibilities of the State and 
country and they have enthusiastically participated in the 
political process of the country. The region has a credit to 
have produced Prime Ministers like Jawahar Lai Nehru, Lai 
Bahadur Shastri and Mrs Indira Gandhi and Chief Ministers of the 
State like Gampurmnand, Karoalapati Tripathi, T.N. Singh, 
87 H.N. Bahuguna, Kara Naresh Yadav, Vishwanath Pratap Singh and 
87, H.N. Eahuguna originally belongs to Garhwal,U.P. but 
his political career starts from Allahabad and represented 
Allahabad several times in the capacity of M.p. & M.L.A. 
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Sripatl Misra. Besides having given a nvamber of Ministers 
to the Centre and the State eminent opposition leader like 
Ram Manohar I<ohiya, Jharkhandey Rai* Raj Narain, Chandra 
i^ekhar* Ram Dhan* Chandra jit Yadav and many other belong to 
this region. M l these leaders have a good impact on th© 
political consciousness and activities of the Eastern Region, 
The region having produced several Prime Ministers and 
Chief Ministers, Ministers, opposition leaders, inspite of 
its socio-economic bacHv^rdness, has been a target of being 
88 
segregated from the Western part of the State for several times. 
Specially when the western part of State bad its ovm Chief 
Minister like Charan Singh. The demand for the division of the 
State between east and west was probably due to economic 
backwardness and political dominance of the Eastern Uttar 
Pradesh. Perhaps there is feeling among the political leaders 
of the western region of the State that the prosperous output 
of the western region are converted into inputs for the eastern 
region by the dominant political leadership of the latter. 
The involvement of the people in the democratic process 
of the country have led to birth of many forces like caste, 
community, region etc, in the politics of power and this has its 
88, Masaldan, P.N., politics in U,P, since 1947 in State 
Politics in India, Edited by Iqbal Narain (1967) p.273 
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impact on this region also* Caste and community politics have 
become an integral part of the political process of this region 
like other part of the state and country* The feeling of 
•backward and upper* is getting deep-rooted in the soil of 
Eastern Uttar Pradesh due to politics of vote-capturing in 
the general elections as well as in the elections of the local 
bodies. The determination of candidates on caste and community 
lines by the political parties is a normal features of the 
political system. This has divided the people among caste-
groups and communities* which can be clearly seen during the 
times of elections. There is a clear trend that the traditional 
dominant castes and classes are dominating the political set 
\sp and socially ajrad economically backward caste and classes are 
trying to their best to politically come up to hold power. 
This has led to caste and class tensions not only during the 
89 
times of elections/ but a l ^ in normal time* The feudal 
elements of the regional teid to suffer the greatest set back 
in their prestige and power due to abolition of princely 
States, Taluke<5feri, Zamindari. The economic base of the 
traditional 'Raja-Praja' relation disappeared but they soon 
regained their power position through democratic process. Their 
sound economic background of the past added them to capture 
political position through elections. They entered into politics 
89. Singh/ K.K., Pattern of Caste Tension^(1967) p.89 
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and political parties too tooh their help in establishing 
their political bases in the region. Consequently the feudal 
elements emerged as a stroi^ political force in the region. 
Tha observation of Paul Brass is also applicable in this 
region that "the dominance of the traditional land owing castes 
90 continues in the both ecoraanic and political life." 
On the other- hand* the bulk of poor peasants even 
decades after this continues to remain chronically deficit 
house-holds in the most part of the rural Eastern Uttar 
Pradesh. 1?hough all ovtr cooperative institutions are meant 
for the weaker sections but are being dominated and exploited 
by the richer classes and all sorts of grant-in»aid and deve-
lopment rebates are being syphoned by them. The poor people 
continue to take loans almost i^olly from the rich and thereby 
continued to siiffer from informal bondage# social humiliations 
and degradation. In a study of the villages in the Eastern 
K.K. Singh reports that "when the Thakxirs learned that 
Zamind^ri was abolished and the land in the use of the tenants 
would be lost# they acted quickly to recover as much as they 
could. V&rious techniques to reclaim land were adopted 
iijcluding terrorising the tenants into renouncing property 
91 claims and forcibly preventing them from cultivating land. 
Uttar Pradesh i n Myron Weiner (ed) , 
90, Paul Brass/Zstate Politics in India (1968) p.69 
9X, ^i^h, K.K.r op.cit., p. 7 
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But parallel to this the advent of the adult fraixshlse 
and Panchayati Raj has led to the formation of new power 
structures in *Aiich the high caste people are not necessarily 
as important as they had been in the past. Gradually the 
political process developed political consciousness among the 
poor peasants of the backward coionunity to politically come 
up to share the political power. The class and caste based 
political organisations like the B.K.JD. and the Lok Dal« etc* 
and their leaders like Charan Singh, Ram Naresh Yadav, Ram 
Dhan, Shiva Narayan* Chandrajit Yadav etc« tried to encash 
the class consciousness of the backwards in the Eastern region 
like other parts. Now the present political position of the 
region is that on the one side the upper class leaders hailii^ 
from feudal background like Dinesh Singh of Kalakanker, Ajit 
Pratap Singh of Pratapgarh, Vishwanath Pratap Singh of Manda, 
Sanjay Singh of Amethi, Anand Singh of Manakapur etc. represent 
the upper classes and Chandrajit Yadav, Ram Dhan, Ram Naresh 
Yadav etc. represent the backward class in power politics of 
the region. Side by side, Lokpati Tripathi, Kaiaala Pati 
Tripathi/ Ram Mangal pandey etc. are the Brahman leaders among 
the upper class of the region. Bhumihars do not lag far 
behind in political leadership of Eastern U.P. Jharkandey Rai* 
Raj Narain, C.P.N. Singh, are now recognised leaders of the 
Bhumihar Community. 
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In fact caste hae become a potent factor In Eastern 
Uttar Pradesh not only In political field but also in educational 
institutions %Aiich play an important role in power politics 
of the region. With ciie increasing education and political 
consciousness among the people of the region, caste and class 
narrowness has increased. A number of educational institutions 
belong to different caste?and communities for instance y.P. 
College of Vfeiranasi, T.D. College and Raj College of 
Jaunpur/ Rana Pratap College of <3oraKhpur etc. practically 
belong to Rajputs/ D.A.V. College of Azamgarh* C.M.p, College 
of Allahabad and L.B»a, College of Gonda belong to Kayasth 
community, saiibli College Azamgarh goes to Muslims and 
Sampurnanand Sanskrit University of .V&ranasi and many colleges 
of Pratapgarh are the patrimony of Brahmins. The appointment 
of different employees to these institutions is mostly made 
92 
from the candidates of the related community. The caste 
and class feeling is so deeply rooted in the colleges and 
Universities of the region that the elections to the students 
unions » are generally contested and student voters are 
convinced mostly on caste lines. In tlte Universities like 
Allahabad, Banaras, Gorakhpur and Avadh the majority of 
contestants to the \inion elections are generally Brahmin, 
Thakurs a M Btoumihars. The contestants belonging to other 
92. Parmanand Pandey, Jan Satta, Dec 22 (1983) 
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castes are exceptions only. This trend not only embitters 
the campus of the colleges and universities, it also adds 
to cast-dishairmony outside the campus. This further adds 
to the caste and class politics of the region as a whole* 
Paul Brass rightly observes,"the role of caste in elections 
is easily the most discussed aspect of contemporary Indian 
political behaviour."®^ 
It is not that the castes and classes have their 
separate and independent iflentity in the political set 
of the region. In fact* the different caste and class groups 
often change their political affiliations according to chan-
ging political equations of the different political parties 
and their leaders and under changing political equations 
no political party can claim to have the con^jlote support 
of any particialar caste and community. Even the Congress 
can not claim the Harijans and the Muslims as its pocket. 
In the chaiaging political complex of the region saaetimes 
the backwards, Harijans and Muslims in majority side with 
the Congress and sometimes with other political parties. 
So is the case with upper castes. N.D. Palmer rightly says 
that "p®3ple of the same as well as different castes votes 
in different ways and that voting cuts across caste behaviour 
93. Paul Brass, Factional Politics in an Indian state. 
The Congress Party in Uttar Pradesh.(1965) p.155 
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94 and Is influenced by many other factors. It v?a8 the single 
occasion in the political history of the region that people 
of the different castes» classes and coimnunities sided with 
the Janata Party in general to uproot the Congress diaring the 
Lok Sabha elections of 1977. But during the general election 
of 1980 the gap between different castes widened. In fact# 
the qjajority of any particular caste or commtinity votes 
for candidates of the saroe caste generally regardless to 
ideology of the political parties, but where the caste candi-
dates do not contest the election, there is generally a 
division asnong a particular caste to which party or candidate 
to vote for. This trend, it may be said, is not only visible, 
in this region as s\jch but it is visible on the national 
election scene as well. N.D, Palmer has remarked "Is there 
any similar determinant of 'Imbits of allegiance* and hence 
of political behaviour in India? If there is, it almost 
certainly must be caste, perhaps the most pervasive social 
institution in India. Caste is obviously still very important 
factor conditioning social and political values, and behaviour 
»95 in contemporary India. 
94. Palmer N.D., Elections and Political Development. The South Asian Experience. (1976) p.287. 
95. Ibld.« p.281 
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Xt Is generally held that the economic condition of 
particular region affedts the voting behaviour of the people* 
This notion is not correct so far as this region is concerned* 
Eastern U,P. is economically a bacHv»ard area and some of its 
part like Basti« Deoria* i^zamgarh* Ghazipur etc. are 
more laackward in comparison to other parts of the region as 
well as of the State* As a consequence of this backwardness 
of the region the leftist ^litical forces have been more 
active among the masses* but they imve failed to mobilise 
the nass voters of the region in their favour dvtring different 
general elections* Masaldan has rightly said in context 
to voting behaviour of the people of this region "the Eastern 
region of the U*p. is economically less developed than the 
rest of the state* For that reason^ it is generally regarded 
as a stronghold of leftist forces* But an analysis of election 
returns from tiiese parts of the State does not establish very 
definitely the validity of such an assumption." 
CKie to socio«>economic and political backwardness« 
no monber of Harijan Community barring second General 
Election 1957, was elected to I,ok Sabha, or Legislative 
Assembly from general constitxiencies of this region* 
This has been by ^nd large a general trend in State of Uttar 
91 Pradesh and in the country as a whole* The different 
96* Masaldan, P*N.« op*cit*« p.273 
97* For Detail See Chapter XI of this Thesis Table No.2-3 
and 2-4, pp. 91,92 
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political parties too have failed to provide tickets to 
Scheduled Castes candidates for general constituencies in 
ger^ral. Probably due to this psychology that the people 
of the Scheduled Castes need no more representation than 
what they have been reserved. However, the Scheduled Caste 
candidates who won the popular elections of the LoH Sabha 
from the reserved constituencies generally belong to the 
Congress Party in this region before the geceral election of 
1977. In 1977 the balance heavily tilted in favour of the 
Janata Party in this regard, fhis has been sliown in the 
98 following table* 
98, Source I Eeita collected from different reports of 
Election Commission on General Elections 
from (1957 to 1980) 
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Party-wise position of the Harijan Representatives elected 
from Reserved Constituencies in Eastern 
political Parties Members of Legislative Asseaably 
1957 1967 1977 1980 
Indian National Congress 
Bhartiya Jan Sangh 
Republican Party of India 
Communist Party of India 
Samyukt Socialist Party 












Tbtal 36 34 31 31 
* ht the time of elections name of the Party (How Bhartiya 
Lok Dal) was Janata Party (a) 
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The above table shows that as tnany as 3o out of 36 
99 
seats o£ M.L.A. were bagged by the Congress from the reserved 
constituencies of the Eastern U*P. though In the elections 
of 1957 Congress was worried because of the food situation 
and relatively strong position of Leftist parties in the Eastern 
100 
region, The next was the number of Scheduled Caste M.L.As 
who won the election as Independent candidates. Bhartiya Jan 
Sangh could score only two reserved seats and C«p.X. only 
one seat of the Bidhan Sabha in 19&7# from this region. The 
party-wise position of the Scheduled Caste representatives 
of the Vidhan Sabha from the reserved seats significantly 
changed in 1967 General Election^ although^the Congress vias 
still on the top. The hold of the Congress Party on the 
reserved constituencies of this region considerably reduced. 
It could bag only 2p out of 34 reserved seats. Bhartiya Jan 
Sangh significantly improved its position. It scored as many 
as 9 out of 34 reserved seats of Eastern Uttar Pradesh in 
1967. The SSp which had failed to score even a single reserved 
99. Though the reserved constituencies were 35 in the 
Eastern U.p. by the Delimitation of Parliamentary 
and Assembly Constituency Order, 1956 from tlte Balran^juk 
Assembly Constituency two Scheduled Caste mend^ers were 
elected against one reserved seats because of the 
Joint Electorate system. Dasharath Prasad (Jan Sangh) 
and Din Dayal Karun (Congress) both Scheduled Caste? 
got the vote 25.14% and 2i.o8^ respectively and other 
non-Harijan candidates got the vote less than Scheduled 
Caste candidates. 
100. Shiva halt (ed) International Electoral Politics & Law 
Election Archives. India, History of Elections U.P. 
Assembly Elections (1980), p.7 
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seat of the region in the previous election of X957# 
captured 4 reservea seats in 1967. One reserved seat went 
to the Swatantra Party which was su^jported by Manakapur 
State (Gonda)• The position significantly changed again in 
1977 election of the Vidhan Sabha. This tinie the newly 
formed The Jamta Party, an anvalganation of a number of 
opposition political parties scored as many as 28 out of 
31 reserved seats of the region^ leaving the Congress which 
commanded the support of the Harijans« to satisfy itself 
with only two reserved seats. Somehow, one Scheduled Caste 
candidate won the reserved seat as an independent candidate. 
In the 1980 again the situation abr^tly changed. The magic 
of the Janata Party had evaporated by this time and it had 
broken into many political piedes. Hence the Congress not 
only re-established itself in the entire Eastern Uttar Pradesh 
as well as States, it even deBolished the traditional strongholds 
of the erstwhile Bhartiya Kranti Dal, the socialist and Jan 
Sangh. The interesting feature of the 1980 election in the 
State as a whole was that of the 92 seats reserved for 
scheduled Castes the Congress won 74, conceding 11 to Janata 
(Charan Singh), four to Bjp, two to Cpi, one to Congress(U} 
and one to an independent. ^ ^^ So was the position in the 
Eastern U*p. Congress bagged 27 reserved seats out of 3i 
101. Shiv Lai (ed) op.cit., p.308 
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reservedi seats, Janata (Charan Singh scored 3 reserved seats 
and one reserved seat went to CPI. BJP could wot get even 
a single reserved seat just to represent the region. 
Party-wise position of the Harijan Representatives elected 
102 from Reserved Constituencies In Eastern U.P, 
Political Parties Members of LoH Sabha 
1957 1967 1977 1980 
Indian National Congress 6 5 
Bhartiya Jan Sangh • -
Republican Party of India - 1 






102. Sourcet Data collected from different reports of the 
Election Commission on General Elections 
from (1957-1980) 
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The party-wise position of the Scheduled Caste 
representative to the Lok Sabha also significantly changed 
in this region during 1957 to 1980, The Congress scored all 
the 7 reserved seats of the region in 1957. Its position 
reduced in 1967 Lok Sabha ©lection in which it could bag 
only 5 out of 7 reserved seats of the region. One reserved 
seat went to R.P.I, and one to S.S.P. candidate in 1967. In 
1977 IiOk Sabha election tlie hold of the Congress on the 
reserved seats was completely reduced to zero* er«a the nevdy 
formed Janata Party not only captured all the 7 reserved 
seats of the region as well as all the reserved and general 
seats of the sa^ate. The newly forraed Lok Dal after the 
Janata i^lit bagged 3 out of 7 reserved Lok Sabha seats in 
1980 leaving 4 seats to the Congress. 
The above analysis indicates that the reserved seats 
of the Vidlxan Sabha and the Lok Sebha both are not the 
monopoly of any single political party in this region and 
they have been fliKJtuating from party to party. The hold 
of the Congress Party on the reserved seats of the Vidhan 
Sabha and the Lok Sabha both has considerably reduced end 
other political parties specially the Janata Party and the 
IiOk Dal have considerably shared its hold in this
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The Harijane of Eastern uttar Pradesh due to their 
alround backwardness have not only failed to be elected to 
the Vidhan Sabha and LoK Sabha from tte general constituencies# 
have also failed in general to occupy elected position in 
local bodies. In the political coB5)lex of the region they 
have been forced to confine themselves within their 'reserved' 
circles. Some of the studies conducted in this region by 
tbe scholars as well as the official data si:5>port this fact. 
For example* the Office of the Chairman of the Zila Parishad 
is the top and key-office of the Panchayati Raj system in 
the Uttar Pradesh* But A.N. Dubey in his study stated that 
this key-office has been occ^ j^ jied by the people of the upper 
castes such as Brahmins* Rajputs/ Bhumihar and Kayasthas 
in majority of cases and to some extent by backward caster and 
there was no representation at all of the Scheduled CasteJ 
to this office in the whole of Uttar Pradesh including this 
region,^^^ 
The office of the Kshetra Pramukh of the Kshetra Samiti, 
the second tier of the Panchayati Raj System^ is also the 
key position at the block level* but this has become the 
patrimocQT of the upper castes in general and the emergence 
of a ^scheduled Caste candidate to this position is merely 
103. Dubey# A.N., Gramin Prashesan Axir J.^jniti <aila 
Parishad Adhyaksha Ki - Bhumika) (1983) p. 106. 
S3 
exceptional* Not even a single person of the Schediiled Castes 
was elected to this office in the districts of Gonda and 
Paizabad since the beginning of the Panchayati RSj in 1962.^^^ 
The office of the Sarpanch« the President of Nyay-Panchayat 
which is purely a judicial body in the rural area has not been 
held by a Scheduled Caste person in the blocks Niyatnadabad* 
Chandauli and liairgarh of Varanasi district since 1950 to 1962 
105 
as studied fcy R.Kushwaha. This is further proved that all 
the Sarpanches excepting tv«> out of total 489 in the districts 
of Faiaabad and Gonda belonged to non-Harijans. m. Mansoor 
in his study of Cram Pradhans in Gonda district pointed out 
that 'the roost and deprived of the position of the Pradhans 
107 are the Schedxaed Castes. H© person of Scheduled Castes 
t^ as elected Pradhan in 122 Gram Sabhas in the first elections 
of panchayats in 1949i only 2 out of 216| 2 out of 250 and' 
5 out of 250 Pradlians belonged to the Harijan community during 
108 
the second, third and fourth term of Panchayats respectively. 
He further pointed out that 'the emergence of the Scheduled 
Castes Pradhans was actually caused by the mutual show-down 109 among the Upper class rivals* In fact the representation of 
104* Source* Office of District Panchayat Raj Officer* 
Gonda and Feizabad* 
105« Kushwaha, R»t Working of Nyay Panchayats in Indie,(1977) p.74 
106. Source: Office of the District Pancheiyat Raj Officer, 
Gonda and Faizabad (1972) (1982) 
107» Mansoor, M* Role of Gram Pradhans* h case Study of 
Gonda district (unpublished Ph.D. thesis)(1981) p*78 
108, Ibid., p.76 
109. Ibid., p. 78 
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the scheduled Castes to the otfice of Pradhans is very poor 
In general. Notably, only 5.7436 and 7,97% in Faiaabad district 
and 2,03% and 3% in Gonda district of the total Pradhans in 
1972 and 1982, respectively belonged to the Harijan comrounityi^® 
The party Composition at the block and district levels 
indicates tjmt the political parties in general have not 
accoincQoaated Harijans to the key party positions such as 
President ai3<3 General Secretaries at these two levels in the 
Eastern U.P. The leaders of the different political parties 
in cciarse of discussions mentioned two specific reasons for 
this absence, namely, meagre availability of sviitable person 
among the Harijans to shoulder the party responsibilities and 
ambitious competitions amor^ the upper class persons to hold 
party position at these levels. Although theses two reasons 
carry much weight, yet the absence of Stoheduled Caste 
representation to party organisation of different political 
parties at the block and district levels in general indicates 
that the Scheduled Caste person are generally the most deprived 
of the non-reserved positions in political set up, local 
bodies and party organisations. 
Xt can be said that despite socio««coix}mic backwardness« 
Eastern U.P. has been politically alive and has contributed 
110. SDurcei Office of District Panchayat Raj Officer 
Gonda and Faiaabad, (1972), (1982) 
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substantially to national politics. Its share in State politics 
has been significant and constructive. However, the politics 
of the region is largely dominated by the upper castes and 
no proBiinant leader could emerge to successfully motivate and 
organisse the Harijan community for a meaningfiJl political 
role* They still lag behind socially, economically and poli-
tically in the region. In fact the idea of racial purity, 
caste segregation, prohibition on inter-caste relation, taboos 
on food and drinks, caste hierarchy and prevailing untouchability 
are the major causes of their backwardness.^^^ The process of 
democratic decentralissation (Panchayat Raj) and community 
Development and all the allied programmes have all benefitted 
the locally dominant castes but not the poorer<«- Harijans. 
The gulf between the upper and lovrer segments of Indian society 
continues to widen. In the political field with the constitu-
tional safeguards they have got a substantial and are gradually 
evolving a pattern of |«>litical behaviour which they could 
not have done otherwise* 
111. Kagzi,M.C. Jain, op.cit., p.218 
CHAPTER . II 
HARIJANS m IMDIAK POLITY 
5e 
Gandhiji deliberately coined the term "Harijan" 
for the untouchables in Hindu society. He used this term 
to show respectability to those who were subjected to all 
sorts of hiiiniliations exploitations and torture by the 
higher caste for centuries. Gandhiji declared that "Harijan"^ 
means 'a man of God\ All the religions of th« world describe 
God preeminently as the friend of the friendless* help of 
the helpless and protector of the weak. The rest of the 
world apart/ in India who can be more friendless* helpless 
or weaker than the forty million or more Hindus of India 
who are classified as untouchables? If, therefore* anybody 
of people can be fitly described as men of God* they are 
surely these helpless* friendless and despised people, hence 
I have always adopted Harijan as the name signifying untouchable^ 
Unfortunately* use of the term '^rijan* for the depressed 
2 
classes was resented by their communities Specially in 
"VOCastern India and the leaders of the depressed classes* 
Dr Ambedkar* whose followers^resented the ter» 'HariJans' but 
1. Gandhi* M.K.* Caste Must Go and the Sin of Untouchability* 
conqpiled by R.K, Prabhu. (1964) p. 
2. Schehidanand* The Harijan Elite.(1977) p.3 
3. Zelliiot Eleanor* Learning the use of Political Meansi 
The Makars of Maharashtra in'Caste in Indian Politics* 
edited by Rajani Kothari. (1970) p,51 
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tl^y failed to suggest a better term to replace It. Z>uring 
the Round Table Conference held in London before the Govern-
ment of India Act of 193& t«aa finally drafted^ Dr i^bedkar 
proposed the term Scheduled Castes for all these depressed 
classesjwho were not only backward socially, economically 
and politically, but who also suffered from a number of 
4 social disabilities on account of untouchability.y 
The Government of India (Provincial Legislature 
Assen^ly) (Orders) 1936,gave a list of officially recognised 
Schedxiled Castes, Gradually the term Scheduled Castes became 
the synonymous of Harijans.® However, certain people expres-
sed difference of opinion to iiK:lude all categories of the 
Scheduled Caster in omnibus term 'Harijan'. They were of the 
view that all the Schedtiled Castes or D^ressed Classes are 
6 
not untouchables. Khan Kumtas Ali says that "all the 
Harijans are Scheduled Castes. All the untouchables are 
Depressed classes; Harijans or Scheduled Castes* But not 
all depressed classes; Harijans or Scheduled Castes are 
untouchables^J But this is also true that majority of the 
4. Scheduled Castes, Tribes and Backward classes. 
Times of India, Directory end Year Book 1954-55 p.295 
5. Kagssi M.C. Jain, Segration and Untouchability Abolition 
1975 p.199 
6. Blunt S.A.H., Caste System in tlorthern India(1969) 
p. 333-335, See also Borale P.T., Segregation and 
Desegregation in India,(1968) p.33 
7. Khan Murotaz Ali, Scheduled Caste and their States in 
lndiaXl980) p.3 
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Harljans or Scheduled Castes are untouchables. As cleared 
by the notification of the Government of India (1950), the 
untouchables largely include ""Sudras^  and others at the 
outer fringe of the caste system. The officially declared 
depressetfl classes and more often than not as Scheduled Castes 
8 
were almost the same whom Gandhiji called Harijans.j G.a, 
Ghurey says that, **though Mahatroa Gandhi had through his 
Weekly 'The Harijans* and his 'Harijan Sewak Sangh' and other 
organizations, his propaganda and his fast tried to designate 
these classes as '%rijans*. The majority of the framer of 
the constitution who were staunch followers and devotees 
\ of Gandhi surprisingly adopted the term coined by the Simon 
9 
Commission,"^ The Sonstituent Assembly used the term Scheduled 
Castes for the untouchables^ The term Scheduled Castes has 
not been defined anyivhere in the Constitution of India. All 
that it says is that ^ Scheouled Castes means such castes^ races 
or Tribes or part of groups within such castes # races or 
Tribes as are deemed to be Scheduled Castes for the ptirpose 
10 of the Constitution of India.* 
8. Xhe Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Order 1950 
Ministry of Lawi Notification No. 19 Aug 10,1950 
Gazett of India Extraordinary Part II Sec, 3 p.163 
9. Ghureye G.a./ Caste and Race in India(1979) pp 306-307 
10. Art 341, Constitution of India. 
§9 
Gan«ahiji called them Harijansor God's people, but 
their continydng misery would suggest that they are perhaps 
a God-forsaken people# numbering nearly eighty million and 
account for 14.6% of the total Indian population.^ This 
large chunk is not concentrated in any one area but is 
widely dispursed in different parts of the country. They 
are recognised as weaker sections because of dual handicap 
of social disabilities arising out of the stigna of untoucha-
bility as well as educational and economic backwardness. 
There are about six hundred castes recognised as Harijans in 
Sndia and therefore^ the Harijans are not a community as some 
times misunderstood by the nomenclature J they form a configu-
ration of communities^i Sachchidanand says that "they ere 
split up into hundreds of Castes and sub-castes. Theiaare 
about 1100 groups. Some of these retain and share a common 
identity and sometimes common names in different states, 
£ven if the list are consolidated on the basis of such simi-
larities the total will be over 400." «12 
The genesis of Harijans or Scheduled Castes lies in 
the Hindu social structure* In ancient India the Hindu 
social order was established on foundation of four tier Varna 
11. Yadav# S.K., Harijan Awareness of Educational 
Scheme.(1983) p.I 
12. Sachchidanand# op.cit., p.4 
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Caste system/ vi2# ( i ) Brahmins < i i ) Kshattiryas (iil) 
Wshya end (iv) the Sudras. This four fold division of 
society vias determined by the distinctive functionxand can 
be traced in the Ir/mns of the Rig Veda,^^ The fourfold 
order of society as seen in the purushsukta denote not only 
the origin of the classes but also devine justification of 
14 
the order of the society. Wen v?ere by nature unequal! 
and social inequalities vere natural* accordingly the 
Brahmin was ordained to study# to teach# to do YOjana and 
to defend Charma; the Kshattria was ordained to protect 
and defent the realm, to rule and to make donatiousi the 
Vashya was asked to do cultivation to protect the cattle* 
to trade and to establish industry* to lend luoney and to 
make donations. The fikadra was obliged to show respect to 
those who were his superior by caste and to serve men of those 
higher castesi® In the late Rig Vedic time* however/ this 
four fold division took the form of a rigid caste structure 
This pyraroidical castes hierarchy in which the Brahmin 
was placed at the opexjand Sudra at the base* was governed by 
the rules of end>gmic and hereditary occi;^ation# which* in 
13. Sankhahar M.M. * Genesis of Caste System Review 
article (B.R. AoSbedkar* who were the Sudras (1970) 
Indian political Science Review vol.6*1971-72 p.123, 
14. Ghurey* G,S, Caste and Class in India(1957) p.182 
15. Kagei M.C. Jain, op.cit.* p.193 
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turn* have given rise to the ide of purity of the blood and 
division of laboutr. While they may have worked smoothly in 
some period and benefited society for sometimes* the hardening 
of the caste prejudices for maintenance of purity of the 
blood gave rise to the most undesirable idea of untouchability 
and birth of depressed classes. ^Describing the origin of 
caste system, Kaka Saheb KalelKar says that "In ancient tlrae 
the Brahmins and Kshattrias in the North* cooperated with 
each other* treating the vast masses of V&shyas ai^ Sn6ra.B 
as inferior. The Brahmin and Kshattrias who were then agricul-
turists could not however, form a self sufficient social unit. 
The Va^hyas gradually picked up wealth eiSd fair amount of 
culture and Joined the higher ranks. Thus the trivarnic 
civilization form the upper strata of society leaving the 
Sudras a mear masses. Those ^idras who coiild not give \3p 
practices repugnant to Aryan ideals were condemned as untouchables 
and were forced to live on the fringe of society. They were 
beyond the four-fold o r t h o d o x y T h e social isolation in the 
sense of superiority and the ideas of purity and pollution 
became an integral part of the social syst^. These diversities 
led to differences in the moral and ctiltural standards of 
various groups and a gulf began to grow between the various 
castes. There was a systematic and continuous suppression 
in the form of rules and codes of social conduct. The leaders 
16. Report of the Backward classes Commission/, vol.1/ 
(19b5) p.16. 
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of the society thought that the upper classes would be safe 
only by roainteinic© the ignorance and poverty of the masses,^^ 
Forming the lowest stratum of Hindu society, the touch or 
shadow or even voice of an untouchable was deemed by the caste 
Hindus to be a source of pollution. They were forbiden to 
Keep animals and to use certain metals for ornaments and 
had tx> live in vuohygenic conditions on the outsjcirts of villages. 
Their condition was miserable, they were denied the use of 
public wells and their children were not admitted to Schools. 
All the temples were closed to them. They were treated by 
the caste Hindus as sub-human. They followed hereditary 
occupation and trade of the lowest order. They continue to 
be socially degenerated; economically downtrodden, politically 
sv^servient to the upper classest and permanently excluded 
from educational and cultural opportunities, in the light 
of these reasons Dr Anibedkar complains and perceives some 
sort of a conspiracy on the part of the Brahmins to keep the 
18 Sudras in a state of permanent slavery.^. 
However, the Sudras, the untouchables or Harijans 
officially described as the Scheduled Castes, are Hindus 
though kept outside. In their every day life they are subjec-
ted to various restraints under Hindu codes of conduct & social 
19 norms. They constitute one of the most vxanerable and 
17. Ibid., p.22 
18. Sankhahar M.M., op.cit., pp.l26«'i27. 
19. Singh Permanand* Equality, Reservation and Discrimi-
nation in India (1982) p. 109 
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aisaavanteged segroent of the Indian Society. The profane 
occupations like ecavenging, bxirning of the dead or sJcinning 
the dead animals* being ritually in^ sixre entails a low or 
negative social status to them. They not only remain seggregated 
from the main stream of the Hindu social life for centuries* 
but many undesirable habits and customs has crept into 
them and pushed them backward more and more as the time 
passed. The above background developed a deep sence of infe-
riority coH^lex in them, so much so that today they 60 not 
even care to come into closer to modern social development 
and change. The most disappointing irony is that the evils 
20 
of the untouchability exists even among the Harijans themselves 
Some of thera are considered highfer than the others* the 
Bhangis are the lowest of all. For exan^le* Chamars (leather 
workers) in 'Uttar Pradesh have traditionally regarded themselves 
2l 
as superior to Bhangis in respect of certain rituals and 
social norms. The pollution theory came in handy to keep them 
permanently in a state of economic and |K)litical subordination. 
20. Hayer, P.K.B., Untouchability vis-a-vis the Caste 
System. The Constitutional and Parliamentary Studies 
vol. VIII no. 1# Jan-March,(1974) p.67 
21. Report of the Commisliioner for Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes(1951)* p.l 
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However # the pains of social unequality is being 
realised by various religious social, cultural and political 
leaders« From time to time social refozmeri-of the Hindu 
society condemned these evils end did their best to remove 
the cancer eating away the vitals of Indian society* A 
country'-vise campaign vas launched by establishit^ organizations 
to eradicate the germs of the social taboos from the roots 
of the society. Energetic attempts have beeng going on since 
the time of the Buddha (500 B.C.) to free Hindu society from 
22 
the evil of untouchability. The ideological and spiritual 
attempts to abolish untouchability and establish social 
equality have been continuing for centuries* Chakradhar, 
Ramanand, Chaitnya^ Kabir, Ekanath and other saints sticceeded 23 to a great extent in establishing spiritual equality. 
The removal of the untouchability and all disabilities 
from which the Harijan$ suffered formed an in^jortant item in 
the pTOgrammes of all socio-religious and political movements 
that emerged in India during the British rule. The impact of 
the West too was clearly visible . The social institution 
of caste came under attack for being inconsistent with the 
concept of democracy. The British policy was designed n^inly 
for the maintenance of law and order # for the collection of 
22. Ruber, W.N., Builders of Modern India - B.R. Ambedkar 
(1970) p.3. 
36. Ibid., p.39 
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taxes and for keeping an unrestricted niarket for the British 
goods. The land policy created a new class of landlords 
and drove million into the rank of tenants and agriculturai 
labourers. The education policy was designed for the restric-
ted number of people which further created a gulf between 
the elite and the masses. The policy of divide and rule 
through introduction of separate electorate and special 
I recognition were contributory to disruption of whatever 
solidarity India once possessed,W^N. Kuber says that "the 
Governiaent was carefxU, not to antagonise the upper classes 
and always side tracked the issue as far as possible. Besides^ 
the upper stratum of Qbvernroent officers was composed of 
Brahmins. The attitude of the rulers though not antagonistict 
24 
was not favourable to the untouchables. Yet, inspite of 
the negative attitude of the British rule the Western 
liberalism and education anc the principle of equality 
attracted the attention of the intellectuals towards the social 
evilc. 
The intellectual renaissance of India has been a 
great casual factor in the rise of natioralietn and emergence 
of modern India. Brahroo Samaj in Bengal and Prathama SamaJ 
in Maharashtra were latinched to inspire campaign against the 
social evils and generated the sense of humanism and social 
36. Ibid., p.39 
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equality. Western education created the foundations of a 
nevf type of intellectuial and political life in India* J\2stice 
Ranade# Lok Manya Tilak« Gokhle« Iiaia Lajpat Rai were soioe 
of notable figures with Western education vtio expressed voice 
against the social injustice. Jyotiba Phooley carried on 
his movcanent for social equality and demanded the education 
for the lowest. Jyotiba was the first man who ins^/ired self 
25 confidence in the masses, and represented the plebeian 
current because it came straight from the lower order of the 
26 Hindu Society to which peasant belonged. 
Social reformers of India had a vision of now social 
structure based on social equality. They specifically told 
that the \xndemocratic institution of caste was not competible 
27 
with political democracy. For the eradication of the stigma 
of untouchability#'Bepressed Classes Mission Society'was also 
established. At that juncture Indian National Congress also 
came tnto being and it has worked ever since for the advancement 
of the people. Cause of the untouchables or depressed classes 
was taken in the working of the Congress. At the Congress 
session of 1917 presided over by Smt. Dr Annie Eesant, a 
resolution was passed to put an end ttte atrocities on the 
25. Ibid., p.7 
26. Ranadive# B.T., Caste class and Property Relations* 
Econonic and Political Weekly vol. XIV, Nos. 7 & 6 
Annual no.(1979) p*344. 
27. Kuber, W.N., op.cit.« p.4 
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untouchal^Xes* But "the problem did not touch the conscience 
of the large oiasses of the caste Hindu populAtion, It waa 
Mahataina Gandhi who arouaed the conscience of the nation for 
the abolition of untouchability and amelioration of the condi-
28 tion of the untouchable groups. 
The contribution of Dr B«R. AinbedJcar occupies an 
important place in the history of social reform of the Hindu 
society. His w r k was qualitatively different from that of 
his predecessors* He at once stood for social liberation, 
economic emancipation and political advancement of the downtrodden 
millions a task never undertaken by any high caste Hindu leader 
29 with so much vigour and force. Ha founded a Depressed Class 
Welfare L e a g u e ^ s h a k e the Hindu Society from the bottom 
to top for redressing their grivances. *'He infused into the 
so-called untouchables a spirit of self respect and inspired 
them to face the challenge in a peaceful« non-violent and 
«3l 
organised manner." He visualised that not the law of Manu but 
the constitutional safeguards %i)Ould ultimately lead '^touchable 
to a free and hoi»\irable life in free India. , 
28. Sachchldanand/ op.cit./ p.5 
29. i;a:)akir, (toin# B.R. Ambedkar A Social Reformer. Main 
Stream Annual No.(1976) p.119. 
30. Kuber, W.N./ op.cit./ p.36 
31. BharatdwaJ/ A.N., Problems of Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes in India(1979) p.24 
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With the coming of two great leaders Mahataroa Gandhi 
and Dr Ambedkar the Miaalon of Harijan Welfare got a new 
dimenslon.j The awareness of social justice fit equlllty among 
the Harijans was instrumental In pro^ting political awakening 
among them. W.N. Kuber says that "the Depressed Classes were 
not a political force In any form before the Montford l^eform 
of (1919) Representations on particular issues were made. 
32 
There was not political deiric-nd". But when the Simon 
Commission visited India the attitude of the Depressed classes 
had considerably chained. Sixteen out of eighteen Depressed 
classes organizations asked for separate electorates for the 
33 untouchables., 
D^ressed class association of the Central Province 
requested the Slnjon Commission for (1) an increase in the 
Government power of veto for protection of the minorities 
(2) separate representation not only in the legislatures« but 
all public bodies including Universities In proportion to 
numerical strength* (3) posts In the government services for 
Depressed class members with minimum qualification required 
(4) representation In Cabinet dependent only upon Depressed 
class votes (5) special grant for the education (6) no appllca« 
32. Kuber# W.N. op*clt.# p*49 
33. Zllllot, Eleanor.* op.clt.* p.45 
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tion of a bill affecting Depressed classes 1£ three fourth 
34 of the community opposes it. 
On behalf of the Harljans Dr AnODedkar advocated for 
special protection in Indian political set up through reservaticn 
of seats in the Legislative bodies. Dr <A4Qbedhar asked for 
separate electorates in the second session of the Bound "Table 
Conference which began in September 1931, Eleanor Zelliot 
points out that "from this time on separate electorates Maa 
the battle cry of the untouchables under Aitibedkar*s leadership 
«35 
until Independence. For the first time there was a 
representation in a political conference when Dr Ambedkar and 
Sriniwasan participated in the Ro\md liable Conference to 
discuss India's future constitution in London." "^ It was a 
recognition of the independent position of the i^hedxiles 
36 
Castes."/ But Mahatama Gandhi never agreed with the views of 
Dr iVmbedkar regarding separate electorates because he firmly 
believed that this would create an unbridgeable gulf in the 
Hindu society. When Communal Award was amx>unced by the 
Ramasy MacDonald on August 17,1932, it was the firat time in 
the pollticed history of India when \mtouchables were given an 
34. Petition to the Indian Statutory Commission from the 
Central Provinces# Depressed Classes Association, 
Nagput<$1929) - Source - Zelliot Eleanor op.cit.,p,66 
35. Zilliot Eleanor, p.47 
36. Ibid., p.39 
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an independent political statue and legal risJits*^  Of course, 
37 this was the victory o£ Anibedkar's ideology. !3r Ambedicar s/ 
held that ^the Communal Award gave the untouchables two benefits 
<l) A fixed quota ot seats to be elected by a separate elec-
torate of untouchables? (2> a double vote# one to be used 
through separate electorates and the other to be used in general 
electorates. 
But Gandhiji was detained in Yarvada prison strongly 
opposed the special status given to the Harijans as a separate 
political entity and started a fast unto death to register 
V his resentment. Gandhiji saidi would far rather see that 
39 the Hinduism died than that untouchability lived^^ s^ hd also 
remarked* "I would not sell the vital interest of untiouchables 
4 0 ' 
even for the sake of winning the freedom of India. ^He 
resisted political separation of the untouchables from the 
Hindus by staking his life because he was of the opinion that 
separate electorates would create a division among the vii;^^gers 
and their lives as villagers would be miserable in the vill|pi^ es 41 the strongholds of Hindu orthodoxy. 
37. Kharat, S.R., Mukti Sangram (1966) p.S9 
38. Ambedker# B.R. - What Congress and Gandhi have done to 
the Untouchables.(1945) p.68 
39. Gandhi, M.K., Desai, Mahadeo - 33iary# p.33 
40. Ambedkar, B.R./ op.cit.< p.61 
41. Kuber^ W.N., op.cit./ p.42 
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The historic fast o£ Hahatama Gandhi focussed the 
attention of the nation on the problem of Harijans. A confe-
rence of Hindu leaders vas sumtooned in Botobay to resolve 
the deadlock, Pt< Madan Mohan Halviya appealed for saving 
the life of Mahatama Gandhi and iixConned Dr l^edHar about 
the sitxiation* Anibedkar with the other leaders went to Yarvad 
prison where he accepted the suggestion of Gandhiji* The 
agreement, historically known as'Poona Pact' was signed on 
— 
September 24#1932 through which separate electorate for 
Scheduled Castes was abondoned. Dr B.R. AmbedKar on behalf of 
the Depressed classes and M.C. Rajah and Pt. Madan Mohan Malvya 
signed the Pact. According to this f'act number of representatives 
in Provincial legislatures was iwireased to 148 from Tl^  as 
provided under the conuBunal award. The system of priroary 
elections provided in the coininunal award in which only the 
Depressed classes were to vote first as separate electorate 
42 and then in the joint constituency wsif done a%ijay with* ^ 
Although the pact increased the quota of seats« it also took 
away the right of double vote. W.H. Kiiber says that "the 
valtiie of second vote as a political weapon was beyond 
reckoning. Disliked by the caste Hindus and generally disfavoured 
by the untouchables the Pact vras given recognition by both 
parties and was erobodied in ttm Government of India Act* 1935. 
« 
4 2 , Zilliot Eleanor, op.cit., p.48 
43* Ruber* op.cit.» p.45 
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The Poona Pact satieflefl Gandhiji and under his leader-
ship Congress anti-untouchability coropaigns gained further 
44 
inoroentum. In fact# apart from its political dimension, 
it was the need of the hour and the prevailing conditions 
Opened the eyes of Hindus to the need of doing away with 
untouchability and working for improving socio-economic 
conditions of the Harijans. Gandhiji visualised the necessity 
of solidarity in the struggle for political freedom. Separate 
bills to abolish untouchability and to permit entry in 
teonples were sponsored by the Indian National Congress. With 
a view to bringing about a change in the condition under 
which the Harijans lived, the 'All India Anti-untouchability 
league' with a net work of provincial Boards was set up* 
Sri Thakkar Bapa was appointed the general Secretary of the 
League.^ This organisation came to be known later on as the 45 
'Harijan Sewak Sangh'. After being released from the jail 
Mahatama Gandhi covered the entire length and breadth of the 
country and a countrywide carqpaign was launched for the removal 
of untouchability under the auspices of the Harijan Sewak 
Sangh. Barbara R. Joshi says that "abolition of untouchability, 
once a political untouchable issue itself, had become a key-*' 
feature of the nationalist c a u s e . T h e social climate 
started cJianging. Events had taken a new and positive turn in 
44. Joshi Barbara R., op.cit., p.41 
45. Encyclopedia of Social Vtork in India,vol. 2(1968) p. 170 
46. JOshi Barbara, R., Op.cit., p.41 
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94 the country, iPhe place where untouchability was normally 
practiced were Identified* They weret (I) the public wells 
and tanks (2) the hotels# and hair cutting saloons (3) the 
tuples (4) the schools and (5) the residential quarters.^^ 
Soon after coming to power in 1936, the Congress Goverranent 
introduced a member of bills for the removal of these social 
evils. The Congress Government also established special 
departments and appointed special officers for Harijan 
49 Welfare Wbrk.j Munispalitles and other social bodies were 
directed to examine the deplorable living and working condition 
of sweepers ana scavengers and to take necessary measures 
to provide them better housing and other amenities.^ 
At the aante time with the development of modernity/ some 
of the rigidities of castes gradually began to diminish, ^he 
introduction of railways, the establishment of hotels, 
restaurants and expansion of means of communication further 
contributed to the relaxation of caste barriers. Sdmilary, 
the attitude towards caste syst^ was also changing. The 
British policy ©f religloxis neutrality provided the direct 
antecedent of the secular state In India. It also established 
the principle of equality before law thereby laying the 
51 foundation of common citizenship. Thus under the impact 
47. Bharatdwaj, A.N., op.cit., p.26 
48. Enclopedla of Social Vtork, oplcit., p.170 
49. Bharatdv^aj, op.cit., p.26 
50. Ibid. p.26 
51. Shaxma,K., Political Modernization In India(1982)p.50 
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o£ liberal and democratic ideas many lower castes began 
to react against Bian-raade inequality and denended equal 
rights. 
With the social awakening, political consciousness was 
slowly taking a new turn among the Harijans in India, After 
the Poona Pact# i:^  AmbddKar formed a broad based political 
party - the Independent Labour Party • to include not only 
the untouchables and the depressed classes but other social 
sections too» There was obviously no exclusive political 
52 
organization o£ the untouchables. The Indian National 
Congress was the only largest party having a following in every 
province and a progranime for the welfare of the untouchable« 
The programme of the new Independent Ijabour Party ^ a mainly 
to advance the welfare of the toiling classes which included 53 
the Pepressed classes also. In th© elections of 1937 the 
Independent Labour Party wpn ten of the 15 reserved seats 
for the Scheduled Castes and three general seats in the Bombay 
Legislative Assembly and three reserved seats of Central 
Provinces the Berar* Dr Ambedkar was elected from Bombay 
after defeating a Congress candidate. The Congress formed 
Ministries in eight provinces in 1937, Anibedkar*s party sat 
as an opposition party in the Bombay Presidency. Ambedkar 
52. Zilliot Eleaner, op.cit., p.50 
53. Ilanifesto of the Independent Laboiir Party 
Sources W.M. Kuber« op.cit. p.50 
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attempted to prove that Congress did not represent the 
Scheduled Castes and strongly criticised the policies of the 
Congress regarding the terancy, the anti-strike Bin, the 
Khoti Bill and other amelloratives roeastjures?* Unfortunately 
the new Independent X.aJoour Party of Ambedkar failed to get 
the confidence of the caste Hindu. V, Enatt is of the 
opinion that "i^djan leaders helongix^ to Cr Ambedkar's 
party, have heconie fully conscious of their civic rights and 
encourage their followers to assert than. But as this is 
done in a somewhat defiant manner and DO attempt is made for 
persxiading the caste Hindus or to secure the cooperation of 
the Harijan Sewak Sangh. Often there arise as a result a 
severe conflicts* boycots and even belabouring of Harijans 
55 by Caste Hindu villagers. Gandhiji was aware of the situation 
that "to create dissatisfaction among the Harijans can bring 
no immediate relief to thetn and can 
I a vicious division amongst Hindus."' 
only tend to perpetuate 
,56 
. With inspiring leadership of I)r ^ a^nbedkar the associa-
tions of the Scl^duled Castes intensified their efforts under 
the changing circumstance* When Viceroy invited the Indian 
leaders after the outbreak of the second Wbrld war* Dr Ambedkar 
54« Kuber# W.N., p^.cit., p.51 
55. Bhatt V^manrao A., The Harijan of Maharashtra AlK. India 
Harijan Sewak Sangh (1941) pp. 16^17 
56. Harijan, /5 (195i^)p. J|/f> 
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coB^lained that the Poom Pact had been far from satisfactory?^ 
"The next step of the Scheduled Castes associated with 
Arobedkar* was a move further in the direction of separation 
5fi 
from the Caste Hindu society," M.R. JayJcer in a letter to 
Sapru (dated April 7#1.9.41) wrote* "The Depressed classes 
under Ambedkar's guidance^ are becoming more conscious of their 
separateness and not of their lonity with Hinduism." 59 In 
July 1942 the All India Depressed classes Conference was held 60 
at Nagpur, in which 70#000 representatives from all over India 
took part. Apart from many a demands the last resolutions of 
the conference established a political party for the purpose 
of carrying on the political movement of the Scheduled Caste 
to be called the Scheduled Caste Federation and old Independent 61 
Labour Party merged into the same. N. Si vara j was the 
President of the <%>nference. He declared in the annual session 
of the Scheduled Caste Federation which met in Kanpur in 
January 1943, that the Depressed classes were not against the 
transfer of power provided the danand of the Depressed classes 
were conceded. Dr Arobedkar gave threat to launch a struggle 
if depressed class %4ould not get a proper share in the conduct 
57. Kuber# H.N., op.cit., p.52 
58. ziliiot Eleanor, op.cit.,P.52 
59. Sapru collection Calcutta National Library letter.'d;£5" 
Source* W.N. Kuber, op.cit., p.61 
60. Keer Dhananjay, Dr Ambedkar, Life and Miiasion(l962) ,p,348 
61. Report of the Depressed Class Conference, Nagpur (1942) 
It 
of the National Government* 
"^he manifesto of the Scheduled Castes Federation 
enunciated the following principles* religious# ecoxx>mic, and 
political freedom, right to equality of opportunity; state 
responsibility to make every Indian free from want or feari 
maintenance of liberty* equality and fraternity, redemption 
from oppression and exploitation of roan by man, of class by 
class and ot mtion by nation; and the Parliamentary system 
62 
of Government. In the general election of 1946 the Scheduled 
Caste Federation was con5>letely routed. It was the greatest 
setback to Br Ac^edkar and his followers. Ambedkar resorted 
to extra Parliamentary action to tress the demand for recognition and Scheduled Castes conducted large scale 
Satyagrah for the separate electorates before the State i;.egis-
latures at Poona, Hagpur, LucKnow and Kanpur in 1946. 
Dr Ambedkar opposed the idea of Constituent Assembly. His 
apprehension was that if Scheduled Caste Joined it they woxild 
be no more than a small minority which could always be out 
63 voted. Eleanor Siilliot says* "undoubetedly separatism was 
64 
stimulated by the demand of the Muslims for Pakistan . 
But when Pr Ambedkar visualised that (Constituent Assembly 
62. KtSber, W.H., op.cit., pif2 
63. Ibid., p.72 
64. Zilliot Eleanor, op.cit., p.56 7 5 ^ O S " 
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wovilfl be a sovereign body and would shape the futxire of 
Indians, he joined the Constituent Assembly advocating the 
interest of the Depressed classes. With the advent of Indepen-
dence* separetisra as a political device lost its value.^^ 
Actually Dr Arobedkar was of the opinion that "political power 
is the Icey to all the progress and that the ^heduled Castes 
would achieve salvation if they captured power by organiaing 
themselves into a separate party and that only when they 
achieve political power could the social arid economic condi-
tions of the Scheduled Castes be improved."^^ 
The Constituent Assembly formed on the basis of the 
proposal of the cabinet Mission to frame free India's consti-
tution* generally represented persons of all coiranunities. 
The Indian Hatioxjai Congress* which was the only political 
organization of the national character at that time* did not 
confine its choice to bonafide Congressmen* but selected 
even Scheduled Castes* Adivasis* nationalist Muslims* Anglo-
Indians* Parsis etc.* — i n fact persons from all categories* 
which could be grouped under the heading * general* The 
Congress was of the view that the Constitution making body 
should be so framed that it represented the social complex of 
65. Ibid.* p.55 
66. Schchidanand* op.cit.* p«6 
67. Banerjee* A.C. The CoostitutiorAl History of India. 
Vol. 3(1919-1977* (1978) p.351 
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India as whole and thus to avoid the in^ression that the 
Constitution vas in^osed on any section of the Indian Community< 
As a result the Constituent Assembly included as many as 31 
members of the Scheduled Castes which formed a very sizeable 
proportion of the Hindu coaanunity as a whole. 
The members of Constituent Assembly were fially alive 
to the socio-economic and political problems of the nation as 
also the problems of the minorities* depressed and backward 
classes* and there was the concensus among the membSrs of 
the Cons tit iient Assembly to provide adequate safeguards to 
them. Dr B.R, Awfloedkar the Qwiirman of th© Dafting Committee 
was himself a recognised leader of the depressed classes. 
The Congress too because of its long association with Mahatroa 
Gandhi was committed to the \:^li£tment of the downtrodden 
sections specially Harijans. As a result due weightage was 
given by the Constituent Assembly to the cause of the weaker 
section in drafting the democratic constitution of free India. 
The Constituent Assembly appointed a sub«>Committee with 
Thakkar Bappa as its Chairman which advarwsed ti»e historic 
recommendations for the welfare of the downtrodden classes. 
These recommendations were subsequently accepted as a policy 
by the Constituent Assembly. It was the first occasion in 
the history of India when all the citizens regardless to their 
castes/ creeds* community, etc. were recognised as 'equal' in 
80 
the Constitution and all sorts of priveleges and discrimina-
tions were abolished. Ajit Roy says "a constitution which 
true to the ideals of lx>iirgeois democracy^ proclaimed an 
end to all form of formal in equalities among Indian citizen 
except for preferential treatment for the depressed section 
of the population « a unique addition to the treasury of 
boiargeois democratic ideals and further provided for legislation 
making the practice of untouchability a criminal and cognisable 
68 
offence." Lelah Duskin observes* "nowhere else is so large 
an under privileged minority granted so much special treatment 
„69 
The preamble of the Constitution itself indicates the 
general purpose for which the people ^  O'rdained and established 
the constitution. It aims at securing social, economic and 
political justicejr equality of status and of opportunity* 
and fraternity among the citizens without any distinction on 
the basis of racei castes* community or sex. This was exactly 
the realii^ation of of dreams of Mahatma Gandhi as he had 
mentioned in "India of My Dreams"* an India in which the poorest 
shall feel that it is their country in vSiose making they have 
an effective voice; an India in which all communities shall 
live in perfect harmony. Thete can be no room in such an India 
68. Boy Ajit, Caste and C ass An Interlinked view. Economic 
and political Weekly Annual No. vol. 60 nos.7 & 8(1979)p.301 
69. Lelah, Dushkin, The Policy of the Indian National 
Congress towards the Depressed classes. The Economic 
Weekly, Bombay(1961) p. 1667 
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for the curse of untouchability. To give It solid base the 
makers of our Constitution adopted Fundamental Rights to 
safeguard individual liberty and further strengthened it with 
the Directive Principles Social economic political justice 
for every member of community. Special provisions have 
been made in the Constitution to safeguard the interest of 
the we-ker sections which include Harijans too, These 
J Constitutional provisions for saf eoviarding the interest of 
the Harijans fall under various Articles in the Constitution 
of India such as 15,l6,17,19,23,25,29,35^38,39a,46,l64,244, 
275,32^30,331,332,333,334,33 5,338,339,340,341,342,371A, 
371B/ and 3J3C, These provisions and preferences can be 
divided into three categories as pointed out by Marc Galanter; 
first reservations, which provide easier access to valued 
positions within important social institutions such as reserved 
seat in legislatures, reservation of posts in Government 
service and reservation of places in academic institutions 
(specially coveted higher technical and professional college). 
To lesser Cixtent the reservation devise is also used in 
the distribution of land allotment, housing and other 
scarce resources. Second, there are expenditures of Govern-
mental resources on behalf of the beneficiaries, i.e. 
scholarships, grants/ loans, land allotment® and provision of 
other special facilities such as legal aid ^hird, there 
70. Gandhi, M.K. India of My Dreams compiled by R.K. Prabha 
(1947) pp.9-10 
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are special protections such as measures designed to protect 
•untouchables' from discreminatory treatment and exemption 
from liability to having one's land subject to execution."''^ 
The most important constitutional safeguard for the 
Harijans ifl x-he reservation of seats in the I,ok Sabha and the 
72 
Vidhan Sabhas Article of the Constitution provide for 
reservation of Seats for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes in the House of people (LoJc Sabha) and the Legislative 
Assemblies of the States (Vidhan Sabha) , Article 33o and 332 J 
prescribe the procedure for the reservation of seats and 
according to these Articles, seats are reserved in proportion 
to the population of Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes to 
the total population of the each State. Representatives are 
elected from the constituencies reserved for the Scheduled 
Castes candidates. The population of these constituencies is 
mixed and all voters vote on terms of equality though the 
Election Commission is entrusted to delimit areas of relatively 
high Scheduled Castes population deiisity for the reserved 
constitxaencies. These provisions for the reservation of seats 
71. Marc Galanter, Compensatory Discrimination in 
Political Representation. Economic and Political 
Weekly, vol. 16/ rios. 7 S 8, Annul No. (1979) p.437. 
72. Ibid., p.437. 
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which had initially been made for a period of ten years 
frcM\T the cornmencement of the constitution were subsequently 
by the Constitution (Eight Amendment) Act 1959 and the 
constitution (23rd Amenanent) Act 1969/ from 1960 to 1970 and 
from 1970 to 1980 respectively and now this stands extended 
till 1990. In 1976 there were 78 sxich reserved seats in 
the Lok Sabha out of 542 total seats and of the 3997 seats 
in various Vidhan Sabhaj 540 v;ere reserved for the Scheduled 
73 
Castes* No seats are reserved in the upper houses of 
states or in the Ifejya Sabha« The following table shovrs the 
reserved seats in the different General Elections of Lok Sabha 74 and Vidhan Sabhas' 
73. Delimitation order Govt, of India 1976 
74, Source* Marc Galanter - Data, op.cit.# pp.438-440 
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Table allowing the Total Numbers of Seats and Reserved Seats 
for scheduled Castes in Lok Sabha and Vidhan Sabhas 
Election Lok Sabha Vidhan Sabhas (India) 
Total 







1952 489 72 3234 471 
1957 494 76 3201 470 
1962 494 76 3296 480 
1967 520 77 3467 496 
1971* 522 77 3625 510 
1977* 542 78 3997 540 
1930 542 78 3997 540 
* In 1971 and 1977 Elections of all Vidhan Sabhas were not 
held along with Lok Sabha Elections* 
In other elective bodies reservation of seats has 
not been provided but number of scheduled castes/Scheduled 
Tribes is guaranteed and if they are rK>t elected directly 
the can be coopted. Article 15(4) is broad enough to authorize 
the reservation of seat in elective bodies at the local level 
85 
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for the disadvantaged groups. Such Legislative provisions 
have been extended to some Municipalities and Panchayat Raj 
76 
System, though the pattern differs from State to state. aome 
states provide tor special represeritation of iacheduled Castes 
even though it may not inform to their proportion in the 
population, oth&r atdtes have provisions applicable only at 
some levels o£ the three tired rural Government and many have 77 provisions for co-opting iacheduled Castes representatives. 
78 
In Uttar Pradesh, there is a provision to reserve seats 
for the members of Scheduled Castes in the District Board 
to an extent which is note proportiomte to the population of 
Scheduled Castes in the area of the district, in which the 
elections are held. Similar reservation also exists for the 
representation of Scheduled Castes people on Municipal Board, 
Notified Areos and Town Areas Committees under section 9-A 
of the Municipal Board Act 1916 as amended by Ui-P, Act VXI 
79 
of 1953. There is a provision under section (7) (12) of U.p» 
Pv nchayat Raj Act 1947 for the reservation of seats for the 
Scheduled Castes in Gram Sabhas in proportion to the population 80 of these people in the area ol that Sabha. 
Marc Galanter, op.cit., p.450 
76. See - M. Shiviah, K.V.N. Rao etc» Panchayat Raj, An 
Analytical Survey. 
77. Joshi, B.R. . op.cit., pp.20-21 
78. District Board (Amendment) Act 1948 section 5. 
79. Report oi the Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and Sche-
duled Tribes for year(195b),5th Re ort Part II Appendices^ 
p.36 80. Ibid., p.41 
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For safeguarding the interests of the Harijans there 
is a provision for a special officer (Commissioner) in the 
Constitutions. Article 3£8 of the Constitution prescribes 
that there shall be a special officer for the Scheduled Castes 
who shall investigate all matters relating to the safeguards 
provided for the Scheduled Castes under this Constitution and 
to report to the President about the irking of those 
safeguards at such intervals as the President may directs 
and the President shall cause all such reports to be laid before 
each House of Parliament. In pursuance o£ this provision in 
the Constitution the post of the Special officer designated 
as Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes is 
appointed by the President from time to time. The post of 
Commissioner was fir at filled on the 18th November 1950 and 
25 report of the Commissioner for the Scheduled Castes and 
81 Scheduled Tribes have been «itu]»nitted till 1978. Considering 
the magnitude oi the problems Government set up the high level 
commission in 1978 so that the problem of these weaker 
sections of the commvtnity received adequate attention at 
appropriate levels, Bhola Paswan Shastri Chairman of the said 
Commission has suiroLtted the report of the Commission to the 
82 President. 
81. Report of the Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and 
scheduled Tribes(1978) p.10 
82. Report of the Commission for Scheduled Castes and 
scheduled Tribes first report (1978-79.) 
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The Government of India as also Governments of the 
different States have made vigorous effort to ameliorate 
the conditions of these unfortunate millions under various 
Five Year Plans, In pursuance o^ the provisions of the Article 
and Article 27S of the Constitution, funds were provided in 
different Five Year Plans for schemes for the welfare of the 
Scheduled Castes with a view to helping them to come up to 
the level of the rest of the citizens. Although the State 
yJ 
Government haiee been paying special attention to the welfare 
and uplift of Harijans since Indepence* till late most of 
the outlay was spent on educational programmes but it has 
recently been realised that the real solution lies in the 
intensive programmes of economic development of the Harijans 
through family oriented programmes and developmental aprroach. 
For taking care of the welfares of Harijans every States has 
separate department and Minister in-charge known as Harijan 
Kalyan Mantry. (Hinister for Harijan Welfare). 
The fact however, remains that inspite of all the 
Constitutional provision^^ administrative measures and 
financial allocations the conditions have not shown any 
appreciable improvement as far as their economic condition and 
social status is concerned. In the opinion of the Planning 
Commission, "the prevalence of poverty and inequality, virtually 
unchanged over the years, can be seen most clearly in the 
88 
condition of life of the two disadvantaged groups in our 
society* the Scheduled Castes and the £k:heduled Tribes. 
The social disabilities from which large numbers of Harijans 
continue to suffer in many part of the country are in large 
part collected with their economic status and lack of bargaining 
power which inarKs their role as agricultiire workers in a 
83 situation of over all labour surplus,** The curse of untoucha-ty 
bility plagues the Harijans even today, although to protect 
the Harijans from the evil practices of untouchabillty and 
other social disabilities« the Untouchability (offences) Act 
was passed In the Act was amended to make it 
more effective and provided for more stringent punishment 
and it was rechristened as the ^Protection of Civil Bights 
Act*. Yet even the working of Act has not made the desired 
84 
in^ct so far. In the words of Pt. Govind Ballabh Pant 
'Economic backwardness, social backwardness and educational 
backwardness were indissolubly and inseparably lx>und to and 
tied vp with \antouchability. The spurt in the cases of 
atrocities on the Scheduled Castes noticed now can be directly 
traced to economic factors like land disputes, forcible 
harvesting of crops* wage disputes* bonded labour etc. Other 
at^rocities like rape* arson* loot, grievous, hurt, etc. are 
also on the increase as the latest satistics maintained by 
83. Planning Commission draft Plan Chapter 1st 
84. Annual Report for the year(l977) presented by the 
Ministry of Home Affairs in the Parliament in Dec (1978) 
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the Ministry of Home Affair reveal. «85 
Today about 46 percent of the country's popiilation is 
living below the poverty line, in which inajorit:y belong to 
e 
Harijans. During the 53 years of planning, Harijans have all 
along been left out on the fringe. Education is great 
leveller and Central Government and State Governments had done 
a lot for the development of education among the Harijans but 
the result is far from satisfactory. This may particularly 
be seen in the field of education. The following enrolment 
statistics relating to educational institutions gives a 
comparative picture of the general progress in the country and 
that achieved by the Scheduled Castes in this field. 
School E d u c a t i o n 
Class 1 to V Classes VI to VTII Classes IX above 










35.6 18.3 21.2 
22.1 11.0 11.0 
85. Pt. Govind Ballabh Pant Minister of Home Affairs -
%!eech in Lok Sabha on 3oth November(1959) sourceiReport 
of the Commission tor Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes(1978-79) ,p.l45. 
86. R^ort of the Commission for Scheduled Caste and 
scheduled Tribes, op.cit.,(1978-79)p.l46. 
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The above data clearly show the poor percentage of 
Scheduled Castes in School educational enrolment. If we take 
professional and other Collegiate educational enrolment, the 
( 
percentage of Scheduled Caste enrolment in 1964-65 and 
8*7 
1974-75 is 4,3 and 5-7 to the total population respectively. 
It shows that inspite of overall progress achieved during 
the last 10 to 15 years, the Scheduled Castes have a long way 
to go before they can catch with the general educational 
development of the country. 
. • 
This is however, not the position in politics. They 
"have fared better in the access to the political arena than 
8S their dismal socio-economic status might suggest.*^ In the 
real sense Harijans enjoy the safeguards and rights in two 
capacities first as a citizen of India, irrespective of Castes, 
creed and religion and secondly as a member of weaker section, 
89 
though temporary. The purpose of this temporary preference 
to give an incentive to the members of Harijan community to 
improve their position to the general level. If these is 
no reservation, the representation of the Harijans in the IjoK 
Sabha and the Vidhan Sabhas will be negligible. Of course, 
Harijan candidates may contest on reserved and non-reserved 
87. Ibid., p.146 
88. Joshi, B.R., op.cit.(1982)p.20 
89. Khan, Mumtaz Ali, op.cit.,p.6 
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(general) seats but at the States and National level# few 
scheduled Castes candidates have been elected from general 
constituencies and member of such success has not been 
rising significantly, although many general constitviencies 
have large Scheduled Castes population. In the various general 
elections the representation of Harijans from the general seats 
90 was very poor as will be seen from the following tablet 
Representation of Scheduled Castes to Non-reserved Seats in 
Lok Sabha (India) 
Election Total seats Non-reserved 
seats 
Non-reserved seats 
filled by Scheduled 
Castes 
1952 489 392 5 
1957 494 387 6 
1962 494 387 1 
1967 520 407 0 
1971 522 405 1 
1977 542 426 2 
The above tables shows that before the General Election 
of 1962 the position was better though not encouraging but in 
90, Source - Report of Commission for the Scheduled Caste 
and scheduled Tribes, op.cit(1978-79),p.144 
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the General Election that year only one Scheduled Caste was 
returned from the general constituency and in the 1967 
there was none, position was not satisfactory in 1971 and 
1977 General Elections. In the election o£ 1980, &7 Barijan 
candidates contested the front the General seets in Uttar 
gt Pradesh tout none could siicceed* 
More or less the same position was found in the \^dhan 
92 Sabhas elections in Xndia, 
Tnhlf! MO,* 2^4 
Representation o£ Scheduled Castes to non-reserved seats in 






filled by Scheduled 
Castes 
1 2 3 4 
1952 3234 2571 5 
19S7 3201 2411 7 
1962 3296 2553 12 
1967 3467 2723 4 
1970 3563 2798 0 
contd.... 
91. Iiok Sabha General Election 1980, Uttar Pradesh 
Fart First Election, Results and i^lysis. Election 
Directorate Uttar Pradesh (1980, pp.12-13 
92. Sourcei Report of the Concnissioner for Schedxiled Castes 
and Scheduled Tribes. Proa (19&2 to 1978} 
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1970-71 3625 2853 3 
1971-73 3771 2943 0 
1973"75 3800 2958 4 
1975-77 3977 3155 Not available 
1977-78 3977 3155 13 
The above table shows the poor representation of 
Scheduled Castes to non-reserved seats in Vidhan Sabhas, 
Though the position of representation in the State Legislative 
Assemblies was tjpto some extent encouraging upto the third 
general elections where more Harijan candidates were returned 
but after 1967 general election the position was disheartening 
In the by-election to Vidhan Sabhas in 1969-70 and 1971-73 
no candidate of Harijan community was returned from non-
reserved constituencies. In 1977-78 position was quite better 
in the lisjht of other elections of pc^sts. 
In the elections 1967,190 Harijan candidates contested 
the election from the General constituencies throughout the 
U.P./ but only two were succestiful; one of the Communist party 
and one of Praja Socialist Party, In the 1969 by-election 
231 Harijan candidate contested the election from non-reserved 
constituencies* but only one candidate of the Communist party 
could succeed. In 1974 Assembly election two Harijan candidate 
94 
94 were succeeded from General constituency. In the elections 
94 
of 1977, Vidhan Sabha, U»P 180 Harijan candidates contested 
the elections from the general constituencies but not even a 
single Harijan candidate could succeed. The same position was 9B 
in the elections of 1980, Vidhan Sabha,U.p. "^ Out of 201 
Harijan candidates no one return as successful candidate from 
General constituency. 
There is no reservation of seats for the weaker section 
in the Rajfa Sabha and Vidhan parishads# the upper houses of 
the Centre and States which are indirectly elected. However# 
the representation of Ifarijans at that level has been 
encouraging in comparison to Vidhan Sabhas and the Lok Sabha. 
Of course. Marc Galanter is not satisfied with the representa-
tion as he says/ '^ here too the number of Scheduled Caste has 
remained fairly small Representation of Harijans in the 97 
upper houses is shown in the following tablet 
93. See Election Results and Analysis, Party-wise position 
of Scheduled Caste candidates contested from General 
seats in Assembly Elections 1967,1969*1974. Table 
No. 10 U.p. Assembly General Election Election Directorate 
U.P., Aug 31,(1974) p.44 
94. See> Election Results and Analysis, Vidhan Sabha 
Election, U.P.,1977, Election Directorate U.P., Jan 20, 
(1977) p. 5 
95. See Election Results and Analysis, Vidhan Sabha Election 
1980,U.P. Table No. 11. Election Directorate,U.P.(1980), 
pp 26-29. 
96. Marc Galanter, op.cit., p.440 
97. Source Report of the Commissioner for the Scheduled Caste 
and Scheduled Tribe from (1953-1978.) 
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IBPX^. mt. 
Number of Harljan Members in Rajya Sabha and Vidhan Parishad 
of States 










1953 216 7 10 
1958-59 220 7 10 
1963-64 224 12 10 
1968-69 228 13 9 
1973-74 243 31 7 













* Bihar oiily 
** Itot mentioned in the report of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribe(1977-78) 
In Rajya Sabha ai^ Vidhan Parishad of States the 
representation of Harijans has shown a rising tendency. In 
the year 1974-75 (though not mentioned in the ajbove table) 
23 Harijan members were in Vidhan Parishad of the four States 
98 with the total member of 294 and 31 Harijan members were 
99 elected from the Uttar Pradesh. There were 5 Harijan Members 
98. Report of Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and 
scheduled Tribes (1974-75) p. 194. 
99, Report of Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and 
scheduled Tribes (1977^78) p. 10-
96 
who uere nominatei::! out oil ilarijan ocmbcr tcau nominated 
in the 1977-7tJ. 
Thore io m provision* ctctutory or Const!tutioral, 
for the reacrvution political eopointmcnte such as in 
CebiKQte etc. cxcqpt in Bihar* Mafihya Pradeoh and Ori&ea ^or 
xy < 
loi 
the tri3xxl vjolforc.^^ Butt , oloioet every ininiotry Central 
or ^^te haa boon ropresentad by Barijan Gxsndoer.' 
2h©r© is no reoorvation of oeatB on oloctive bodies at 
the local level such ao Grap Pcncliayato* Kunicipalltieo and 
fcAla Pariiihado by the Constitution opecially but alinoot all 
atatoo provide throui,h low . such reBorvations )by election, 
co-K5ption or iKSinimtion. inotitutiono of yrooo root 
politico arc also poorly rcprecGntod by tho Ilarijan inonboro, 
'fho rcprooontation of Harijano in Panchayat oyster ia 
102 
particularly diocouruging and even provision for co-opting 
iachcduled Castes meciboro to tho higher level of aystem 
when elected representation feel below diotrict population « 1 0 3 proportion had lied little effect in rural Uttar Pradesh," 
ICO. /^icle 164(1)» Constitution of India. 
101. Karc Galaticr* op.cit.# p.442 
102* liarbc^ ra* Joshi, op«cit*« p*2i 
103. Xbid.« p.21 
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Thus political inobiliaatlon of Harijan roerobers in the 
Legislative bodies is accounted for largely due to the 
reservation policies provided by the Constitution and statutory 
laws for the weaker sectioxis. "Very few fnetnberd of these 
groups have been successful in open competition. Even there 
presence in bodies where there is no reservation is due 
104 largely to the political base provided by reservation." 
atill it may be satisfying to note that Harijan members are 
found in all major political parties of the Indian democracy. 
The existence of reserved constituencies and sizeable population 
in other non-reserved constituencies means that no political 
party completely ignore the Harijan, The gradual democratiasa-
tion of politics has offered an opportunity to the sx^pressed 
communities to forged new alliance and to break the monopoly 
of the political economic power held by so-called upper castlif 
Thus election manifesto of all political parties routinely 
contain some reference to Harijan welfare and no party is 
above courting of Harijan votes. 
on the basis of above, it may be said that Harijan 
occupy an, important place in Indian polity. Their represen-
tation in representative institutions and services has increased. 
While major portion of their representation is due to various 
104. Marc Gaianter* op.cit., p.441 
105. Jagjiwan Ram, Caste Challenge in India(1980) p.33 
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statutory provisions relating to reservation, they have on 
many occasions acquired representation due to merit and 
popularity. By joining various political parties and profes-
sional groups they have acquired new place in Indian political 
life. Still their representation falls short of their 
percentage in population. The main reason for this is that 
they are denied their claims and they have failed to njobilise 
their huge population into political currents. Whenever and 
whereever they show their strength, they get a good return 
in those situations, political parties and their leaders go 
out of way to woo them.Educational backwardness and poverty 
are the two main hindraiKies in their way to acquire their 
due place in Indian polity^ I«iteracy percentage is lowest 
among the Harijans and most of the people living below poverty 
lines are Harijans. So unless they are freed from poverty 
and educational backwardness, it would be difficult for them 
to acquire their due place in Indian polity. 
C H A P T E R ~ III 
POLITICAL AWARENESS AND ORIENTATION 
99 
Political awareness is a part of political culture 
of any political system. Political culture according to 
Talcott Parsons, consists of three types of orientationsi 
cognitive# affective and evaluative.^ 
Cognitive orientation refers to knowledge and awareness 
of the political system, its various components/ activities 
and problems. By studying awareness of a section or people, 
we can analyse the interest of the people, because generally 
we want to know only what interests us» So if the level of 
political awareness is high it shows higher level of peoples' 
interest in the operation of the political system. 
Xn the context of awareness, it is also in^ortant to 
know whether people have free access to information or not, 
whether the information is free or restricted or whether 
people have capacity and/or opportunity to have knowledge 
of the political system adequately. It is on this point that 
the political awareness of the people in democracy and 
dictatorship differs. 
The level of awareness is affected by a number of 
factors such ast 
1. Talcott Parsons and Edward A. Shils, Towards a General 
Theory of Action(l951), 7p.58 
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(1) Sources of informations new6paper# radio* Television, 
primary groups and political discussions. 
(ii) Leisure to have such knowledge. 
(iii) Freedom to discuss^ etc. 
% analysinS these factors we can know whether people 
have reliable and adequate knowledge about their political 
system or not* 
Political awareness of a people or group is closely 
connected with their political decision and participation. 
If political awareness is higher the political decision will 
foe logical and political participation will be of higher 
standard. Political awareness of Harijans in Eastern U..P. is 
being analysed in this perspective in the following pages. 
II 
Political orientation refers to what one feels or 
perceives about political system and its activities. It 
actually refers not to v;hat is happening in politics or what 
a political system is doing but vhat people think or perceive 
about what is actually happening or what a political system 
is affecting. 
Political orientation is a determinant of political 
culture and therefore it differ from culture to culture i.e. 
101 
the political orientation of people belonging to parochial 
political culture differs from thoae^belg-nging to sijbject 
political culture* According to Robert Dahl* political culture 
is generally judged with reference to such political orienta-
tions as* (a) orientations of problem solving! Are they 
pragmatic or rationalistic? (b) Orientations to collective 
action; are they cooperative or non-cooperative? (c) Orientations 
to the political systeroj are they allegiant or alienated? 
(d) Orientations to other people* are they trustful or mis-
2 trustful. 
Political orientations denote three things i.e* 
knowledge about the political system, emotional disposition 
to the political system and value judgements about thepolitical 
system, its partes and activities* Thus political orientations 
refer to opinions, attitude, feelings and judgements of 
individual about political objects. They may be directed 
not only towards the formal governmental institutions such 
as the executive, legislative or judiciary but also .towards 
various political groups such as parties and pressure groups 
and also towards the individuals view of himself as a political 
actor and his view of other citizens. 
2, Robert A. Dahl, Quoted by Swapan Kpiar Pramanick, 
Political Culture and ^lass Culture, in Political 
Sociology/ edited by L.a. Rathor(1981), p.176 
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Thus, political orientations are highly subjective 
phenomenon. They are influenced by tnany non-political factors* 
besides the functioning of political system. History, 
religion, caste, economic condition etc. play significant 
role in the formation of orientations. Political orientations 
change slowly# 
The stud^ of political orientations has acquired 
great significance in modern times because they chape our 
political behaviour. Their study has therefore become an 
integral part of any empirical study. With a vxew to 
understanding the political behaviour of Harijans in Eastern 
U.p. thoir political orientations have been aimlysed in the 
present chapter* 
Harijans of Eastern U.P. are engaged in various type 
of professions and occupations generally of traditional nature 
such as agricultural work; sweeping, leather works etc. 
However, the policy of giving preferencial treatment by the 
Goverationt to Harijans in socio-economic, educational and 
political fields has helped in breaking the traditional 
barriers of the caste system and now "they are more sensitive 
about their social status and group consciovisness among them 
3 
is of highest degree. Keeping this in view certain enquiry 
has been made to ascertain their awareness and orientation 
3. Haqqi, a.A.H., Urban political Behaviour,(1978), p.11 
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towards their children's career. 
During the field work for this study a question was 
put at the outset to the respondents to know their attitude 
about their children's career, i.e. whether they were 
interested to put them some job or to educate them. Their 
responses are tabulated in the following table* 
Parent's Choice about Their Children'iCareer 
Categories of Choice about Children's Career 
Respondents Job Eduotation Both 
4 59 37 100 
political Elites 4.00 59.00 37,00 100.00 
7.69 27.83 27.21 25.00 
16 53 31 100 







S 77 18 100 
Service Class 5.00 77.00 18.00 100.00 9.62 36.32 13.24 25.00 















It is evident from the table that majority of the 
responcaants are anxious to eclxjcate their children rather than 
putting them to some job. Considering different categories 
as many as 77% 'service class' respondents prefer to educate 
their children. They are aware of the fact that without 
education they could not succeed in their life. A nutober 
of respondents among 'others' category are not in favour of 
educating their children and prefer job to education for two 
reasons. Firstly* their outlook is still traditional. 
Secondly, their economic condition being poor they feel that 
their children could be asset to their livelihood. Hoever, 
it may be noted that half of the respondents of this category 
want to educate their children as well as to employ them in 
some job simultaneously* if possible. This shows a mixed 
attitude. They are favourably inclined towards education 
but economic restraints are too hard to overcome. Both 
education and employment weigh equally. Again, the majority 
of the respondants other than 'others' are not in favour of 
etr^loying their children in some job and prefer to educate theBj< 
This shows the mature outlook ox. the respondants. Taking the 
total number of respondants, it is clear that a majority of 
them (53%)prefer education to service for their children. It 
may be taken as an indication of the process of modernisation 
among the erstwhile downtrodden and ignorant people belonging 
to the lowest stratum of our society. 
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tm 
A further enquiry was made '' .^marriage-age of their 
children. The responses were as follows* 
a" 
mf 3-? 
Attitude Regarding 14arriageable Age 




1 to 5 years 7 1.75 21 5^ .25 
6 to 10 years 63 15.75 105 26.25 
11 to 15 ye&rs 109 27.25 140 35.00 
16 to 20 years 155 38.75 134 33.50 
Above 20 years 66 16.50 m 
Total 400 100.00 400 100.00 
The table reveals that an overwhelming majority of the 
respondents arrange the marriage of their boys and girls at 
an early age. It may be noted that the minimum age prescribed 
by law for the marriage of boys and girls is 21 years and 18 
year respectively. An overwhelming majority of respondents 
does not follow the prescribed age limit of marriage. 
06 
Considering the various categories of respondents even 
the *political elite' are amoxjg those solemnise marriage 
of their children against leg^i norms. This percentage is 
much higher among the 'caste ^lite* and 'others'. This 
shows that majority of Harijarvs still suffer of age-old 
social taboos. Even the 'political elite* and service class' 
could not free themselves froitj this social evil • A reason 
for this phenomena may be that because of social norm of 
child marriage there could by some difficulty for marriage 
of higher age-group eligibles, Discussing the problem with 
various categories of persons, researcher found that younger 
generation is aware of this evil and is trying to discontinue 
the practice of early marriage. Some elites of Faizabad 
district are especially compaigning against early marriage. 
This indicates that social consciousness and responsibility 
one. 
among Harijans^steadily though slowly growing. They are 
adopting modern outlook day by aay. 
Harijans, the downtrodden and oppressed segment of 
Indian society, have been subjected to untold miseries and 
agonies for ccnturies. They were uhtouchables earlier and 
ex-untouchables after independence. They have not been 
able to throw off their age-old disabilities. Though the 
practice of untouchability is forbidden under Article '17' 
of the Constitution but it still persists and is observed 
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in various forms in various regions throughout the country. 
Even today Harijans "live in ignorance^ fear and centuries 
oia traditions* leading an impoverished and difficult existence^ 
Iijspite of various measures adopted by the CSovernmental 
agencies and campaign launched by non-governmental bodies 
against untouchability it is not loosing its grip. Lamenting 
the inaction on the part of the Government and the ineffec-
tiveness of the law, ;justice Krishna Iyer remarkedt "What 
was abolished was the name not the practice for untouchability 
still thrives and is widely practiced." Babu Jagjiwan Ram 
rightly says, "the gap between percept and practice at the 
level of the individual, find its social echo in the gap 
between law and enforcement."^ 
Looking at the issue an enquiry has been nade to 
investigate the intensity of untouchability in the present 
Hindu Society. It was found that an overwhelming majority 
of the respondents were treated as untouchable® by the upper 
7 caste people. With a view to find out the extent of awareness 
4. Report of the Commissioner for Scheduled Caste and 
Scheduled Tribe for the year 1952, p.141 
5. Bhagwan Dass, Schedule Caste and lotion Building, 
in Schedule Caste and the Struggle against Inequality 
Edited by Jose Kananaikil (1983) p.24 
6. Jagjiwan Ram, Caste Challenge in India (1980), p.51 
7. See Table No. 4»3, p. 
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and orientation of Harijans against the inhuman treatment* 
the respondents were asHed# "What do you feel when you are 
treated untouchable by the people of the upper castes"? Their 
responses are « shown in the following table* 
Table NO. 3.3 
Reaction Against Being Treated as Untouchable 
Total No. of fleepondents 330 
a. No. Responses Categorical Yes 
Frequency Percentage 
1. Feel ill treated and hurt 330 100.00 
2, Take it Religious 
binding 52 15.75 
3. They feel 'lower' 61 18.46 
4. Others 15 4.55 
It ie evident from the table that all the respondents 
without any exception, feel ill treated and hurt when they 
are victims of untouchability. However, about 1/3rd of the 
respondents take untouchability as a matter of religious 
binding and social hierarchy. To what extent they react 
against this mal-treatment and social discrimination, is 
shown in the following table* 
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Political Elites 18 23.52 
35 
51.47 
15 22.06 68 100J6 
Caste Elites 16 18.61 
23 
26.74 47 54.65 86 100.00 
Service Class 48 15 20 84 
57.14 19,05 23.81 100.00 
Others 8 8.70 
13 
14.13 71 77.17 
92 
100.00 







Table reveals that majority of the respondentsreact 
strongly a^lnst being treated as untouchables even though 
the intensity of their reaction may vary. About 27»27% 
react sharply and 26*36 mildly. It is, however, revealing 
that a considerable number of respondents does not react 
at all to their disability and take it spartanly as part 
of religion and social norm. 
The table further reveals that reaction of various 
categories of the respondents widely differs. The 'service 
class* in najority of cases sharply reacts against being 
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socially discrirainatefi* whereas uajority of the 'political 
elites' does not react eharply but mildly. Further* 
largest is the percentage (77.17) of the category of 'Others' 
who do not react at all even when ill-treated. This category 
is followed by 'caste elites'. Their percentage is 54.65. 
The reason for difference in responses of the different 
categories of Harijan elites are not far to seek. The 
respondents constituting service class are socially and 
politically more conscious about their changed position in 
Indian polity. For this simple reason they sharply react 
against being socially discriminated, 'Political elites' 
in najority of cases readt but mildly because of politidal 
motive. It will not be out of place to ntention here that 
on the one hand they are very vocal about the ill-treatment 
of Harijans by the caste Hindus. But at the same time they 
do not want to break their relations troro the caste ridden 
society and prefer to maintain the more or less status quo 
for political benefits. The reason for not reacting 'at 
all* against mal-treatment is very simple. Such respondents 
are far too weak to rei^iot any aortof ill-treatment and shso 
afraid of breaking religious and social norms. 
Dxiring the course of interview the researcher informally 
discussed this problem and round t3:»at some Harijan elites 
are highly emotional and surcharged with anger at the attitude 
Ill 
of upper castes. They naxrated several cases where they 
reacted and even went to the court against roal-treatment 
arid untouchablllty. They are well av^area that untouchabillty 
has been abolished and It is now a cognizabale offence. 
They also informed that they are less ill--treated in cities 
as con^red to villages. Untouchabillty still persists 
in the rural areas and there is no perceptible change in 
the attitude of the upper castes towards the Harijans. The 
Harijans are placed in position where they can not raise 
their voice. The social discrimination in eating, drinking, 
living* bathing and other activities oi life is very strong 
in the villages of Gonda and Faiaabad districts. This may 
create social problem in future. 
Harijans ^re socially, economically and politically 
ffiost biackwqrd section of the Indian society. There is 
yawning gap between literacy rates of Harijans and other 
castes, in this contosit it is desirable to look at the 
awareness of Harijans about the role ot political office 
bearers. Several questioi.s were put to the respondents in 
this regard. They were asked to indicate their av.'areness 
of political offices and also the role of the toSQabants. 
The responses are given below in the following tablet 
12 
Knowledge about the Office-Bearers 
Total Number of Respondents-400 
StNo, Office-Bearers Frequency Percentage 
1. Block Pramukh 216 54.00 
2. I4.L.A. 270 67.50 
3, M.P. 244 61.00 
4* President 2ila parishad 80 20.00 
5. %5eaker Vidhan ^bha 58 14.50 
6. Governor of State 130 32.50 
7. Chief Minister of State 224 56.00 
8. President of India 210 52.50 
The table shows that the najarity of respondents ttas 
an awareness of local leaders in varying percentage. They 
know the local Block Prainukh# M.L.A,, M.pf., Chief Minister 
of the JState and the President of the India. On the other 
hand only a minority ot the respondents know the President 
of the Zila Parishad* Speaker of the Vidhan i^ abha and the 
Governor of the 3tate. Highest is the percentage <67.50} of 
the respondents kiK)wing their local M.L.As. They are followed 
by the respondents who know their local M.Ps. The reason behind 
this awareness* it may be said, is that M.L.As and M.Ps are 
directly elected the people and they are in direct and 
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Closer contact with them than the other leaders. The 
Pratnukhs are known to majority of the respondents simply 
because they are strictly local person. The Chief Minister 
of the State and the President of the India are known to 
majority because they occupy the key positons in our political 
system and hence they are regularly projected through 
different communication media. The Speaker of the Vidhan 
Sabha as well as the Governor of the state are less known 
to the Harijans because of absence of direct contact with the 
people. Similar is the case with the President of the 
Zila Parishad. 
On analysis of the ^te in this respect it was found 
that political elites and service class are more awared of 
different functionaries than the 'caste elites' and 'others' 
simply because the former are more educated and economically 
well of than the latter* The awareness of the respondents 
of the different categories is given as under the following 
table. (Table No. 3v6 on the following page) 
l U 
Knowledgibility Q£ Different Categories 
of the Respondents 
a.lio. Office 










8.00 54 13.00 46 11.00 
216 
54.00 
2. M.Ii.A* 98 24.50 
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9.50 72 18.00 
40 
10.00 244 61.00 




4.00 6 1.50 
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6. Obvernor of the State 64 16.00 















8. President o£ Xndia. 82 20.50 





In continistion of the a^reness of different categories of res-
pondents they were further asked if they knew the political parties of 
1X5 
prominent leaders. Their responses are shown in the table 
given below* 
Knowledge about the Party of Political leaders 
Total MO. of Respondents«-400 
Leaders 
No. 












20.50 354 88.50 
2. Charan Singh 78 19,50 38 9.50 
74 
18.50 64 16.00 
254 
63.50 





54 13.50 216 54.00 




2.00 84 21.00 









The table shows that an overwhelminy irajority of the 
respondents has knowledge of the party of Indira Gandhi in which 
•political elites' and 'service class' show higher level of 
knowledge than the 'caste elites' and 'others'. Among all the 
categories the 'caste.^  elites' are less inform of the party 
of Indira Gandhi. Also najority oi: the^v respondents know the 
party of Charan Singh and Mora^ji Desai. But surprisingly only 
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only 21.005^  and 48,0C% could recall the name of the parties of 
Ram Dhan and Jagjivian Ram respectively. Notably Ram Dhan and 
Jagjiwan Ram both are popular leaders but after defecting from 
Congress they have lost their old position in the Harijan 
community. It means that the caste alone is not the main factor 
here to determine their perceptionsi 
Considering the categories of the respondents# it is 
clear from the table that the 'caste elite* and 'others' are 
less av®re than the 'service class' and 'political elite'. It 
may be due to their poor economic and educational background 
and lower exposure to communication media. Among the 'political 
elite' and 'service classl the former is more informed than 
the latter. It is because the 'political elite' come in 
contact of political leaders more frequently than the 'seirvice 
class'. It is rather strange that even 'political elites* have 
less knowledge of the party of their caste leaders like Ram Dhan 
and Jag Jiv.«n Ram than the party of non-Harijan leaders such as 
Indira Gandhi, Morarji and Charan Singh. It is probably due to 
this fact that Morarji Desai and Charan Singh have been and 
Indira Gandhi is the Prime Minister of the country, and Prime 
Minister and his/her party are projected more frequently by 
the communication media than other leaders and their parties. 
Thus we see that caste alone does not play a major role in the 
awareness of the respondents. 
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The respondents were further enquired if they knew the 
naraes of one or ttijo Harijan and non Harijan Ministers of the 
State of Uttar Pradesh and the Centre. They gave the following 
resp»onaest 
ya^le 3,r§ 
Knowledge About Harijan and Noti-Harijan Ministers 
Total lio. of Respondents-^00 
categories 
RESPOMDBNTa' KmViim THE MIMlSTERa 
of 



























Others 16 12.31 12 13.63 6 7.69 -




100.00 26 100.00 
The table shows that knowledge of the respondents about 
the names of non-Harijan ministers is irtore than the knowledge 
about the names of Harijan Ministers. It means that they are 
more acquainted with non Harijan ministers than the Harijan 
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ministers. Of all the respondents 'political elites' and 
•service class* lave Isetter knowledge about the ministers 
than the 'caste elites' and 'others'. Knov/ledge about the 
ministers of the state Government is more than the minister of 
the Central Government because ministers of the State Government 
come in contact with the people more frequently than the 
Central ministers. 'Caste elite^ and respondents under the 
category of 'others' ere less •krowledgablc because they are 
least exposed to political ir^ fluersce. It is quite surprising 
that the respondents under the category of 'othcro' do not 
know even a single name of Harijan minister of the Central 
Government and only 7.6®^ could tell the name of the Harijan 
ministers of the State* whereas among the 'others' 12.31% 
respondefats know the non-Harijan ministers of the State Govern-
ment and 13.63% know the non-Harijan ministers of the Central 
Government, The avjareness about the non-Harijan ministers shows 
that non-Harijan miniaters are popular among Harijans and they 
come in contact more frequently with the Harijan community than 
the Harijan ministers. On the whole the knowledge of the 
respondents about ministers(noh-Harijan or Harijan) is not at 
all satisfactory. The total 400 respondent* , knowledge about 
the non-Harijan ministers of the Stiite and Central is only 
130, (32.50) and 88, (22,OC»i) respectively. Knowledge about 
Harijan minister o± the State and Central is only 78 (19.5C^) 
and 26, respectively# which shows quite poor awareness 
of the Harijan respondents. 
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With a view to testing the depth of awareness of the 
interviewed they were further enquired whether some of the 
known political leaders like Raj Narayan, H.N. Bahuguna, Ram 
Dhan, Bhola Pasvan Sastri and Jag Jiwan Ram ^ were the 
members of the Lok Sabha at the time of interview. The responses 
|5Ut have been^in the table given below* 
fa^J^e I^ o,. 3,*^  
Knowledge of the Respondents About Merabership of the Lok Sabha 
of Political Leaders 
Political 
Leaders 
Number of Respondents Total 
Know Do not 
know 






H.N. Bahuguna 214 53.50 
186 46.50 400 100.00 
Ram Dhan 118 29.50 282 70.50 
400 
100.00 





Jagjiwan Ram 248 62.00 
152 38.00 400 100.00 
The table reveals that the majority of the respondents 
are aware of the membership of the Lok Sabha of Jagjivan Ram 
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and H.N. Bahuguna. On the other side more than 70^ respondents 
do not kiKJW whether Raj Narain, Ram Dhan and Bhola Paswan 
Shastri are members of Lok Sabha. It was found that 'caste 
elites' and 'others' have poor awareness whreas 'service class' 
and "political elites' have better awareness. It also reveals 
that it is not necessary that they are aware of Harijan leaders 
only. Their avareness is better about Harijan leader Jagjiwan 
Ram followed by non-Harijan leader H.N. Bahuguna because both are 
prominent and inportant leaders in Indian politics^ whereas 
they are less aware about the t%jo Harijan leaders Ram Dhan and 
Bhoia Paswan Shastri. This slX)ws that generally it is the 
personality, not the caste# that gives recognisition to the 
leaders in the political field. 
Moving from general to specific/ the interviews were 
enquired it they could tell the name of two famous leaders of 
their own conaminity". Their responses are slxjvna in the following 
tablet 
Respondents' Knowledge About Harijan Leaders 
I^wledge of ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Respondents kxK>w 
one Harijan Leader 
TV® Harijan Leaaers 
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The table shows that,quite a good number of respondents 
(73.0C»6) have knowledge about one Harijan leader but 55.0054 
respondents do not know the name of two Harijan leaders. Not 
only this* even those who have knowledge about the one or two 
leaders they are mostly 'political elites' and 'caste elites' 
(65.0156 and 70.53% respectively). Only 34.9586 and 29.47% 
•caste elites' and.'others' know one and two names of the Iferijan 
leaders respectively. This shows poorer awareness of the 
respondents about leaders of their own community. During the 
investigation it vas also found that majority of the respondents 
had told the same name of two Harijan leaders. It means that 
there is a scarcity of popular leaders in the Iferijan community 
and if there are some Harijan leaders they do not maintain 
caste-based relation with Harijan community, whatever the reasons 
may be. One reason rx&y be that with newly acquired socio-
political and probably economic status the Harijan leaders do 
not maintain the traditional caste relation with the community. 
With regard to the political awareness of Harijans 
another question vjas asked i.e. whether they knew the terms of 
the following Legislative bodies. The responses are given in 
the following page (Table No. S-ii) . 
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Knowledge About the Terms of Legislative Bodies 
Categories 
of Respondents Vidhan Vidhan hok Rajya 
Total 













26.18 48.89- 29.70 52.38 25.00 
92 „ 72 » 100 







98 40 82 40 100 
Service Glass 98.00 40.00 82.00 40.00 100.00 25.66 44.44 24.85 47.62 25.00 
82 6 78 100 
Others 92.00 6.00 78.00 «k 100.00 
24.08 6.67 23.64 25.00 
382 90 330 84 400 
Tbtal 95.50 22.50 82.50 21.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
The table shows that an overwhelming majority of the 
respondents is aware of the 'terms' of Vidhan Sabha and Lok Sabha 
whereas a poor percentage of the respondents ki»w the term of 
Vidhan Parishad and Rajya Sabha. The only plausible explanation 
of this wide gap of awareness about the tenure is that election 
of Vidhan Parishad and Rajya Sabha are held indirectly and the 
members of Vidhan Parishad or Rajya Sabha by and large represent 
the institutions, not the common people directly whereas elections 
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for Vidian Sabha and Lok Sabha are held directly on the basis 
of universal adult franchiee and elected metnbers represent the 
coimnon people directly. Even ' political elites' and *6orvice 
class' respondents are not well at^ are oi the terms of Vidhan 
Parishad and Rajya Sabha, though they comparatively far better 
informed than *caste elites* and 'others'. Not even a single 
respondexit of the 'caste elite* and 'others' is aware of the 
term of Rajya Sabha. 
To what extent the respondents are aware of the symbol^ 
of national Political PartiCSwas the next question of enquiry. 
Their responses are shown in the following tablet 
yab^e ^Q, 3-t? 
Awareness About the Party Symbol 
Total Ko. of Respondents-400 
Name of the party Frequency Percentage 
Congress (I) 344 86. 00 
Janata Party 222 55. 50 
Lok Dal 184 46. 00 
Congress (J) 72 18. 00 
C.P.I. 198 49. 50 
It is evident from the table that an overwhelming majority 
(86.(XSi) of the respondents have Knowledge of the symbol of 
Congress (IX. It can be seen in the light of the fact that 
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Congress has been the rtillng party at the centre right since 
independence to present except for a few years and it is 
generally Hnoim that the Kbrijans are more favourably dij^osed 
towards it than towards any other party. After Congress (X) 
majority of the respondents were familiar %dth the symbol of 
Janata Party. But the majority of the respondents is not aware 
of the fiormbol of otiier political parties like C.P.X* Lok Calf 
Congress(i?) • Sven the symbol of C.P.I* is not known to majority 
of the respondents i^ereas it has been one of the oldest parties 
and is st^pOfi^d to be the party endearing the weaker sections. 
Knowledge of the eymbols of the C.p.I. and liok I3al is more or less 
the same, ^his shows that Lok Sal has made its place in the Harijan 
mass* Though the party has been recently established after division 
in Janata Party* 
Suzprisingly the knowledge about the symbol of Congress («7) 
presided over by Qie Harijan leader Jagjiwan Ram is very poor 
and only 189^  of respondents know the symbol of this party. On 
the whole it may be oaid that Congress (I) is more pqpular among 
the Harijana than the other political parties in India. 
Harasameint and atrocities committed on the Harijans 
by 0O*^lled uqpper caste groups have all along been more %dde* 
^read in Bastem than in the country and the incidents of 
8 
such h cases are avowing an upward trend. To enquire their 
0* Vor no Vault of theirst Link* voi.is, Dec 31* (1972) I? 
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aviareness about these incidents the respondents were asked* 
"Do you agree with this view that atrocities on Harijans have 
increased during last fev; years7** The responses are shown in 
the following tablet 
Awareness About the Atrocities on the Harijans 
Categories Categorical Categorical Do Kot Total 
of Yes Knov/ Respondents 
98 2 100 political elites 98.OO 2.00 - 100.00 33,00 9.10 - 25.00 
54 8 38 100 
Caste elites 54.00 8.00 38.00 100.00 
18.18• 36.36 46.91 25.00 
82 8 10 100 
Service class 82.00 8.00 10.00 100.00 27.61 36.36 12.35 25.00 
63 4 33 100 
Others 63.00 4.00 33.00 100.00 21.21 18.18 40.74 25.00 
297 22 81 400 Total 74.25 5.50 20.25 100.00 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
. Table reveals that an overwhelming majority of the 
4 
total respondents categorically accept that there have been 
atrocities on the Harijans fluring the last few years. Only 
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5.5C56 respondents categorically disagree about the happenings 
of such incidents and 20.25% do not know about these happenings. 
This shows that im5.3t of the Harijans keep their contacts directly 
or indirectly with those agencies who convey to theiti about these 
incidents. Among all the categories awarei^ss of the *political 
elite' is# of course* higher followed by the 'service class*. 
The awareness of the 'caste elites' is the lov/est but not very 
poor. The lowest position of awareness of the 'caste elite' is 
rather strange because they are expected to be cautious about 
their caste matters. The only plaxisible explanation to this 
is that 'caste elites' are only confined to their sub-casic.e 
matters and they do not bother for the entire Harijans comrnunity 
whereas 'political elites' are more active and due to their 
political motives. They keep themselves informed with these 
incidents. Service class people are also well informed due to 
their educational and ecorx>mic background. 
^The problem of atrocities on Karijans is a multi-
dimensional phenomcnan and one or two specific questions can 
not reveal the intensity of the problem. They were* therefore, 
further probed to pir^int the responsibility of the situation. 
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Responsible Elements for Atrocities on Harijans 
Tpt^A NOt gf, Rga,ppnp^ ni^ ,a«297 
Responses Frequency Percentage 
Government 138 46.46 
Political Parties 101 34,00 
Upper castes 234 78.79 
Others 34 11.44 
It was made clear by majority of the respondents that 
the Upper castes were responsible for atrocities on the Harijans 
who happen to be the victims of loot* arson an<3 aaarder at the 
hand of the so-called upper castes. Surprisingly quite a good 
nuunber of the respondents blamed the government and political 
parties. It is noteworthy that although the Government is doing 
a lot for checking the harrassment and atrocities against Harijans, 
they still hold the Government responsible for the same probably 
due to the fact that the Harijans consider the Government to be 
the monopoly of Non-Harijans, More or less similar is the case 
with the political parties. 
In this context it was furthcx investigated if the 
respondents knew specifically some of the prominent places where 
atrocities on Harijans had occured. The respondents knowing 
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one or two places were put into 'poor category*. Those who 
were aware or three to five formed the 'satisfactory category' 
and those knowing more than five were put Into 'very satisfac-
tory' . catagory. 
Krjowledge About the Places of Atrocities on Harljans 
Responses , Respondents , . 
Frequency Percentage 
Co not knov? 231 57.75 
Poor 65 16.25 
Satisfactory 81 20.25 
Very Satlsfactoxy 23 5.75 
Total 400 100.00 
It is apparent that the majority of Harljans are not 
aware of many places where incidents of atrocities on Harljans 
occur. Only 16.25% of the total respondents could recall only 
one place and 20.25% are those who know three such places. 
Among the whole lot 5.75% respondents are better informed who 
could name many places. Thus that baring a few# the knowledge 
of the respondents is poor about the places. It has already 
been pointed out in Table N^. 3-13 that majority of the 
respondents is of the opinion that atrocities against Harljans 
had increased during the lat.t few years. This shows that although 
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they are not av;are of the places where atrocities are perpetuated 
against Harijans, their perception of atrocities is generally 
sharp and definite. 
Correlating the data with age* education and economic 
status^ only educational background generally makes the diffe-
rence in understanding and rationalising the.problem. The 
educated among the Harijans possess knowledge of specific prob-
lems about their community and causes of the same* whereas, 
uneducated iiarijans are less aware and less concerned about the 
community. The reason is that the educated have greater access 
to information and are capable of utilising the communication 
media such as newspapers, magazines etc, whereas the uneducated 
lack this opportunity. The only channel of communication 
available to them is Radio which is used mostly for recreational 
purposes rather than information. They seldom use it for the 
news. All the respondents under 'much* and 'satisfactory* 
categories are educated above High School stan^rds. However, 
about 53,83% respondents of the 'poor* category are educated 
upto High School standard but this factor is neutralized by 
poor ecowsmic status and consequently lack o± access to free 
and frequent information. HenCe their perception too is poor. 
Looking at the issue it was further enquired to ascertain 
the remedies for atrocities. The following table explains the 
point. 
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Remedies for atrocities Suggested by Harijans 
e-
S.lfo. Remedies Frequencies Percentage 
1, Increasing the 50 
strength of Police 
2. Immediate action 268 
3» In%)roving economic 272 
condition of Harijans 
4* Issuing azrm licences 228 to Harijans 
5. increasing Harijans 262 
strength in Police 







It appears that most of Harijans aremore concerned about 
proper and huminitarian approach to solve the problem rather 
mere increasii^ the number of police personnel. The majority 
of respondents (68.0C%) are of the view that better economic 
conditions and/or availability of economic resources will 
automatically decrease the incident of atrcjcities. They 
consider economic backwardness as the root cause of the evil 
and the existing structure of 'economic aid and incentives' 
to be inadequate. 
About 57,OC»6 respondents are of the view that availa-
bility of licenced arms can be an effective deterrent to 
frequent occurrence of incidents. More or less equal number 
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of respondents does not share this view. During the course of 
interview and discussion with knowledgeable persons It was found 
that issuing the arms liceiKres to Harijans could actually 
aggravate the problems. 
As many as 65.respondents feel that they are not 
suitably represented in the police force. They are of the view 
that suitable representation in law and order machinery would be 
an effective check against atrocities on them. A special 
enforcement squad was also suggested for this purpose. It means 
that Harijans doubts about the efficacy and impartialities of 
which is, in their view, dominated by the upper castes, who 
happen to be the main offenders. All efforts of the Goverranent 
to streamline the present set and make it more effective has 
apparently not borne fruit so far. It is also argued that pron:5>t 
preventive measures and remedial actions arc lacking and this 
fact too contributes to perpetuating and precepetating the 
situation. Hence suitable representation of Harijans in the 
law enforcing ageircies would be a important retnedy. 
As for the suggestion of organizing the community 
againat atrocities, the response was as follows* 
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The table shows that majority of the respondents (68.50%) 
are of the opinion that Barijans should ©rganise themselves 
against the atrocities and this also could form a very effective 
check against the evil« This opinion is largely based upon the 
fact that there are many divisions and sub-diivision in the 
community and each group has to fight its o%(m fate separately. 
If reunited and organized they could be a force to be reckoned 
with. Separate smaller groups find themselves helpless against 
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atrocities. There is only a small percentage of the 
respondents (13.75%) who are of the view that Harijans should 
unite but that too is restricted (upto some extent only) 
otherv/ise it roay create more problems for them. There are a 
few respondents in first three categories totally refuse to 
organise. However * in the category of 'others' a considerable 
number (17.OC^) refuse to unite. The orientation of this 
segment is determined by their being deprived and strongly 
traditional. They feel that their survival is linked with the 
other communities, which are economically better off and their 
community organiaation may further alineate them from other 
communities which may create more problems that it is sought 
to solve. It can therefore be inferred that ordinary Harijans 
are not prepared to provfihe the caste Hindus and antegonise 
them just for the sake of organization which is not likely to 
take shape in foreseeable future. 
The other dimension of the same problem was to verify 
their awareness of the facilities made available to them by 
the government. The responses were as followst 
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Awareness about Governmental Facilities to Harijans 




2. Reserval:ion in 
services 
268 67.00 
3. Reservation of seats in 
Legislative Assemblies 222 
£t Lok Sabha 
55.50 
4. Facilities of loans 
and advance money 
272 68.00 
5. Allotment of land 180 45.00 
6. ODnstruction of 
Housesf well etc. 
178 44.50 
It appears that of all the facilities made available 
to the Harijans, the awareness alx)ut educational facilities is 
higher because initially educational facilities provided to thejn 
and this has been more perceptible than other facilities. A 
considerable amount is spent on education of Harijans every year. 
The government has issued executive orders . to provide various 
facilities to spread education aroon^  the adults as well as 
the children of the Harijan community. The awareness about the 
facilities of reservation in services and provision of laand 
for the business purposes etc. Comes next because it is the 
declared policy of the government to reserve quota for Harijans 
in almost all sectrffes. The government has also provided 
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facilities of loans and easy credit facilities not merely 
for the production pvurposes but also for social,religious 
and such other purposes. Hio government machinery and comiuu-
nication media propagate these facilities for the benefit of 
the community. As mapy as roi>pondents are avfare about the 
reservation of seats in Assemblies and the Lok Sabha because 
in almost ever/ district seats are reserved for Harijans 
according to their population. The awareness of Harijans about 
certain facilities such as allotment of land and construction 
of houses is poor simply because these facilities are actually 
not reachigg them as much as required. 
During the course of investigation a number of respon-
dents informed that land allotments ivere made mostly on papers 
and inspite o± various Legislative and executive meas\ires# the 
allotmt-nt of surplus l«nd to the Iferijans had not been implemented 
adequately because of the manipulation of the higher castes. 
They also informed that Harijans are not at all satisfied with 
the process of implementation of these policies. Similarly* 
allotment of land for houses or constructions of wells for the 
drinking water was not reaching the Harijan adequately. 
It was further probed to verify the extent and level 
of enjoyment of facilities offered by the Government. The 
responses was as followst 
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Tab;.e tJo. 3 "19 












































































The table shows that the majority of respondents 
(57.50Ji) are oL the opinion that facilities provided by the 
Government are least beneficial to the Harijan canmunity because 
ot the defective distribution and/or implementation systera. 
Whatever goods are made available to them are not properly 
delivered. In their opinion,of vested incerejuts among the 
Government employees do not allow the 2o point programme to 
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operate to the benefit of Harijans. 
A neglieiibXe percentage of respondents (3.50?^ ) could* 
however adroit that the Harijan community duly enjoyed the 
facilities. This segment belongs to the category of 'Political 
elites' and 'others*. The political elites are probably 
symphoning the maximum benefits because of their awareness of 
the availability of the benefits and their familiarity with 
the procedure of getting them whereas in case of 'others' it 
is so due to low level of aspiration and awareness. 
It was further enquired as to why the Harijans not 
getting the full advantage of the facilities provided by the 
government through their welfare programme such as 20 point 
programn®. The following table illustrate the point* 
No, 3«20 
Reasons for Not Getting Advantage of the Facilities 
S.Ko, Items Frequeixiy Perdentage 
1. Facilities are reaped by upper castes 
156 41.49 
2. Facilities are not 
known to Harijans 
224 59.57 
3, Ebroinance of upper 
castes in government 
180 47.87 
4. Apathetic attitude of 
governnent employees 
254 67.55 
5. Miscellaneous 24 6.38 
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The table reveals that majority of the respondents are 
of the opinion that because ot unhelpfiil attitude of goverianent 
employees they are actually not getting the benefit of 
9 
facilities provided by the woverwnent. The apathy of bureacracy 
to%«ards implementing the Harijan Welfare Programmes was brought 
to focus by most of the respondents who especially mentioned 
the lack of attachment and commitment to the well being of the 
downtrodden coiranunity. The aristocratic ajtyle of grooming of 
the top officials contributes to their alineation or at least 
disinterestedness in such programmes. In a meeting of Iferijan 
M»Ps the Central Minister of state for Agriculture* Yogendra 
MaiKymci criticised the U.P. Government for not fully utelizing 
the funds specially allotted for the Welfare of Harijan commu-
nity duriny the VI Five Year Plan. He pointed out that the 
U.P. Government had utilized only 2.3% of the total funds allot-
ted for this purpose.^^ 
As many as 59.5756 respondents are of the view that the 
Harijans themselves are not aware of the welfare schemes. It 
means the channels of communication are either ineffective or 
at least not reaching those who are directly concerned* 
Further 47.87% of the respondents have expressed the 
view that the main reason for the Harijans actually not getting 
9. Jan Satta, Delhi, May 31,1984 
10. ' Swatantra Bharat, Lucknow, June 23,1984. 
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the benefit is the dominance of the upper castes in the 
Government. They hold the view that upper castes with their 
vested interests try to exploit end do not cater to the needs 
of the Harijans. They sometimes manupulate atid patronised 
other persons or agencies falsely in the fake names of 
Harijans* Thus it is clear that quite a good number of the 
respondents are aware of the Harijan problems and they know 
where the shoe pinches. There are many instances of misuse 
and exploitations of variotis facilities in Eastern U.p. meant 
for the Harijans such as margin moiKjy subsi<^, distribution of 
loans by Gramin Banks, U.P. Schedule Caste Finance and 
DevelOf«nent Corporation Limited etc.^^ 
Through the next question it was sought to ascertain 
the nature of problems of Harijanst 
11. See report of Shailesh in Nav Bharat Times# Lucknow, 
April 12,1984. 
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Nature of Problem of Harijans 
s. 





















4. Religious 136 34.00 264 66,00 400 100,00 





The responses reveal that the highest is the percentage 
(64%) of the respondents who feel that Harijan problems are 
more economic than social^ political and religious. They 
realised that economic factor is the determining factor and 
hence economically poor Harijans not only fail to get evbn 
the tare necessities of life such as food, clothes and hc?)use# 
but they lag far behind otherwise also. The respondent's do 
I 
feel that the economically poor Harijans fail to reali^^e even 
the basic, requirements for essential development as ^ iaman 
beings whereas economically well of caste Hindus 'get^  all the 
12 i waters to flow into their own field.' Many other factors 
12. Jan Satta, New Delhi May 31,1984 
X 4 l 
may be iinportant but the majority of respondents refuse to 
give priority to them. Thus it is clear that economic 
development of the Harijans is the main problem, once this 
problem is solved other problems will automatically be 
minimised. 
The next query was whether the conditions of the 
Harijans cotjld be improved as per expectation after 
independence or not, 
y^ jtJ^ g m , ,3-22 
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The table reveals that majority of the respondents 
(£2,5C?i) are of the firm opinion that condition of Harijans 
have not improved after independence upto the level as was 
desired. This attitude shows that in the given social condition, 
despite the avowed constitutional safeguards and various welfare 
programmes, their condition continues to toe painfully insecure* 
Atrocities and harjt-assment of Barijans have become the order 
of the day. Stigma of untouchability, illiteracy, mass poverty, 
unemployment, socio-economic exploitation etc. still pervade 
in respect of the community. 
During the course of informal discussions with the 
interviewees and knowledgeable persons it was found that Harijans 
are still forced to work free or on nominal wages on lends owned 
by big land lords in Eastern U.P. and if they refuse to be 
exploited they are tortured. A proverb in this region goes to 
suggest that land lords plough their lands with 'Lathi and Pen*. 
and the Harijans do the yoemen work. Thus orientation of the 
majority is that development of Harijans has not been satisfactory 
In the end the concerned respondents were enquired as to 
wto, in their opinion, were responsible for restricting the 
development of Harijans after independence. 
3 
3-23 
Element Responsible Restricting Improvement in Condition 
of Harijans 
S.Ifo. Responsible Elements Frequency Percentage 
1. Harijan castes themselves 114 39.04 
2. Government and their policies 188 64.38 
3. %per castes 142 48.63 
4* Leader of the Political Parties 102 34.93 
5. Miscellaneous 18 6.16 
A majority of the respondents (54»3®4) are of the opinion 
that government policies for Harijan welfare are defective* 
HexKie development of Harijans has not been possible \;^ to the 
desired level. Another group (18.63%) realises that due to 
t:^ per castes dominance in society and goverrsnent the Harijan 
could not ameliorate their condition after independence. It is 
interesting to rote that 39.04% respondents hold the Harijans 
themselves responsible for inadequate improvement of the commu-
nity, • They hold the views that there are a number of divisions 
among the Harijans and no common efforts for their cause. Even 
political elites' and 'caste elites* do not care for the 
backwardness of the Harijan community. The members of the Harijan 
community Oio have been benefitted and hold inportant position 
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do not bother for other downtrodaen Harijans, They try to 
syphon all the advantages for themselves. 
Harijan conununity is still divided and untouchability 
exist even among the untouchables. This becomes abundantly 
clear during informal discussions when the researchers was 
informed that the moment some of the Harijans acquire a position 
or 'status' the first thing they do is to shift the traditional 
locality and environs. They settle in the urfcan areas. Such 
Harijans, because of the newly acquired position deliberately 
avoid to maintain their connections with poorer Harijans, 
Researcher was also informed that governmental schemes for the 
welfare of the Harijan community are virtually the monopoly of 
a few Harijan leaders and influencial individuals. 
Leaders of the political parties are also paying only 
lip service for the develojanent of the Harijans. As many as 
39,93% respondents hold x:he view that the leaders of various 
political parties deliver high sounding speeches for Harijan 
^Ifare simply to secure their favour but in fact they are least 
interested in Harijan problems. They also irjformed that there 
are only a few voluntary organisations of the Harijans and they 
too are ineffective and lack motivaticnal attitude. The 
activities of these voluntary organisations are confined mainly 
ty3 urban areas, whereas more than SCS'o Harijan population is 
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concentrated in the rural areas as in Eastern U.P. 
humming up, on the basis ot analysis it can be said that 
after thirty four years of independence the awakening atnonQ the 
Harijans is not as high as vm.B desired* inj^ite of several 
constitutional safeguards and v/elfare programiues. In this 
regard the followir^ generalization can be madej 
1. Majority of Harijans are anxious to educate their 
children rather than put them into some job. But their economic 
condition forces t h ^ against their will. Their basic problem 
of 
is/survival rather than acquiring literacy. Bawevcr, modern 
outlook is gradually percolating among the Harijans. 
2. Harijans do aat follow the legal age limits for marriage. 
Even*political elites* and*service class*people who are supposed 
to have modern outlook, are suffering from such social taboos 
and could not throv/ the old cloak of child marriage. 
3. Almost all the Harijans feel being ill treated and hurt 
by the humiliating treatment of i^per castes and it seems that 
they have strong reactions, thoiagh they are not in a position to 
express their feelings purposefully. Even'political elites' 
find themselves : helpless due to many reasons especially of 
political interest. 
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4. Untouchabilit;^ atill pfcrsists in on acute form 
especially in the rural areas of Eastern U.p, ana inepite of 
constitutional and legal ©afeguards. there is no perceptible 
change in the attitude of upper castes towards Harijans, 
Some of the Harijan elites even sough judicial intervention 
against the evil of untouchability which shows grov/ing 
consciousness among them, 
5. Knowledgeability of Harijans is higher about the local 
party office liolders and directly elected representatives than 
non-local and indirectly elected representatives, 
6. Due to educational and economic bacKgix>und there is a 
v;ide gap between the knowledgeability of ''Political and Service 
elites' and 'Caste elite' and others' about the various poli-
tical functionaries. 
7. Snt Indira Gandhi is the most popular among Harijans 
than any other political leader even of their oim c<xmn\inity, 
8. Non-Harijans Ministers are more popular among the 
Harijans than the Harijan Ministers. Harijan Ministers do not 
maintain a close and frequent relationship with their community. 
9. Caste is not the sole criteria oi recognition of the 
leaders. In general it is the personality and functioning of 
leaders. 
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10. The symbol of the Congress Party is knoWn to an over-
whelroing majority of the Harijans but their awareness about 
the symbol of other political parties is very poor. Even the 
symbol of the C.p.l. is not well known to the Harijans and 
quite interestingly, the knowledge of the symbol of Congress 
(Jagjiwan Ram) , is poorest. Thus, it means that caste aloxae 
is not the only criterian for the recognition of any political 
organization, 
11. An overwhelming majority of the respondents are of the 
view that atrocities on the Harijans are increasing day by day 
and they hold responsible the upper castes for it. It is 
interesting that some of them also charge the Government and 
political parties as well for the evil. 
12. Remedies suggested by the Harijans to check the atroci-
ties are economic \j$>liftroent, quick action, increasing the 
strength of Harijans in police force and lastly issuing the 
arms licences to Harijans, 
13. They are of the firm opinion that without organising 
themselves against the atrocities by the upper castes, they will 
continue to suffer hijaniliation. 
14. Awareness of Harijans about the facilities provided to 
them especially educational facility is very high. 
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15, Due to apathetic attitude of Government employees* 
facilities are not properly distributed among Harijans, 
16. Lack of communication channels is the main reason that 
they are not avjare about the facilities provided by the 
Government. 
17* Despite the avowed constitutional safeguards and various 
welfare programmes launched by the Government* the condition of 
Harijans has not improved to the desired extent, it is also 
interesting to note that Harijan respondents held their 
community responsible apart from the i^per castes for the 
obstruction in their development. 
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The teno 'political socialization'# though of recent 
origin, has attracted a good deal of attention of political 
scientists interested in studying the political systems as tiiey 
actually operate in practice, "Though the term has been widely 
applied in contemporary political analysis for the systematic 
analysis o± political behaviour, 'an emphasis on citizen 
training for civic participation is not new to the literature 
of classical political theory'. Plato, Aristotle, Bodin has 
emphasised the need for proper citizen training to make the 
citizen fit for the state and to safeguard its ideals^l^ 
Political socialization has been defined as the way 
in which political beliefs, values, attitudes, norms etc. are 
transmitted from one generation to ajaother, to prepare the 
citizen for their futxire political roles ano to build the ^ 
2 foundation of a committed political participation. 
Political socialization may be manifest or latent. 
Manifest socialization is direct socialization while latent 
socialization is indirect. In manifest socialization, the 
object of ccwnmunicating values, attitudes etc. is political 
1. Ghosh, N.K., Political Socialization! A Conceptual 
Framework,in L.S. Rathore, (ed.) , Political Socialcigy 
(1981), p.188 
2. Ibid., p.190 
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but in the latent socialization the object is not political 
although its impact is political, 
Iroitation« political experience* anticipatory behaviour 
and political education are the channels of manifest political 
socialization. Political socialiaation of the latent variety 
occurs through different channels such as general social 
cx>nditions and attitudes leading to political action or inaction, 
interpersonal communication of values, attitudes etc, and 
acquisition of skills and techniques in non-political activities. 
Political socialization, that is transmission of political 
valxies, attitudes, knowledge and inforroation is done toy different 
agents like family, educational institution, primary and 
secondazy gro^a, political parties and pressure groups, mass 
media like radio, television, newspapers, n^gassines and 
eaqperience in ei^loyment etc. 
Political Socialization may be of two types - primary 
socialisation and secondary socialization* Robej.t S* tlowse 
and John A. Hughes have illustrated this through the following 
model,^ 
3, Robert Dowse and John A Hughes - Political 






KcClosky and Dahlgren maintain ttoat the fatally is coot 
4 iroportQUt agent ot prlim^ry oocialisation* 
The proccae of political cocielization i© cot llmitea 
to any ono particular ctagc ot lilc# it continuo-i throughout 
th© li£c* AiciontS and Povjcll holo "the oociGli2s„tion proce-o 
90CO on continuously throughout the lifo of tho individual. 
At>titu<£^ D are not cctabliohcd <^urin9 infancy and untouched 
after the atie of ton, Sbcy are elv.ays hoins oaspted or 
5 
reinforced the individual wooo through hio cocial exporier^oaT 
m tho v»rdo of Ghosh "t-ho procesu of socialization io not 
a otatic but a dynaro^c procoiiS ocpahlo o£ adjuotiny itself with 
the changin9 nature of socio-political e^ 'perior^ :^  and 
environmont*' 
«6 
Tho iitudy of political aociali station io nccouacry to 
understand stability and change in any political ayetem. 
Langton l^ ltiB that "this proceuu taay aerve to reserve traditional 
nortua end institutions# on che other hand* uhen secondary 
wocialization cgonciet. include tho political values different 
frwn thece of the pa£»t# or when children are raiaed tith 
4* liCClOwky Herbert ana Lahl^ren iSurold * Primary 
GroiJp Influence on Party liOyaltyS iunorican political iicicnce Revietvf, 6cp(l966), p.775. 
5« Almond G.A. end PovccTll, C.B., Comparative Politico(1978) 
p»65. 
6. Cjho£ih« op.cit«« p.l94 
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political and social expectations different from those of 
their forebearers/ the socialia 
of political and social change.' 
zation process can be a vehicle 
«7 
The need to study the process of political socialization 
among Harijans with a view to understanding their political 
role cannot be underestimated. It is only through a study of 
the process of political socialization at work, among the Harijans 
\ 
that we can really understand their political role and level of 
their political participation. 
It is an established fact that the family ie most 
enduring agent and acts as the first socialization structure 
Q 
encountered by the individual* It incMcates both manifest and 
latent influences but this influence does not remain uniformly 
strong throughout the life span of an individual. It may 
decreas with the mental and physical growth of the children, 
their interaction with the outside world, inter personal commu-Q 
nication of valueoj acquisition of new experience. Keeping 
this in view an attempt has been made to study of the process 
of socialization o£ Harijans in Eastern U.P. with special 
reference to CSbnda and Faizabad districts. 
7. Kenneth, P. Langtion, Political SociolizationCl969)p.4 
8. Almond, G.A. and Powell, G.B., op.cit., p.66 
9. Ghosh, N.K., op.cit., p.200 
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Centuries of deprivation and depression have caused 
a great damage to mental development of Harijansand their 
cognitive structurization. Consequently, they have developed 
a stereo type mental set that refuses to work on self 
direction and self promotion. Such a dependent personality 
trait and retarted mental set x:^) blocks and bare their growth 
10 
and development/ progress and prosperityt It ultimately 
affects their process of political socialization. It ia a 
well established fact that family* educational institutions/ 
peer groups/ secondary groups/ mass media etc, are important 
agents of political socialization. But these agents are not 
effectively operating among the Harijan community as compaired 
to other communities. They lag behind in education/ their 
familiet. are most traditional and poor and also segregated 
generally from the main population of towns and villages. 
Thus their interactions and personal communications are not free 
and frequent with the other advance communities. There is a 
vicious circlet the Harijans are most backward because they 
are illeterate and poor and they are to be so because they 
cannot afford as they are backward. 
At the outset taking the social problems of Harijans such 
as population problem from which they suffered a lot in the 
10, aiarroa, V,p,/ Premordial Imoge, Socialization, Process 
And Personality Trait as Determinants of Backwardness of 
Harijans, Modern Review/ 133(4)/ Oct(1973) / p.252 
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past and still not realizing. In fact the position of Harijan 
has worsened because of increased pressiore on land. It is 
said that Harijans now adopting modern outlook. Therefore an 
attempt has been made* 
Ito irKjuire the process of socialisation of Harijans and 
a question about family planning was asked, whether they like 
family planning and* if yes, whether they have a<&>pted family 
planning» Responses are shown in the following table* 
tfiplQ 
OpSnion About Family Planning 
Views about Respondents 
family 
Planning Categorical Yes Categorical No 
Should be adopted 308 92 400 
77.00 23.00 100.00 
Have adopted 
The table shows that 77% respondents express their 
views in favour of Family planning Programme but surprisingly 
only 14% have adopted family planning especially visectomy. 
Moreover* when the respondents who have not adopted family 
planning as such were asked v/hether they would be ready to 
adopt visectomy if some government functionaries persuade them 
The responses are shown in the following tablet 
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The table reveals that amony all the respondents 344 
out of 400, are those who have not adopted family planning 
specially visectomy, and only 15.99% were ready to adopt the 
family planning programme if they were approached by Government 
agencies, As many as 84.035^  categorically refused to adopt the 
visectoroy at all. It seems that Harijans are willing to adopt 
family planning programnie but they are reluctant to submit to 
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any imposition especially isy official agencies. The table 
further shows that though are of the view that 
family planning programme should be imple^nented* yet there 
is a wide gap between words and actiont only 15.99% are 
those who agree to go through visectomy. A large chunk (8.7%) 
has not adopted family planning and more or less not ready to 
do so in future also. Whatever the reason may be, an over-
whelming majority is reluctant to adopt fiunily planning. 
itoong the Harijans the children are regarded as assets 
for economic reasons. During the course of interview and 
informal discussion with community members the researcher was 
informed that they preferred more children for additional 
earning. They were least concerned for their children's health 
or living conditions. The Harijans provide the largest child 
labour force for agricultural and allied works. In a wider 
sense though the Harijans consider family planning as essential 
for the well-being of the society and a small family to be 
better than a big one but due to certain reasons they do not 
practice it. Probably the most vital reasons are their poor 
economic condition, social taboos, religious belief and low 
education wha.ch restrain them from the family planning 
programme. 
11. See Table No, 4«1. pjss. 
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Indian society is a caste-ridden society and the 
institution of caste* vdth its corollary — untouchability is 
a peculiar and complex social phenomenon» The J>roblein of 
untouchability is an age-old stigma with its roots deep down 
our social and religious thirxklng. On the eve of the adoption 
of the Constitution in 1950/ there were many State Acts to deal 
with the problem and today in the eyes of the law no one can be 
termed as an untouchable. This means a great revolutionary 
change has taken place in oiir society so far the law is 
concerned* But our traditional outlook is still persists, the 
stigma of untouchability still exists in our society and laws 
are seldom implemented effectively and people Oi: Eastern 
as elsewhere have not adopted than as a part of their social 
life. Even those Barljans who have economic and political 
linkage are subjected to discriminatory treatment, Sachchidanand 
rightly observes "due to the traditional mooring of the largest 
family many upper casto person with modern outlook are prevented 
from having comme/>w^ relations . even with the Harijam who 
has risen hi^h in secular hierarchy,' «12 
Iiooking at the problem a question was asked to Identify 
the intnesity of untouchability with the Harijans which read* 
"Do the upper caste people give the treatment of untouchability 
to you". The responses are shown in the following tablet 
12. Sachchidanand, The Harijan Elite(1977) , p.49 
PROCESS OF POLITICAL a0CIAI>l2feTI0M 
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It Is evident from the table that majority of the 
respondents sxiffer from the ytigma of untouchability. Overwhel-
ming majority of the 'caste elite* and 'others' are subjected 
to all sorts of discrimination tased on untouchability at the 
hands of caste-Hindus even today. Even 'political elites* and 
'service class* respondents qre not free from the discriminatory 
60 
treatment meted out to them by the caste-Hindus, As many 
as 42»OC?i 'political elites* and the same percemtage of 
'servi<-e class* respondents categorically say that they are 
sufferers of vintouchability and 26.53% and 42.86% respectively 
are those who feel that there is a little change in the attitude 
of the upper classes hence less affected* fhe political elite' 
are least affected fcy untouchability(Please see the chart), 
'Political elites* categorically denied the mal-treatments in 
social intercourse with i:^ per castes. There is slight change of 
ajtitiLdii^ 
^upper-^castes. Apart from 'political elites' less than 25,OCei 
respondents in which only 11.00% of tne category of 'others'* 
express a positive response in favour of non-discriminatory 
attitude of the upper castes. It may be said that there is a 
positive correlation between the politico-economic status of 
upper castes ana Harijan political elites on the one hcnd and 
their social stratxin on the other hand. 
Among the Harijans it is the'political elites'who are 
better placed in this respect than any other class, 32% of 
political elites' do not get any discriminatory treatment 
\^ereas this percentage in the case of other categories comes 
down to 16% for service class # 14% for'castes elites'and 
for 'others'. This leads to the conclusion that the Harijans 
occi^jying the position as 'political elite* do not feel so 
much discriminated as 'others'. 
xu 
Scaling the depth of untouchahillty the district-%d.se 
aata have been collected* The following table atiovB the 
districf^lso position of untouchabilityt 









108 52 40 200 
Qonda 54.00 26. 00 20.00 100.00 46. 53. 06 57,14 50.00 
124 46 30 200 
Faissabad 62.00 33* 00 15.00 100.00 53.45 46. 94 42.86 50.00 
232 98 70 400 fsotal 58.00 24. 50 17.50 100.00 100.00 100. 00 100.00 100.00 
It is surpriaing that incident of untouchability and 
discrimination is higher in Faissabad district whidti is more 
13 
urbanissed as compaired to Oonda vhich is mainly rural. 
This is contrary to common belief that incident of untoucha* 
bility and discriminations are lover in urban areas than 
in rural areas. Further, percentage of literacy is also higher 
in Faisabad (19.3256) than the (3onda (14.04%) . hxiA it is 
13. Source; Census 1971« Statistical Abstract V.P. 
(1978-79). p. 19 
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generally believed that xirbanizatlon and education are two 
important factors vhich contribute to minimise untouchability. 
But inspite of more urbanization and educational advancements 
the people in the Faiasabad district Especially the upper 
castes are more traditional than in Gonda district and Harijans 
of Gonda district are less subjected to commensal disabilities 
and other social discriminations. The reason, it may be said, 
is that Paizabad district is a religious place and being the 
birth place of Lord Rama the people of the Faizabad district 
are more religious than secular in comparison to the people of 
Gonda district. Urganijsation and education have not been effec-
tive very much in removing the traditional restraints preventing 
their upward mobility within the Hindu social hierarchy. In 
the end it may be said that the process of socialization is slow 
or agencies of the socialization are more traditioisal in 
Faizabad than in Gonda district. 
A further einquiry was made into their social status 
interactions and relations with the upper caste people. They 
were askedi "Do you sit on the cot etc. alongwith the ^per 
caste people?" The responses are shown in the following tablex 
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Table No« 4-5 
Treatment of Equality 





























































































The table reveals that 42.5Cg6 oi the respondents 
categorically told that they are not discriminated socially by 
the v^per caste Hindias/ 25.60^ of respondents are also more or 
less not subjected to status disabilities. Only 18.OC^ respon-
dents admitted that they were discriminated by the I%>per Caste 
Hindus. They, for instance, are not supposed to sit along with 
or in the presence of a person from an vpper caste i whereas 
• 1^ .0084 of the respondents told that they have no courage to 
sit along with \;5>per castes. Thus analysing the data it is 
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revealed that the traditional practices of high and low are 
diminishing now a days in Hindu societyr thouyh slpwly. 
Considering the categories of the respondents of the total 
respondents majority i.e. 71.76% (36.47?4 and 35.29) were of 
the 'political elite* and 'service class** are of the opinion 
of non-discriminatory treatment. Thus it shows that 'caste 
elites and 'others' are still suffering from status disabilities. 
They are treated to be 'lower* by the upper castes even today, 
•political elite^ and 'service class' peoples are treated as 
equal by the upper castes because of the political and other 
vested interest. Since 'caste elites' and 'others' are not 
directly linked with any interests of upper caste people* they 
are bound with social stratification as Harijans . . were not 
supposed to sit along with ij^ per caste people prior to the enact« 
ment of anti untouchability ACt. This is the reason why out 
of total lot who say tl^t they do not sit (80.56?^ )) or have no 
courage to sit along with upper caste people (75.57%) are only 
the 'caste elites' and 'others'. Thus it can be said that 
attitude of upper castes, tov.ards Harijan political elites and 
'service class' is changing but gulf between other than these 
two categories (caste elites and others) and upper castes is 
almost stationery if not increasing. 
There are some 'political elite' and 'service class' 
who also suffer from the discriminatory treatment. Correlating 
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this segment of 'political elite* and 'service class' who 
say that they not sit or have no courage to sit along with 
upper castes, with age* income/ landholding and literacy, 
quite revealing results are found. Analysing the correlation 
of age-goo^p out of 18 respondents 12 were of the higher 
age groxjp of above forty years. It means the younger genera-
tion suffers less from discrimination than the dder one. 
Beteille rightly observes tht.t "The older ones, on the other 
hand, are politically less conscious and are less prejudiced 
to challenge the traditional si^iacture.^^ Correlating with 
economic status of the respondents, out of 18 respondents 
were of the poor income group i.e. less than Rs. BOO/- per 
month and have less land holding i.e. less than one acre. 
This means that among the'political elites'and 'service class' 
people, those who are of lower economic background, are more 
exposed to discriminatory treatment. This is also revealing 
that among all the 18 respondents of 'political elite' and 
'service class', 15 belong to rural areas which means that 
achievement of higher position by personal efforts <Stoes not 
suffice to elevate the social statue of Harijans in rural 
areas than in urban, whereas more than eighty percent popula-
tion resides in rural areas of the Eastern region, Thtis 
It may be said that younger generation of Harijans who are 
14. Andre Bettsille, Caste* Old and New(1960) , pp 146-147 
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educated and economically well of* are less e;q>osed to 
social disabilities. Dviring the course of interview 
and discussing the problem with knowledgeable persons of 
Harijan comrriunity and upper castes, the researcher found that 
upper castes living in the villages are more rigid in 
adherence to the traditional difference and much conscious 
about their social hierarchy than those in the towns. 
Whereas this is also true that the attitude of younyer gene-
ration of caste Hindus is changing. They are not sticking 
too much to old valuss and acceptiny the tiew status of 
Harijans but in the matter of cogmei^ty caste rigidity has 
not loosened its grip to a considerable extent in the areas 
of Eastern U.P. 
In the same continuation a question was asked to find 
out their desire for equal treatment, IiJhich readi "Do you 
want a close association with the tapper caste pec^le on 
equal terms*' ? The responses are as follows* 
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yab^,^ NO, 















































72 72.00 22.64 
12 12.00 27.27 
16 16.00 42.11 














An overwhelminy majority oi the respondents aspire 
to maintain a closer contact and closer association with the 
i^per caste people on equal terms. Despite their being 
members ox Hinfiu community they were treated as * polluting 
nuisance'. The notions of ritual purity and pollution 
govern the behaviour of the caste-Hindus even today whereas 
with the dawn of independence* the Constitution rejected the 
principle of inherited inequality and aims at creating a 
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castlese society. New ecosciomic activities, urganization 
and emerging pattern of public services have also affected 
and shakene the fortress of caste hierarchy. New ideas of 
rationality, equality and liberty have created ebullience 
among the ex-untouchables* Now many lower castes are 
reaching and/or refusini^ to submit to the man made/ inequa. 
lities. This is the reason why, not even elites but others 
too are demanding eqixal treatment by the caste-Hindxis, 
Researcher found in the informal discus-ion that Harijan 
elites feel quite agrieved on account ot discriminatory 
treatment by the lapper castes and they are no longer ready to 
keep mum on such uncalled behaviour by the caste-Hindus. It 
may be a matter of time but one thing seems to be certain 
that Harijans who are economically well off and educated are 
not in a mood to give up easily. At present ^ a small segment 
Cll%) is vocal because of the hostile attitude of the caste-
Hindus and to avoid unnecessary confrontation* Correlating 
the data with the age, education and economic background, 
the finding is that the respondents who do not want equal 
treatment with the upper castes or want only to some extent 
are those who are of higher ac,e gro\jp, illiterate and of low 
economic background. Out of 62 respondents 42 are above 40 
years and 30 respondents are above 30, This shows that younger 
generation is not ready to accept traditional values of 
social hierarchy. Out of 82, 66 respondents who are illiterate 
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or educated primary standard are those who do not want 
close association with upper caste people even upto some 
extent. Correlating came respondents with economic backgroxmd, 
69 out of 80 respondents are those who earn less than 300 
rupees a month* Thus it is clear that those who are of poor 
ecommic and educational background and of high age groi;^  
low 
have very/aspirations. They are not able to fight against 
discriminatcary treatments due to many reasons including 
economic dependeixe on the tj^ per castes. Their opinion and 
attitude is governed by their helplessness. Thus the 
Harijans, specially 'political elites* and 'service class', 
are no more a passive mass. Their aspirations are growing 
and even, they are asserting their emergent status in the 
secular hierarchy to be treated as equal with vcpper castes 
15 
in the commensal hierarchy. This analysis provides a clear 
picture that education and age have played a significant 
role in changing the attitude of Harijans towards caste 
system. The older generation of Harijans presents a neutral 
attitude on the rigidity of caste systeaa. 
Various agencies of political socialization are 
promoting socio-political consciousness and greater avrairen^ se 
among the Harijans. In this respect the communication media 
15. Sachchidanand, The Harijan Elite(1977)/ pp.47-48 
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have played an important role in shaping political views, 
beliefs and attitude. It has inhanced social inobiliaation 
and political maturity. There are several kind of maso 
media and socializing agents which contribute to this 
process. Newspapers, magazines and Radio are gradually 
picking up as po%iferf\Jl agents of mass and inter-personal 
communication in urban areas especially and in rural areas 
generally. Thus to investigate the frequency of use of 
these media directly or indirectly by the Harijans, a question 
was asked* "Do you read or listen to newspapers, magazines 
and radio7** * The responses are shown in the following 
tablet 
Role of Communication Media in Political Socialization 
Cbmmimication Communication Media used by the 
Media , , tefipondRnto 
Frequency Percentage 
Newspaper 194 48.50 
Magazines 120 30.00 
Radio 301 75.25 
.1 II I . 11 I I 
It is evident from the table that majority of the 
respondents use radio as a major medium of communication for 
being the cheapest and also easily accessable. Villages of 
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the Eastern U.P. are not well connected hy roada or rails. 
Means Of transport are very poor. Thus radio is the only 
mediian of mass communication which exposes the largest nianber 
of the Harijan people to the outside world and disseminates 
political ideas. Newspaper as the other meditan of communi-
cation is read by or they get information from those who 
read newspapers. Ai»ut of the respondents read magazines. 
During the course of interview most of the respondents told 
the reseat Cher that they did not subscribe to newspapers and 
magazines themselves for being expensive. But they remain 
in contact with newspapers and magazines by frequent visit 
to nearly urban areas. This also shows that they are anxious 
and desirous to know about the day to day happening of at 
least local, national affairs. 
Category-wise, some revealing facts have come to light. 
Newspapers are read by thu largest number of the 'political 
elites* and 'service class'—81.00^, 91.00% respectively— 
radio is used by more than 60.0C&i of all categoriej^ though 
lowest in the 'others* (61%) and 'caste elites' (63%). Among 
the respondents who read magazines directly or indirectly 
largest number is of the 'service class* (43.33%) followed 
by 'political elites' (40.006^ 0) . Thus it is clear that among 
all the categories 'service class' is more particular in 
reading the newspapers or listening to radio etc. Service 
class people also maintain regular contact because these 
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facilities are easily available to them in offices or at 
home. They can also spend for such facilities* 
District«-wise» scsne interesting trends were also 
identified as per the following tablet 
i-g 
District-wise Use of Mass Media 




83 47 147 200 Gonda 41. 50 23. 50 72. 50 100.00 
42. 78 39. 17 48. 84 50.00 
Ill 73 154 200 Faizabad 55. 50 36. 50 77. 00 100.00 














The table reveals that fnough a larger majority of 
the respondents use the mass communication media in Faissabad« 
there is a marginal difference in the using of radio in the 
two districts. Whereas magasii^s are used more in Faizabad 
(60.83%) than in Gbnda district (39.17%). The position 
remains more or less unchanged as far as the newspapers are 
concerned. The only plausible explanation is that the 
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Harijans of Falzabad district are more urbanized and more 
literate than those of Gonda district* Thus# on the basis 
of above analysis it may be concluded tnat the mass media 
play a positive role in Faizabad than in Gonda in the process 
of political socialiaation of Harijans which ultimately 
develops a desire for great participation in political system. 
To take v^ the main thread of our analysis \je now 
turn to find out their interest in political activities. A 
question in this regard was askedt "Do you discuss the poli-
tical matters during the elections ?**. The responses are shown 
in the following tablet 
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The table shows tlhit a majority (53 . 505^ ) o£ the 
respondents discuss'^ £-S the political matters dxiring the 
elections. It means they are no more satisfied as silent 
spectators but actively participate in the political activie 
ties and interact with each other as well as with other 
segments during the elections. It can also be said that the 
level of their political socialitrtion is inteegsing and they 
are not 'simple voters' without political involvement. The 
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share of the 'political elites* in this process is much 
higher (42,06%) than other categories and» for obvious 
Aa reasons their awareness and articulation f&t more than I /A 
Others. Of all the respondents 31.7S?6 are those who catego-
rical admit that they do not discuss political matters even 
during the elections. And it is rather strange that among 
those who do not take part in political activities, are more 
or less equally divided in all categories except 'political 
elites'. Even 34,OQ^ respondents belonging to 'service class' 
do not; actively involve in the political discussions. It may 
be so because of code of conduct of their service, which 
restrict political activities. But inspite of such restric-
tions a sizeable number does get involved in political 
discussions. Over all» it may be said that the political 
socialization is in progress among Harijans though at a slow 
space lor obvious reasons. 
Another question v;as asked to find out the factors or 
the agencies v/hich influence the voters in the exercise of 
their vote during the elections. The question in this regard 
read* "which factors influence you more in casting your vote?". 
The responses are shown in the follo-viing tablet 
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Factors which influence in Casting of votes 
Total No. of Respondents - 400 
Y S Factors Frequency Percent 
1. Member/Headman/ Leaders of the 
caste 
195 48.75 
2. political Party 
or Leader of the 
Political Party 
146 36.50 




4. Others factors 46 11.50 
The table reveals that of all the faccors mentioned 
therein, caste is the most influential one. Highest 
percent of the respondents (48»7S%) categorically admit 
bein9 infli^nced by caste leadertJ or headman of the caste t 
'Mukhia', Caste influence ultimately determine their 
politics.! decision. The impact of oaste - Scheduled Caste 
included on elections is well known phenomenon of Indian 
electpi-'si system, la the process of political socialization 
caste agencies play a vital role. The factors that come 
after the caste factor is that of the political parties 
and their leaders. Political parties are probably the most 
active agent of political socialization. During the election 
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in particular, they try to infliience the electorate to get 
their suppor in favour of their respective caste candidates. 
Political parties are a 'flexible machine for manoeuvre',^® 
Thus political parties and their leaders intluence and motivate 
political activities among the respondents. A few respondents 
aamit to pay attention to suggestions by the ii^ jper class 
neighbours. During the course of interview* the researchers 
found that najority of even illeterate and poor Harijans 
does not eare or pay attention to the advice of upper castes 
in general. This shows that they are gradually acquiring a 
sense of freedom and maturity to exercise their vote free 
of fear and influence as far as possible. Analysing the 
miscellaneous responsesasizeable majority (66.0C3%) prefers 
gaod and honest candidates. Sf.^roe respondents told that 
personal merits of the candidate influences their votiti^ 
beha-tricur rather than other factors. Morris--Jones calls 
it a • saintly idion of Indian politics •. Thus it may be 
concluded that the caste plays more effective role in the 
process o± political socializaIrion than other factors. 
Whereas this is also true and important that "while caste is 
a pervasive factor iit Indian life# its importance as a voting 
determinant should not be exaggerated. JSxcept in local 
elections — a n d not always even there — caste is usually 
16. Maurice Duverger, Party Politics and Pressure Groins s 
A Comparative Introductiot^* Translated by Robert Wagoner 
(1968) , p. 
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an important but not the deteiroining influ(bnce on the Indian 
voter." ^ ^ 
A further enquiry v;as made in this conncction to 
verify whether their caste associations or caste Panchayats 
discussed and tov-)k decisions Joefore the voting* The responses 
are shown in the following table* 
Table l<io. 4^11 






































































17. Palmer/ N.D,, Elections and Political Development^ 
(1976), p.287 
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The table ehowe that majority of the respondents 
categorically denied that their caste Panchayats known 
as 'Biradari* take any part in political activities during 
the elections nor do they i.^ eue any directive or appeal to 
their castemen. It shows that inspite of politicization 
of caste* their caste organisations are still ineffective 
in the field of electoial politics. The caste organisations 
which exist in Eastern districts of U.P, are not playing a 
vital role in political campaign and lack proper motivation. 
Thi-s is the reason why Harijans of this area feel the 
18 
necessity of organisation of their own ccmirnmity. They are 
trying to assert their identity and claims for rightful 
place in ecor^my, politics and society but in the absence of 
common front they fail to achieve their aims. 
Only 28.2S^ o of which highest percentage (43.36%) of the 
•caste elite' ccttec,orically accepts the activities of their 
caste panchayats and only. l&/<> say that caste Panchayats discuss 
and take decisions before the polls though not always. This 
shows that there are caste Panchayats which are less active 
in electoral politics. Ihe reason behind it may be that 
the caste Panchayats are less political and more traditional. 
Dyring the informal discussion with the Icnowledgeable persons 
18. See Table 3-17 pagoi32 
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among the Harijans the researcher found that due to intra-
factionalism among the Harijans they are themselves not 
able to give adequate stimulus for the political participa-
tion and political mobilization to their castemen. In this 
context it is appropriate to say that 'although the raste 
associations functioned in social realm for a cause which 
was primarily social * they neverthless prepared the 
background for transforming social identity into political 
l9 
idt^ntity»" Thus at last it may be said that caste 
organization in this area are v?orking as weak agent for 
political socialization. 
Threat, pressure tactics* coercion and similar other 
means of vote capturincj are inherent in free election, be 
it the election to the ijOk Sablia, Vldhan Ssiblta or to 
Panchayats. These practices are adopted by the upper castcs 
genc-rally becaa.>e cf their superior social ctatuss* Among 
the scheduled Castes such practices are negligible and 
localised if any. Thc&e are resorted to prevent hostile 
voters from casting their votes at all. Keeping this in 
view the inquiry was made from the Harijans respondents 
whether these pressure tactics were used by the xjpper castes 
or by influential persons in favour of candidate or a specific 
party, if yes, then it was further asked, what were the 
techniques and what was the total effects. The responses 
are shown in the follovdng tablet 
19. Roy Ramashicry^ 'Caste and Political Recruitment in 
BiharV in Rajani Kothari (ed),'Caste in Indian 
Polities'(1970), p.237 
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Pressure tactics on the Harijans tjy Upper Castes 
Respondents Catego- Soiuetimes Catego- Total 
rical rical 
ifes m 
Frequency 202 72 126 400 
percentage 50.50 18.00 31.50 100.00 
The table shows that 50.509^  respondents categorically 
admit the incident of coercion by the upper castes or by 
influencial persons of that area during the elections. Those 
whose response was positive. They were further asked r,o 
identify th© means of coercions. Their responses are shown 
in the following tahlei 
Means of Coercions 
Y E a Means of coercions Frequency Percentage 
1. Terrorising or Threatening 217 98.91 
2. Pressuriiitg che Headman or 78 26.02 
Mukhia of caste 
3. Warning to stop their work 71 25.54 
4* Threatening to take back the 89 32.01 
facilities provided to thean 
5. By giving some alliirement 181 65.10 
6. Others 19 7.01 
82 
The table reveals that the most effective means of 
coercion exercised on Harijans is threats or terror. Harijans 
are also given allurements of various kinds during elections 
and people admitted the offer of allurement. An analysis 
of various forms of allurements or threats reveal that they 
are mostly connected with socio-economic conditions of Harijans. 
If the conditions of Harijans are improved* the practice of 
threat or allurement would automatically vani^sh. 
In continuation/ a further inquiry v.as made to find out 
the impact of coercion on the attitude of Harijans. The 
responses are shown in foi:,owing tables 
Impact of Coercion on the Harijans 
jNo, Q,^ Rq^^pgn^^uti^r^M ... 
S.No, Effect S Frequency pcjrcaatage 
1. They surrender S9 21.53 
themselves 
2. They listen to them 105 38,32 
quietly 
3. They retaliate 159 58.03 
4. Others 31 11.31 
The table reveals that the Harijans oppressed for 
centuries have now adopted certain new pattern of behaviour. 
Now majority of Harijans flo not submit meekly to the dictates 
of v^per classesI 58.03% retaliate to the use of coercive 
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methods* only 21,53 sxirrender whereas 38.3 2% listen to the 
upper classes patiently without committing themselves. This 
shows that by and large they are realising their political 
responsibilities and rights. The last qxiestion in this 
connection was; '*Whoro do you contact in connection of your 
problems?" The .responses are shown in the following tablet 
Centres for Remedies of Harijans 
yqt^ji p.j^, .nQPaffi^ d^giatiar^ oQ 
S..NO, Respondents go for remedies Frequency Percentage 
1. Local Harijan Ijeaders 130 32,50 
2. Pradhan/Sarpanch 
Block. Pramukh etc. 
217 54.25 
3. Upper caste paOpXe 65 16.25 
4. Local Body runctionaries 109 27.25 
5« Government 94 23.50 
C. Oiaers 20 5.00 
The table reveals that the hold of Harijan elites is 
not m\ich or decreasing among the Harijans. Mostly they look 
at the functionaries of Panchayat Raj institutions (Pradhan, 
Seirpanch etc.) for the solution of their problems. They 
have little faith in upper class people as only 16.2S?i> go to 
them with their problems. 
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This leads us to the conclusion that the process of 
political socialization and therefcy democratization is at 
iriork among Harijans and they look at the institutions of 
Panchayat Blaj with confidence and hope ?ind if only they 
(Panchayat Raj institutions) work properly and effectively 
the hold of upper class people and Harijan elites viould 
finally vanish. That the Harijan elites and the upper class 
people still hold some sway is mainly dxis to the fact that 
the institutions of Panchayati Raj are not working on proper 
lines What is, however* triost assuring in the prevailing 
ccn<5. tions is the fact that the Panchayati Raj institutions 
have generated hope and faith among the downtroddens Harijans 
and therefore the Government should do all xn its power to 
strengthen the base ofi these institutions. 
As discussed In the previoxos cihapter# the Harijans 
have generally come to acquire new values and do not v.ant any 
longer to be subjected to old ways of si^ jpi's'^ s^ o" oppression 
on the basis oi our findings the following conclusions may be 
drawni 
1, Harijans ex^ en in remote villages have been exposed vo 
new values mainly through the process of political socializatiorj 
2. political socialization is taking place but its speed 
is not vihat one would have wished. 
Ids 
3, The main huraies before their fast socialization is 
poverty and illiteracy. 
4* Their economic dependence on the people of upper castes 
do not permit them to assert thaoaselves in politics. 
5« lAatovichability is^  still prevalent in villages and 
most of them are not even aiifare of the Anti-\mtouchability 
Law and its various provisions* 
6* Political elites and service class people among the 
Harijans are not so much subjected to caste-based discrimi-
nation as other classes* 
7« The incidence of untouchability is greater in 
Faizabad district than in Gonda. 
8« Political parties* caste headmen and political elites 
among the Harijans have been effective as agents of socia-
lization. 
9. The importance of caste associations is decreasing. 
10. Harijans feel attached to the institutions of Panchayati 
Raj, because of their role in sscio-economic ij^ jlift of weaker 
section. 
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11. Han^ f welfare schemes for Harijans are not honestly 
and properly implemented because of the dominance of the 
i^per castes in the services as well as in the economic and 
political life of the rural areae, 
12. Radio is the most effective me<3ia of communications. 
13. Harijans are still siibjected to coercion and 
alluranents during elections Isy the ^pper castes. 
14. Due to new orientations all Harijans do not submit 
to the dictates of upper castes, many in fact resent and 
retaliate. 
c y y ^ Y 
pARyiCIjpATIQ^ 
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People take part in political activities in alinost 
every system although the mode and degree o£ participation 
differs from systsn to system* The question of participation 
acquires spedial significance in democracy because here 
people are expected to participate in the political activities 
in a big way and with greater sense of responsibility^ 
Political participation means the involvement of 
citijaens in those activities which directly or indirectly 
influence the choice ot ruler or political decisions makers. 
According to H. McClosky political participation refers to 
^those volxmtary activities by which members of a society 
share in the selection of rulers and directly or indirectly 
in the formation of public policy".^ Such activities may 
range from discussion of piiblic policies and conduct of 
their rulers to violent demonstrations and underground 
activities. 
All citizens do not participate in political activities 
uniformly in the same degree or with the same sense of 
involvement. Some people are involved in politics more 
actively than others. Milkrath has divided the political 
activities into three groups to show that political participa-
McClosKy* H#, 'Political Participation' in International 
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences/ Kew YorkU968) # 
p.252 
3.88 
tion Ifi of three typea.' 
Holding public or p&tty btt'ltie 
Being a candidate for office 
Soliciting political funds 
Attending a caucus or a strategy 
meeting 
Becoming an active member in a 
political party 
ContribuUng time in a tsolitical campaign 
o 
Attending a political meeting or rally 










Wearing a button or putting a sticker on a car ^  ^ 
Atteoapting to talk another into voting a certaijg H 
l i s 
Initiating a political discussion m m ^ 
Voting 
Exposing oneself to nnlitical stimuli 
In all political systans and in countries these 
three types of citizens can be identified* although their 
percentage differs. The rate of political participation 
differs in different social sections« becaiise people differ 
2. Milbrath, L.W., Political Participatlon(1965), pil8 
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in economic resources, education* leisure and stakes. 
These variable are known to influence participation in 
all ages and in all countries, Xn d^ocracies the rate 
of political participation is higher because they offer 
greater opportunities for participation. 
Different ifjriters have offered different explanations 
why people participate in political activities* Lane 
suggests a numii^ r of broad reasons« "one of which is rational 
and calculative* the rest having their origins in other 
aspects of personality." Very often it is suggested that 
the main motive li^hind political participation is economic 
that is, men seek to advance their economic well-being 
through political means or that it is to men vaho already 
4 have economic resources who are most likely, to participate. 
But it is hard to accept that economic motive is the only 
or even the chief motive behind the political participation. 
Social, psychological and cultural factors may be albo very 
important. 
Many researches have established that high statiis 
whether measured by occx;^ation, education or prestige is 
strongly but invariably associated with high turn out, high 
3, Lane, R., Political Life(1965), p.lU 
4. Linderfeld, P., 'Economic Interest and Political 
Involvement*, Public Opirxion Quarterly, voli28, 
(1964), P.104 
3.88 
in£onnation# conservatism higher then average rates o£ 
political involvement ana a high sense ot political 
efficacy and such high statue people and placed in a miiiieu 
S of extensive political stimulation. 
Researches carried on in Western countries have led 
to a number of impoartant findings such as (a) Those with 
the higher education are more likely to participate (b) 
Farmers are less likely to become active in politics than 
city dwellers, (c) The larger constituency, the higher rate 
of participation (d) Men are more likely to participate 
than women (e) Highest participation rate are for married 
persons with no children etc.^ KO dotabt we know about the 
various social factors which influence pa.ticipation still 
we lack a general theory of political participation. 
It is, therefore, to be noted that the finding of 
fo'estem writer, are not of miKSh value in understanding the 
mode and level of participation in India, particvdarly among 
the Harijans of Eastern U.P. where the conditions are largely 
vary* Here Harijans belongs to lowest strata of the 
traditional Hindu society and i^per castes had enjoyed and 
still enjoy higher social position and constitute land 
5. Dowse, R.E* and Hughes, J.A,, political 
Sociology, p»293 
6. Ibid., pp.297-298 
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owing segment of the society* Although upper castes are 
not ntjroerically strong but they dominate the whole poli-
tical system of the area due to their better economic 
background* 
On the other hand# inspite of their backwardness 
the Harijans are in search of new avenues of serial mobility* 
with the introduction of adult franchise and Panchayati 
Raj, They are gradually developing a greater sense of social 
identity. In this way, **the emergence of the Harijans as 
an important and powerful segment of the rural electorate 
has added power and vigour to their social and economic 
position. They Imve learnt from their nev/ experience of 
participation in election mostly as voters that they can 
tilt the balance of political power in favour of some 
7 
candidate or the others." Thus the right of voting has 
elevated their status so far as their political life is 
conc^ned arid has created a desire into them to take part 
in power politics. Betetll® rightly observedi **Political 
participation creates a rormal atirwaphere among the 
Harijans* It instills in them a new sense of confidende 
and raises high their level of aspiration." 
7. Khan Mwtaz Ali# Scheduled Caste and their 
Status, (1980), pp. 191-192 
8. Andre, Bette^ille, Castes Old and New(1969) , p.100 
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Political participatioxi further refers to a wide 
spectrxan of political activities and cosunitments« ranging 
from simple act of voting^ may in itself indicate 
little or extensive involvement, to wide spread political 
9 
activism and involvement in political process. Keeping 
this in view the enquiry has been made to test the levels of 
political participation of Harijans in Eastern 
First of all participation of Harijans in the 
elections has been analysed* "Perhaps the most conspicuous 
symbol of political modernity is that of mass participation 
10 
in elections." Elections are the major agency for the 
recruitment and emergence of ^ e various elites. They also 
provide a vehicle for bringing the ambitioxis persons into 
more central roles. K.D, Palmer rightly observes* ''elections 
are complex even to involving individual and collective 
decisions which directly affect and are affected by, the 
total political and social process. Wiey open channels 
betv«^en the polity and the society, between the elites and 
the masses, between the individual and hie government. They 
are major agencies of political socialiaat&on and political 
participation."^^ This is more triie in Indian context and it 
9. Palmer, N.D., Election and Political 
Development(1976), p.244 
10. Prasad, R.C., The Mature Electorate(1975), p.39 
11. Palmer, N.D., op.cit.,(1976), p,l 
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would not be an exaggeration to say that besiaes elections 
a political involveraent confines to almost elite class 
generally araonQ the urJaan dwellers* But diiring the 
elections politics percolatcs dovm to remote dvrellings in 
rural areas, arid political participations of masses gear 
up. AS V.M. Sirsikar has observed "the general election 
endow a ten^orary personality to the common voters. They 
are crowned as sovereign voters* But alas# as the sovereignty 
12 
is very transient it lapses on the day the polling is over. 
Keeping this in view it becomes necessary to enquire vAiether 
the lowest stratiam of the society like Barijans take active 
part in the electoral process or not. 
To enquire the intensity of political participation 
of Harijans ani, investigation has l;«en made. At the outset« 
the respondents were enquired! you discuss about 
political matters during the e l e c t i o n s T h e res|x>nses are 
shown in th^ following tablet 
12. Sirsikar, V.M., Electoral Process in Poona and 




Part.icipation ixi the political Plscusslons 
Responses Frequency Percentage 
Categorical 'Yea' 214 53.50 
Sometiines' 59 14.75 
Categorical" Ito' 127 31.75 
Total 400 100.00 
The table shows that an ovesrwhelroing majority of 
the respondents generally takes interest in political 
discussion diiring the elections while majority ol thetn ( 
(53.50) actively participate ana expresses viewe on political 
matters. The total picture shows that participation of 
Harijans during the elections increases and politicisation 
rate becomes higlier because of. the changed environpnent due 
to election cotnpaign launched b^ different political parties* 
What do the respondents discuss durir^ the elections 
was returally a matter of further enquiry. It has already 
been pointed out in the above table that 273 respondents out 
oi 400 discuss political issues during the election. The 
responses of these respondents about the main theraes of 
discussion are generally as follows* 
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Topic of poiitical Discuseion 
a.Ko, Topics Frequency Percentage 
1. VJorking of the Government 119 43,59 
2. Harijan Problems 181 66.30 
3. Shooting Prices etc* 192 70.33 
4. Problems ot the Region 138 50.55 
5. Candi<fete/^arty etc. 235 86.08 
6. Others - m 
The table reveals that the topics discussed more 
frequently are the candidates and the political parties 
contesting elections in the area than any other topics. 
An overwhelming majority of the respondents disc usees about 
the candidates because they have to choose their representa-
tive and political party which will represent t h ^ for five 
years. Palmer rightly say© "it gives the average citizen 
at least a temporary sense of havirsj e real say in the choice 
of his political leaders and of genuine participation in 
the political process.Ncsit comes the problem of rising 
13. palmer, N.D., op.cit.# p.230 
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prices/ vdiich is frequently discussed during the elections. 
This is a common phenomenon that during elections the poli-
tical parties hassner much on this topic to expose the party 
iin power. Harijans are directly affected by this problon 
and they get right opportunity to express their grivances. 
A majority of them also discusses the community problem. 
They are least concerned about regional problems and about 
the vrorJting of the Governnent. More than half the respondents 
have no interest at all in politics and Governmental affairs 
}:^cause they do not engage themselves in any political 
discussion concerning the Government even during the elections. 
They generally do not involve in any ix)litical activity 
except casting their votes* This shows that respondents 
have lower sense of political participation. On the whole 
majority of the respondents are more problem oriented during 
the elections and it may be said that their level of political 
participation is satisfactory in view of their socio-economic 
backwardness. 
Politicissation of Harijans is increasing day by day 
and this is due to many factors. As N.D. Palmer sayS/ 
"The phenomenon of increasing politicization is due to mac^ 
factors. Some of are de^ly rooted in the Indian political 
and social system, t A major factor certainly has been the 
growing participation of more and more Indians in thtt 
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electoral process," this re^^ect an enquiry has been 
made whether they exercise right of franchise or not. 
The responses are shown in the following tablet 








93 7 100 Political Elites 93.00 7.00 m 100,00 37.50 5.98 m . 25,00 
42 45 13 100 Caste Elites 42.0b 45.00 13^00 100.00 16.94 38.46 37.14 25,00 
73 15 12 100 Service Class 73.00 15.00 12.00 100,00 29.43 12.82 34.29 P.5.00 
40 50 10 100 
Others 40.00 50.00 10.00 100,00 16.13 42,74 28,57 100,00 
248 117 35 ftOO Total 62.00 29.25 8.75 100,00 100.00 100,00 100.00 100,00 
It is evident from the table that an overwhelming 
majority of the respondents always exercise right of franchise. 
Z4. Xbid.« p.236 
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This shows that there is tremendous enthusiasm on the part 
of the respondents for taking part in elections* 
The turn out of 'political elites* at the elections 
is very high (93,oC»i) followed by the 'service class (73,OC84), 
The turn out of the 'caste elites* and 'others* is below 
medium* 42.0C5i and 4o,OC3i?^  respectively. The percentage of 
the respondents of 'others* category (42,7S6) and'caste 
elites' (38*4656) is high in comparison to 'political elites* 
(4&.98S^) and 'service caass* (12,82^ i[ aniong those respondents 
who do not participate in elections every time as voters. 
During the course of interview the respondents gave many 
reasons for non^participation in voting. One of the main 
reasons is that their names were Icept out of the voters list 
and this was discovered only when they visited the polling 
station for casting their vote. They also told that their 
names were kept out of the voters list <Jteliberately by some 
dominant i;5>per caste local leaders »aio were afraid of the 
hostile attitude of the Harijan voters. This explains that 
the poor turn out of the 'caste elites' and * others' does 
not mean their reluctance in voting, N,D, Palmer rightly 
observed* "for an undeveloped country with a population 
consisting mostly of Illiterates with little political 
experience and in a generally non-participants society, 
the tvum out in the nation wide general elections has been 
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IS 
reasonably good# if not highly imprei'sive.'' The aame 
is true with Harijans of Eastern U.p, 
Tile respon<3ents who categorically B<anaitted that they 
did not take part in the election as voters were further 
asked to identify the reasons for the same* They were 
asked "What are the reasons that you do not cast, your vote*". 
The responses are shown in the following tables 
Reasons for not exercising the right of vote 
,, , „ 
S.No. Reasons Frequency Percentage 
1. No Interest in Elections 
10 28.57 
2. Hio Spare Ttoe 30 85.71 
3. No Use of Casting Vbtes 
23 65.71 
4. Others 7 20.00 
The table shows that though the number of the 
respondents who do not cast, votes in elections is low« the 
percentage who do mt vote for lack of Spare time is highest* 
This is so mainly because of their poverty and over-working 
16. Ibid., p.252 
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for daily iaread. tiext are those who find *no use of 
casting votes'* It is rather depressing and indicates that 
they have ao confidence in the electoral process and represen-
tative Government. Notably some of them have no interest 
in the election. It shows that they are probably not 
politicized sufficiently. Some of the re8|x:>ndents (20^) 
told that due to fear of ill treatment the caste-Hindxis 
after the election they did not go to the polling station. 
Thus the hostile attitude of the caste-Hindus restrains 
thero from participating in the electoral process. 
Out of 365 respondents who had voted in the elections# 
27 were those who had voted only once and the rest had voted 
twice or more* Thus another part of the enquiry was aimed 
at ascertaining if the respondents voted for the same political 
party every time or changed their choice, if they had voted 
more than once. The responses are shown in the following 
table) 
Vbtii^ Beteviour of Harijans 
f9tMX.H9t R^swniSsmsr^^Q. 
Responses Frequency Percentage 
Voting for one mitical 204 60.35 
Party 
Voting for different 134 39.66 
Political Parties 
Total 338 100.00 
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The taMe reveals that a majority of the respondents 
have voted for the same political party every time. This 
means they have a sort of loyality towards a particular party 
and their party identification is thus, quite high. In 
other viords it,may be ^plained that a substantial segment 
of iiarijan respondents possesses a high degree of parti-
sanship and ccsnroitted to one party. They can not be regarded 
as free floating voters who can be influenced by any short 
time compaign launched by the political parties at the time 
of elections. 
However, 39.635^ respondents are not committed to any 
specific political party v^ich means quite a good nianber of 
Mari jam show a lower degree of partison coDnmitment and their 
political allegiance easily shifts. They can also be 
explained as a certain degiree of independence and active 
participation in the elections. 
Curing the course of interview it was found that 
generally, those who are wore educated, younger and of bettor 
economic background show relatively an. uncertain political 
behaviour and low degree oi partison ccnmitment. Xt was 
also observed that urban dwellers show a greater degree, of 
shift than the rural ones. 
16. Ibid., p.252 
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A further enquiry was roade to ascertain the factors 
which determined the voting behaviour of the respondents. 
The question vast "What points do you consider while casting 
your votes^ 'E'he responses are shown in the following tablet 
Voting DeterminahtQ 
S.No, Determinants Frequency Percentage 
1. Party 207 56,71 
2. Candidate of their 
caste 
110 30.14 
3. Candidate-Orientation 140 38,36 
4. Candidate si^ported by 
their castes 
86 23,56 
B. Advice of neighbouring upper caste Members 
049 13,42 
6. Others 8 2,19 
A considerable majority of the respondents vote in 
accordance with their party affiliation which is apparently 
a strong determinant. They generally their weight in favour 
of a party than a candidates. It is observed that the voters 
cast vote for a candidate mainly because of his affiliation 
with a party of their own choices even thov^h the candidate 
may not be known to them personally. Thus* it may be said 
that party as such is an important determinant for the Harijan 
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votes * 
Another irop«>rtant factor is the candiaate orientation. 
As many as 38.3654 respondents take into account the ability 
of a candidate «rho woixld prove to be better for them or for 
the constitxiency than others. During the course of informal 
discussion, quite a good number of respondents told the 
researcher that they do consider candidate*s ability and 
qualities especially so in the local elections. Palmer rightly 
observes* "^ where other factors such as strong party loyality 
or strong grov5> identification, are not decisive* candidate-
17 orientation is often the most important voting determinant." 
Caste consideration is also a significant voting 
determinant. During the o course of inves tigetion most of 
the respondents eapressed their desire to elect a metrber of 
their own caste because they were of the view that elected 
members of their caste would, at least do something for them 
and for their caste» Thta is ^ y they cast their votes 
largely on caste basis. 
Grot;qp loyality is yet another determinant for 
23.565^  respondents v;ho are guided by their caste-grou^j. This 
shows that collective decisions are also taken by their 
caste groins which influenced the voting behaviour of Harijans. 
16. Ibid., p.252 
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The last interesU.n@ feature ia that Harijans are 
no lor^er guided lay the l^er caste people during the elections* 
Only 13*42^ respondents told that they vote for the candidate 
whom the local dominant upper caste persons desire. It \m.B 
observed that raost of these respondents were more or less 
subservient to the i^per castes in the area, on the whole 
it can be said tiiat among all the voting doterroinants party 
has a prime place for the Barijan voters, 
in this continuation a further enquiry was made with 
the same group of respondents to ascertain the family loyality 
in voting behaviour if their family members also voted 
for the same Cc-ndidate whan their elders voted* 
Family Members Vote for the Same Candidate as their 
elders vote 
Respondents Catego- Sometimes Catego- jx> mt Total 
rical rical Know 
Yes m 
M\«aber 327 8 11 19 365 
Percentage 69.59 2*19 3.01 b,2l 100*00 
It is apparent that an overwhelming majority of 
respondents admitted that their family members also vote for 
the same candidate whom they vote. Persons who respondent 
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•categorical no* are inelgnlfleant. This shows that voting 
decisions are taken tnalnly by the head or elder member o£ 
the family and £ollo%ifed by other members o£ the family. Oscar 
Lewis also observes that "family which is the basic unit for 
the most decisionHSiaking* ht, best** voting becomes an extended 
10 
family process." It is interesting to note that Harijans 
participate in voting aa a group or family rather than as 
individuals. 
The position of women in tndian Society is far from 
satisfact^JT*' various walks of life their status is 
considerably lower than that of men. Harijans being the moat 
backward among different castes of Hindu society acc»rd even 
lower status to their %irt5men-folk in the society especially in 
the political field because traditional social values and 
19 norms have dealt harsl^ly with them. It is generally 
believed that women participation in the election is compara-
20 
tively poorer than the men. In this context an enquiry 
was made to investigate the. political participation of 
Karljanwomen in the electoral politics. They were asked* "Xto 
tlTe v.omen oi: your family go for casting their votes?® 
18. Oscor Lewis^ \ailage Life in Northern India(lS65), p.149 
19. Sachchidanand, The Harijan Elite(197'7), p.112 
20. Palmer, N.D.,op.cit., p.231 
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Caste Elite 50 50.90 
20.92 







Service Class 69 69.00 28.87 
10 
18.87 






























It if«a8 interesting to discover during the investigation 
that participation of Barijan vomen in electoral politics was 
21 
73.00% as compared to 91.25^ of men folk. Palmer also 
observed, "Men have voted more often than women/ especially 
in rural areas and among low caste groups, in almost all 22 elections almost ell parts of cosiiitry." Hoever, 27,OC?i 
21. See Table Mo* 5*3# p.197 
22. Palmer, N.I^ ., op.cit., p.72 
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of the respondents categorically told that women of their 
families did not go to cast their vote. Regardir^ the 
categories, it is visible from the table that there is wide 
difference between the 'political elite and service class' 
and'caste Elite^ and others!. Women of 'political elites'* 
and Service class* participate in voting more than the vomen 
of 'caste elites' and 'others'* Illiteracy, ignorance, 
disinter elatedness and shyness force the taiomen-folk to confine 
thonselves to their domestic and farm activities instead of 
going to polls. Palmer also observed, ''social conventions 
and taboos as well as relative levels of literacy, have 
23 
tended to keep women more aloof from public activities," 
Dturing the course of interview it was found that being 
integral part of the family women are also guided by the 
decisions of the family members generally the husbands or head 
of the family. On the whole it can be said that voting as 
an individual act is not common among the Harijans, it is 
more or less a grov^ act and in any way the participation of 
Harijan women in voting is by and large conforms to the 
percentage of general voting in elections. 
In Eastern U.P. as ai^here else, elections have 
been a major channel of political participation which is 
obviously greater among the individuals who are interested 
23. Ibid., 
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24 In politics* The Interest in politics is generally seen 
during the election among the Indian masses* Thus in regards 
to interest in the electoral politics, an inquiry vjas made 
as into which elections they took more interest. 
Interest in Different Elections 
-.„„ , 
& Uo Elective Post ^ ^ iPfeSrest^ fl Frequency Percentage 
1. Pradhan 208 52.00 
2. fi.Ii.A. 160 40.00 
120 30.00 
4. lione of the above 110 27.50 
The table indicates that majority of the respondents 
are more interested in the gross root politics rather than 
the state or National politics. It shows that ao the level 
o£ elective post increases the interest of Harijan decreases. 
It is, however, depressing that 27.5CS^  respondents have no 
interest in any of the elections* They remain passive during 
the elections and do not participate in any electoral activi-
ties except voting, be it the election of M»p., M.L.A. or 
Pradhan. However, political participation in the election of 
24. Ibid., p.77 
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H*P* Is quite whereas they actively participate in 
the election of Pradhan inainly diae to their immediate 
interest an local conditions such as village, caste 
politics* group affiliation/ local pressure» personal 
factor etc» 
Participation of Harijans in the elections of M.L.A.s 
and M.Ps is low mainly due to geographical expance of 
constituencies . in the traditional Hindu society the Harijans 
were deprived of all rights - social, eooitomic as well as 
political. However, the guarantee of political rights 
provided by the constitution has opened a new chapter for 
them. With the guarantee of political rights and having 
numerical strength the Hari jans have started participating in 
elections and demonstrate their political emancipation. Now 
they get opportunities to particiate in elections on the 
basis of equality. Their aspirations are naturally higher 
for its immediate atficacy and advantages. 
Panchayat is one of the most important institutions 
and the post of the Pradhan is quit© powerful. Harijans are 
av.are of it and consider to be an agency for welfare programme. 
This has become a political spring board for politicians and 
political parties to capture votes during the elections. The 
reason for taking more interest in elections of Pradhan than 
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the election of H.L.A* ajod is also due to the fact 
r) 
that they are identified with local politics vSiich the 
inanediate focul point. Similarly* the iferijans are more 
interested in the election of H«lr*A, than of H*P. because 
they frequently come into contact with the M.L»A. for their 
problems than the 'S?he is comparatively more 
accessable than M^P, Thus we see as area of the institution 
increases the participation rate of Harijans in elections 
decreases. The larger the area the lesser the political 
interest. 
Political participation includes voting and other acts 
associated with the electoral processes in a democratic polity. 
Apart from voting in elections other political activities are 
equally important* For the active participations psychological 
involvement is impexative. hester W. Milbrath has stated* 
"persons who are more interested in or concerned about an 
election are i^re likely to vote. Furthermore* persons who 
are more psychologically involved in politics are n^ jre 
likely to engage in political and campaign activities beyond 
voting. Persons of higher socio-economic status (£»K3) , 
especially higher education are more likely to become highly 
involved psychologically in politics than person of lower 
status... "Voting requires the least initiative 
25. Milbrath* L.W.* op-cit.*<1965)* p.51 
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and Toay, therefore # be engaged in vdth little Internal 
26 
motivation,**' The other acts which are generally associated 
with electoral proceas come under election campaign in its 
totality. Degree of involvement depends tjqpon the Interest 
in political affairs as well as the level of articulation of 
the voters* 
Election campaign involves a variety of activities 
both organized and planned as well as not so* Election 
rallies and meetings are planned and organized to attract 
larger number of voters or pamphlets are prepared and distri-
buted to persuade votes for a particular line of action. As 
a result of such iB5>acts the voters discuss political 
matters in smaller grQvpa without pre-planning and get arti-
culated or diseeminato information. This coaapletes the 
circle of election campaign in v^ich the role of voters is 
adequately projected • In this regard McCloslsy says, "politi-
cal participation is not natural, but roust be learned; and 
for learning to occur, one must have capacity, motivation 
and opportunity. In some strata of the society all three 
27 
pre-conditions are misJsJng." It vjould not be an exaggeration 
to say t-hat these preconditions are more or less missing in 
the Barijan community which ic the lowest stratum of the 
Hindu society. 
27. McCloslty, H., op.cit., p.255 
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Political participation is gireater in a modern ^ 
society than in traditional ones and it would not be out 
of place to say that Hari jan community is more traditional 
than others in JEastern U.P* as anywhere else. In thie 
context the respondents were inquired whether they partici-
pated in different electors 1 activities during the elections. 
The information m a as followst 
Participation in the Electoral Processes 
Responses Categories of the 
Political Caste Service Others 
Elites Elites Class 
Total 



















3. Distributing relevant litt» 
41 10,25 11 2,75 
18 
4.50 16 4.00 
86 
21.50 
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16 4.00 8 2.00 
98 
24.50 
8. Others including 
gro^p discussions 
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Xt is apparent from the table that majority of the 
responaents actively participate in all type of organized 
electoral public meeting}e f>ut not other electoral activities 
other than voting. A very small percentage about one forth 
of the total respondents had been expostired to all the 
important techniques of eloction campaigning except delivering 
speech. It is also important to note that participation of 
the 'political elites* is considerably higher than others. 
The percentage of the category of 'others' in attending the 
meeting of election is slightly higher {l7»7SSi) than the 
'political elite' (16.7SBi}. The reasons may be their desire 
to understand the probleiis, or to see or personally meet# 
if possible* the political leaders, or simply to go thexe out 
of curiosity. One reason be the persuation by political 
elites even against their desire. 
An analysis of the same data in relation to the level 
o^ participation in electoral politics shows a significant 
trend. In this analysis acts of electoral participation, 
other than voting, nave been made the basis of evaluax:ion. 
The respondents who involve thwnselveo in one or two activi-
ties were put into lower stratum; those who were involved in 
three to five activities were put into mediun stratum and 
those In more than five activities were placed in high 
stratum. The following table illi;istrates this® 
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Evidently once again, the data follow an expected 
pattern. On the whole* only 18.0C9i respondents comes in 
higher stratum in which again the majority of the respondents 
is of the 'political elite* and even in the medium level It 
is i»t different. The percentage of the *politic€l elite' 
who show lower level of participation is only 19«32% and 
interestingly 3,77% do not participate at all in the election 
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campaigns. Participation strata of the other categories 
are not at all satisfactoryi 44»0C^i 'caste elite* and 
38,00?^  'service class* followed by the 'others' UOtCCC®) 
Co not take part in any activity of election campaign end 
if they do at all, the strata of participatory activities 
are mostly of low category. 
It is Interesting to see from the table that partici-
cipatory activities of the respondents except 'political 
elites* are either of 'high* or of 'very low' category. 
Percentage of the respondents who belong to medium stratum 
is the lowest {11.55^ ) • 2!he trend shows that the respondents 
either participate actively in the election can5)aign or their 
participation is very low mostly confined to attending the 
public meetings. It was also oboeirved during the interview 
that the persons, who showed higher degree of participation 
were generally the members of political parties. Thus it 
appears ttet the party membership is a significant factor in 
creating interest in election* 
The district~v/iee analysis shows that the respondents 
of Fai2sJ2ad district have emerged as more active participant 
tlmn those of Gonda districts. 
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Tfifriff lite. .S-if? 
Dlstrlct«vl8e Participation in the 
Election Campaign 




Gonda 30 7.50 
10 2.50 106 26.50 54 13.50 
200 50.00 
Faizabad 46 11.50 
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On the ^ole it may be said that level of participation 
of the respondents during the election campaign not 
satisfactory. Their political participation and involvement 
is very poor and not u^to the mark. N«D. Palmer rightly 
observed, "^ if voting turn out is taken as the index# political 
participation will be quite high. If other acts of electoral 
participation are the Isasia of evaluation* the index will 
be very low indeed. If voting turn out and other participatory 
acts are considered* the composite index will be somevAiere 
in between* depending on the acts selected* the relative 
weighting* if any, assigned to each indicator, and other 
28 factors.*' The reason behind it may be that these acts 
28. palmer* ti.P. * (^.cit.* p.244 
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require a special sKill proper motivation and political 
socialization. Harljans of the Eastern U.P. due to their 
poor economic and educational background lag behind in the 
political participation. 
Participation of Harljans in the electoral politics is 
influenced by several factors. Soxoe of these factors deal 
behaviour and hence can not be loeaoured vith any degree 
of accuracy. Even then these factors influence the voting 
behaviour of the people. Among these factors« the behaviour 
of dominant castes is very important. Villages of Eastern 
U.P. are dominated by the people of 'upper castes* who are 
economically sound and politically very povjerful and Harijans 
are at the bottom of the social hierarchy and economic pov;er» 
During the elections these dominant castes play a 
vital role and influence the voting behaviour and even the 
participation of other people, particularly the Harijans. 
Harijans are generally patronised by the upper caste people 
in different v®ys« but when they feel helpless to mobilise 
theon in their favour they do not hesitate to adopt negative 
attitudes to prevent the hostile voters from casting their 
votes* These negative attitudes are of man^ types and 
widely differ in different constituencies. 
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Zt has already been noticed In the Table Mo, 4*12 
that a majority of the respondents categorically accept 
the pressure by the higher castes or by the influential 
persons of the area on the polling day and the highest 
percentage of pressure exercised on the Harljans is through 
alluronent and threats. There are other means of pressures 
such ao threat to stop the facilities provided by ttienn, 
29 
earning to deny them work etc* In this context a further 
inquiry was made to seek their opinion about pressure 
tactises of ^pper castes or influencial peoples of area 
on Harijans voterst 
Pressure Tactics of Higher Caste/Xnfluencial Persons on 
Harijan Vbters 
, 
Responaes St-equencf Percentage 
u Create Troubles for thero 
187 46.75 
2. stop their tforK 72 18.00 
3, Take back facilities provided to then 
79 19.76 
4. Refusal to help in time 
of some trouble 
259 64..75 
S. Others 29 7.25 
29. See Table No. 4-13« p.181 
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A cursory view o£ the table reveals that in the 
opinion of majority o£ respondents# the upper castesor 
influenclal persons do not help during hardships or in emer-
gencies. Hot only this* they (46.72&'e) create troubles 
for them such as hari^assment, physical assault* involving 
in fake litigation etc* It is interesting that quite a poor 
percentage of the respondents are of the view that u^per 
caste people or influencial persons stop er^aging them for 
agricultural viork and take l^cK the facilities provided to 
them. The reason behind it may be that upper caste people 
d^end solely upon the Harijans for such work and hence do 
not vjant to invite difficulty for themselves. It is besides 
the point that the Harijans are compensated for their 
subservience after the elections* Thus it is clear from 
the analysis that intimicteition is the main tools used by the 
uppes- caste people to capture the Harijans votes* This is 
more so in the rural areas vih.Qrc dominant upper castes are 
still maintaining the age-old social superiority* 
Xn this context they were further enquired as to 
were their reaction against the coercion/pressures of 
the upper caste people and influencial persons of the area* 
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Reactions of Harijans to Intiroidation/Preflsuree 
P^t, 
a.l^ o* Responses Frequency Percentage 
1. Surrender themselves 207 51.75 
2. Retaliation 72 18,00 
3. Seeking Police help 11.50 
4. Demand Protection from 
Government 
81 20.25 
Any other 42 10,50 
It is evident that majority of the Harijans surrender 
itself to any pressure or coercion perpetrated Joy the 
dominant castes or influencial people of the area. It means 
the dominant castesenj<^ a great political leverage even 
today and thinking of egalitariniem is still a far cry. 
Thus a sense of fear infltaences the participation of Harijan 
in the electoral process and ia polling too. It shoves that 
the Harijans are practically reduced to the status of vote 
bank for those upper caste who control their livelihood* 
Only 18.00^ respondents ^ o v courage to retaliate against 
coercion and 2o,2S54 demand protection of goverianent. 
During the course of interview it was found that the 
new generation of Harijan cotnrounity is not ready to swallow 
the inhumen treatment by the t^per castes and have starred 
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raising their voice against the despotic behaviour anfl high 
handefinese of the dominant castes* It was also observed that 
this type of treatments is seen mostly in the villages. The 
respondents also told that in mrmal course Harijans <2b not 
annoy anybody during the elections and vote according to their 
own conscience because they know that voting is secret. Thus 
it may be said that the upper castes are gradually losing their 
control over I&rijans at least for electoral purposes. They 
carefully deal with situations and generally their participation 
in voting is less affected by coercion. 
In this context a further enquiry was made whether there 
had been any pressure on Harijans for abstaining from voting. 
Blocking the Harijans on the Polling Day 
Respondents fiep.ggpgeg,, 190 Total 
Frequency 181 219 400 
Percentage 45.25 54.76 100.00 
It is clear from the table that majority of the 
respondents deny any restriction on Harijans from casting their 
votes. It shows that Harijan voters arc acting more indepen-
dently without yielding to pressure by the upper castes. But 
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on the other han<3« quite a gK>od nvsnber of tiie respondents 
<45*2E^) adnit this practice* It means that dominant castes 
inttoioate the Harijans for not casting their votes against 
their wishes* During the course of interview the respondents 
told that they were not allowed to reach the polling station 
if it was considereduvfavourable to the t:^ per castes* It is 
well known that Harijans vote may tilt the J^lance in favour 
of any candidate. 
The respondents v4io told that they were prevented from 
casting their votes* were further asked as to what the reactions 
of the Harijans was* Their responds are as followst 
Reactions of Harijans against Restriction 


































6.63 14 7.73 7 3.87 
62 34.25 
It is apparent from the table that the largest percen-
tage of the respondents (47*51?^ ) does not go to cast votes if 
prevented by the dominant upper caste people of the area* This 
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shows that they have neither sufficient safeguards nor means 
to oppose the dominant castes. During the course of interview 
the respondents told that influencial people invariably join 
hands with their castmen to threat or intiuadate the Harijans 
to assault and loss o£ jobs. They further told that their votes 
were cast by others* Only 23,205^ respondents told that they 
did not submit to intimidation by the i^per castes* They even 
lodged complaint to the Government against the high handedness 
of the \;^ per castes. This proves their sense of self-respect 
and political identity. Inspite of inhuman behaviour of the 
dominant castes they are not reedy to give \xp their rights. 
During the course of investigation tt was also observed that 
certain agencies like 'D.S^'^^Socialist and Communist forums 
etc. are very active anong the weaker sections and making 
them conscious of their rights. 
Political participation takes many forms and varies 
31 
greatly both in form and spirit in different political system. 
The concept of political participation refers to any voluntary 
action^ sucessful or unsuccessful* organised or unorganised/ 
episodic or continuous« employing legitimate and illegitioate 
methods intended to influence the choice of political leaders 
30. D.S^ means Dalit aishit Samaj Sangharsh Samiti. This 4 is new organization of Iteckward Class especially of 
Schedtiled Castes. 
31, Palmer* op.cit.« p.57 
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32 at any level o£ governaent local or national* In this 
respect political participation includes agitational fozni 
also which has its own valute in a d@pnocratic aYBt&a and is 
very useful as a tool of political sociali2ation. 
Participation in demonstrotions and other trade union 
activities enables and individual to acquire special skill 
of projecting political will« In this context respondents 
were enquired whether they had participated in demonstrations, 
rallies etc* related to Harijan problems. Their responses are 
shown in the following tablet 
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32. Myron/ Weiner# Political Participation(l97l), p.164 
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A cloae look at the data brings out that only 29,7S54 
of the respondents h&d taHd^ n part in the agitational activiti«s 
concerning the Harijan problems. This shows that although an 
overv^eiming majority of the Karijans are aware of the problems 
but only a ma.ll section is prepaired to take to agitational 
methods for their redreseal. It is tether strange that incite 
of all sorts of oppression, Harijans avoid agitational methods* 
In course of informal discussion with the respondents the 
researchers came to know that main reasons for this apatlr^ ' aret 
absence of a strong and effective organization, apathy of 
Harijan political elites, large scale dependence on upper castes 
for livelihood. 
On category-wise analysis the taMe reflects an 
important trend. The roost important category is the 'political 
elite* because highest (&2*0cSi) of them resort to this method. 
Among the 'service class*, (31,00%) adopt agitational methods 
but their efforts are confined to service matter* and never 
extended to general problems of Harijans as such. Among 
'caste elites' only 23*OC^ participate in agitational plitics. 
hs regards the category of 'others' a very small minority 
<13.00%) resorts to agitational methods* 
Agitational meiihods often result in arrest of agitators* 
In this context the respondents who participated in agitational 
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activities* were enquired if they had ever gone to jail for the 
Harijan cause. It has already been noticed/ (Table No, 5-3.7) 
that only 119 out of 400 respondents took part in agitational 
activities for the betterment of Harijans. Out of them 40 
respondents (33,33%) were sent to jail for breaking the laws. 
It was found that an©ng the agitating Harijans being sent to 
jail political elites constituted the largest number (72.5<%) 
It was further investigated if the respondents wore 
willing to participate in strikes* dononstrations/ rallies etc, 
in future for the catise of HariJanS-
milingness to Participate in agitations for the cause of {iarijans 
Categories 
of Respondents 
Categorical Can not Categorical Total Yes say No 
83 14 3 100 
Political elites 83.00 14.00 3.00 100.00 36.25 15.73 3.66 25.00 
61 25 14 100 
Caste elites 61.00 26.00 14.00 100,00 26.64 28.^9 17.07 25.00 
44 20 36 100 Service class 44.00 20.00 36,00 100,00 
19.21 22.47 43.90 25.00 
41 30 29 100 
Others 41.00 30,00 29,00 100,00 17.90 33.71 35.37 25,00 
229 89 82 400 
Total 57.25 22.25 20.50 100,00 100.00 100,00 100.00 100,00 
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The table reflects certain Important trexu3s. First, a 
majority of Harijan elites (57,W) are willing to take part 
in demons/;strikes etc, but for various a reasons they actually 
do not take part. This means the ittarijans are convinced 
about the efficacy of demonstrations* rallies etc. for the 
redressal of their grievances but due to certain practical 
difficulties they avoid it as far as possible. As soon as the 
conditions are favourable* they would most likely junsp into 
the fray. Secondly* the highest percehtage of people (83»CX3%) 
willing to tak^ part in such activities belong to the category 
of political elites' Thirdly* there is strangely enough* a 
wide difference between the mental orientation and actual perfor-
mance in the category of caste elites* This difference in 
tearious categories is as followsi 
Table MP. 5>20 
WillingnessActual participation of Harijans 
in Agitational Activities 
Total So. of Respondents-»400 
Categories of Willingness to Actual parti-
Respondents participate cipation 
political Elites 83 52 31 
Caste Elites 61 23 38 
service Class 44 31 13 
Others 41 13 28 
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The talsle clearly Bbom tbat *caoto elite^ are fnost 
promlmnt os rcgariOQ the difforocce between i^^ llXngocatJ and 
actual perfoiiatancQ* Zt my be becauu^e o£ their traditioiaX 
outlook* Tho oervice elites are# bot:c!Vcr* handica^cd Isccause o 
o£ their pooitiono* 
Xn Olio regard the rosjKjiidoiito t-orc further ei^tiired 
t:;hethcr l ^ y «eatc ready to go to Jail for the cause of liarijane 
mm, m. st'^n 




































































As rioted earlier (Table No, 5-17) here again the 
political elites are far ahead of others and express their 
willingness to go to jail for the cause of Harijans. Service 
elites (14.7954) are least willing to go to jail, reason 
is again the restriections because of service conditions. The 
'Caste elite and the 'Others* are least willing (6,5©6) and 
(12,19%) respectively to go to jail for the redret-sai of 
Harijan problems. IBhat/ however, is most important to note 
is that the majority of Harijans (62.CX356) is willing to 
take the risk. 
WitJti a view to testing the consciousness among the 
Harijans regarding crimes against them or grievances, the 
respondents were, in the end, askeds *^ Have you ever gone to 
police Station to lodge report about any matter^ The table 
given on the following page illustrate thist 
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Harijana Reporting of Cricaes/Grievances to Police 
Categories of m-t®. 
Respondents Ve© No 













































It appears that a majority of Harijans <53.W) 
considered it necessary and had the courage to lodge reports to 
Police. This is in^rtant because it explains growing political 
consciousness among Harijan elites regarding rights* This 
also shows that they express a faith in the law and order 
inachiitery. It is, however/ strange that in the category of 
* others' who are the actual victims of social discrixaination 
and economic injustice* the percentage of those who went to lodge 
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a complaint is the lowest . The majority oi them (68.00^) 
never went to any police station to lodge a complaint. During 
the course of aiscussion with tlte rospondents the researchers 
came to know that this category of respondents would rather 
suffer injustices than go to police station because they do not 
have much faith in the efficiency or honesty of the police 
personnel. It was also clear from the discussion that vhile the 
police personnel pay some attention to the complaints to the 
'political elites', 'service elites' or 'caste elites'* they 
are most appathetic, if not cruel, to 'others'. 
The analysis of patterns of political participation 
brings out some interesting aspects of Karijans {M:>litical 
behaviour. The following generalization can be made in this 
regard* 
1. More or less inactive Harijans mass becomes active 
during the elections and their politicization rate goes up. 
2, They very often discuss about the party candidates 
during elections. They also discuss about the ecoxiomic pro-
blems from which they suffer such as financial assistance 
from Government, rising prices etc* and it is interesting to 
see that discussion about performance of government does not 
get priority. 
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Z, Therie is a tremendous enthusiastn among tbe Harljans 
eo far as Harijana votss are corffierned and their turn out at 
elections is high* Some o£ the respondents who could not 
cast their votes in the election complained that their \naroes 
\ 
were kept out of the voters list intentionally by the s<^ roe 
influencial people of the area# but majority of the noiVl 
participants in voting were those who did not have spare\. time due 
to economic responsibility. Some of them did not find anj^  
use of exercising franchise. 
4* It is quite interesting to see that Harijans show leadt 
shifting tendency in voting b^aviour specially in the rural 
areas The majority of them are still loyal to the same party 
whom they voted earlier. It means that Harijan voters are 
committed voters and ^ast influenced by electoral cempaing» 
propaganda or by any last minutes issues. However* younger 
educated and moneyed Harijans show fluctuation in voting 
behaviour mainly among Harijans belonging to Urban area who have« 
in a sense, become 'fence sitters! 
5. Among many voting determinants, the majority of Harijans 
accept party as this most Important one. It means Harijans vote 
in accordance with their party affiliation 
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6, Harijane participate in voting as a group rather than 
individml and influence of the family's head among them is 
very high. 
Participation rate of Harijans -women is lower as com-
pared to their men-folk, a^eir voting is influenced by the 
heads of their family generally by the husbands. 
8. Harijans take more interest in the election of Pradhans 
than in other elections and are much aspirants for the local 
level posts. 
9. political activities or involvement in electoral politics 
of Harijans is poor, itejority of them simply attend election 
meetings. Only political elites take much interest in electoral 
politics for Q]:3vious reasons. 
10. Harijans of Faisabad district take more interest in the 
electoral politics ttan the Harijans of Gonda district. 
11. Participation of Harijans in electoral politics is 
influenced by many factors in which the role of dominant upper 
castes is remarkable. Majority of Harijans feel that the 
upper caste people do not help those Harijans who do not support 
their candidates. 
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12. Harijan surrender themselves to intimidation and 
very few retaliate and demand protection from the Coverranent 
to avoid ftjrther harrassment. 
13. Barijans vtio retaliate against intlmi^tion by the 
upper castes belong to educated and younger generations* 
14. - Quite a good number of Harijans accept the restriction 
of Harijans on the polling day for not casting their votes. 
But this is not a routine feature in all the elections* 
15. Some of the Harijans* generally the 'political elites' 
and * service ftsiass* people retaliate and complain to high 
government authorities against high handedness of caste 
people. But common Harijans do rot take much pain. 
16. Certain agencies like '1)54* and leftist forums etc. 
provoke Harijans specially in Faiaabad district and make them 
conscious about their rights. 
17. Xnspite of all sorts of oppressions* quite a poor 
percentage of Harijans agitate for seeking redress. 
18. Various political parties organise demonstration and 
rallies as a part of their programmes but not specially for the 
redressal of Harijan grievances. 
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19. Majority of Harljans %jho axe actually the victljns of 
social discrimination and econonic in|iustice do not go to 
poll<Je for redressal mainly because of tlheir distrust in the 
set police personnel are most apathetic^ if not cruel* 
to the Harijans except political elites and some service 
elites* 
C H A P T E R . . V I 
CASa?^ gOLITICa A m H^RUAKa 
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Caste which originally inaicated a purely eocial division 
has# Bince 1947, emerged as a political forces and a vital 
factor in electoral politics. "Within the new context of 
political d@aiocracy« caste r&mXns a central element of Xndian 
-fitociety even while adopting itself to the values and methods of 
democratic politics. Xndeed# it has become one of the chief 
means by vdiich the Xndian mass electorate has been attached 
to the process of democratic p o l i t i c s T h i s development is, 
of course, contrary to tlte v/ishes of the founding Fathers of 
Xndian Constitution who wanted to transform the traditional 
society. 
The emergence and consolidation of caste as a political 
force has provided a dual role to upper castes* as dominant 
social segment and effective political force* ^o appreciably 
change has come inspite of all efforts to abolish caste system 
and mitigal^e disabilities of H^rijans. Irrespective of 
constitutional pzY>vision8 Caste System has acquired a new 
dimension and 'principle of hierarchy' and 'principle of 
secularism and egalitarianism* are operating side by side in 
I, Rudalph, L.I., and Ru^aalph, S.H., The Political 
Role of India's Caste Association, Pacific Affairs, 
vol, 30CXXIX, March 1,1960, p.5 
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2 the socio-political con^lex* Constitution has made also 
certain special reservations and safeguards for certain 
l»cKv;ard castes and classes. As a result^ ^ Casteism* has 
penetrated deep into the Indian polity. Rajni Kothari rightly 
observed, "^ i^nstead of making a point of inquiry v/hether caste 
is disappearing^ surely no social system disaj^ears like that* 
A inoreN usefxal point of departure would bet what form is caste 
taking under the impact of modern politics, and v;hB.t form of 
3 politics is taldlng in a caste orie^ited society?" 
S>olitical competition in a representative system v;ao 
bound to give cacteistn *o new lease of life*. With the 
introduction of universal adult franchise, the importance of 
voters %iias realised and greater attention began to be devoted 
towards the caste based organisations because castes were the 
readj^ made associations and v;ere easily available* As a 
result, fusion of castes began*0«P. Qsel points outt " ..* the 
process of the fusion of castes has acquired new meanings and 
roles in post-independent Xndia* Fusion brings about conso-
lidation and even extension of caste boundaries* Therefore, 
it has significant political implication, because caste is 
the one organisational category that the politician turns to 
2, Singh, Parmanand, 'Equality, Reservations and 
Piscrimination* in India,(1982), p.10 
3. Kothari, Rajni, Introduction in 'Caste in Indian 
politics* in Kothari ed,11970), p,4 
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for support with a greater cozifidence than to any other 
4 
organisational category." The caste associations are created 
basically for non political activities and for the advancement 
of socio cultural interests. Caste association are now playing 
a vital role in politics too. Lioyed and Susanne Rudalph 
strongly express their view about the caste association in 
Indian context and point out "... it is the caste association 
that has given caste a new vitality and it is political 
democracy which has transformed caste and enabled it to play 
its parad^xial role in India. Bather than providing the 
bases for reaction* caste has absorbed and strengthened some 
of the new democratic values. It is the association which 
links the mass electorate to the new detEocratic process and 
makes them comprehensible in traditional terms to a population •. 5 
still largely politically illiterate. Thus caste associations 
and federations have taught the illiterate masses to partici-
pate in democratic politics. Once Dr Ram Maoohar liohiya had 
saidf **Ca&te is presixnably world's largest insiarance for which 
one does not pay foroal or regular premium. The solidarity is 
always there, when eveything else faila. In fact/ there are 
few occasions for other things being tried out. Men Just 
4. Goel# 0«P./ Caste and M:>ting Behaviour (1981) ,p.X6 
5. Rudolph* L.I. and Rudalph/ ^.H., op.cit.# p.9-10 
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tend to make friends within the caste* their family most 
certainly. Such a. close solidarity at child-bearing^ 
funeral obsequies, uredding and other rituals must necessarily 
have its consequences on other aspects of life Including the 
political* It rnust^ in fact. Influence and deteirmine the 
mind and its basic thought. The p&litical aspects are easily 
influenced. When a continual 9etH:o-gether talces place on 
all major and personal events of life* it must be some what 
bizarre if political events took place outside that framework. 
When men are puzzled at a caste voting more or less alike* 
thoy behave as though they had come from other planet. «6 
The influence of caste on politics must be viewed in 
this social cont&ct. Politics in India can not be separated 
from caste. The present syst&n of electoral politics has 
undoubtedly given strength and encouragement to the caste poli-
tics. "Caste solidarity is now created ruat only for social 
mobility but also because of greater share and control of 
political power." Even those social groups which stood 
very low in social hierarchy and were economically backward 
came forward to capture political power against the traditional 
dominant castes, because at present power is beginning to 
depend on its nvmber tather than its ritual and social status. 
6. Lohiya, Rammanohar, The Caste System,(1964) , p.80 
7. Goel# O.P., op.cit., p.18 
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Thus realising their numerical strength, different castes 
started to organise themselves for capturing the power and 
bargain with government for getting benefits* Smith rightly 
observes, "Democratic elections have injected nev? vigour into 
the life of caste-associations and have ewcouraged prolifera-
tion of such organisation,* 
Rajani Kothari has described three different forms 
in which castes have influenced politics after independence. 
First there emerges a dominant elite which is drawn from 
different segments of society with common outlook and values, 
but the leaders belonging to different segments are divided 
into many special groups and sub-grov;5)6. Secondly, castes 
take an openly secular forms and organize themselves into 
associations, conferences and federations* In these conferences 
and federations members voice thexr political grievances and 
members of the several castes get an opportunity to Integrate 
their interests. Thirdly, along side these new organisations, 
there has developed a vertical strudture of factions from top 
to bottom along which elites establish contacts with their 
9 
supporters and si;^ort bases* Thus, we find that democratic 
polity has given a new opportunities to the castes to integrate 
themselves into politics.^^ In this process of integration 
8* Smith, Donald Eugene, India As a Secular State(1967), pp. 323-327 
9. Rajani Kothari, op.cit., pp*20-21 
10. Ibid., p.22 
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castes and politics both influence and are influenced hy 
each other. 
With the advent of independence# Harijans numerically 
largest as a coimnunity but lowest in social hierarchy acquired 
some courage to come forv;ard in various agencies like caste 
federations and caste associations etc. Political leaders 
and parties made the depressed group conscious of their in^or-
tance. Till early thirties of this century the depressed 
classes had m say in goverxsnent and politics. Only after the 
organised movement Harijans came in forefront for sharing 
political power. This process of political mobilization of 
Harijans took momentum under the leadership of Dr Ambedkar in 
early thirties* as also that of Mahatma Qandhi# who gave new 
dimension to Scheduled daste-politics. But after fifties 
right to vote gave a. new iK^or tance to the siae of population* 
so the tferi jan population also became important in the electoral 
politics. Different associations and federations were orga-
nised for social* economic and political \;|)liftment of Harijans. 
J.R, Kambel observes, "with the dawn of freedcm and cons-
titutional safeguards wtiich have been provided for them* they 
are forced to be reckoned with. The greatest protection of 
untouchables lies in tiieir new political iB^ortance."^^ 
11. K^bel* J.R.* Rise and Awakening of Depressed 
Classes in India(1979)* p*264 
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Harijan elites with the support of their masses 
organised themselves into a pressure grotp to bargain the 
political power. Lloyea and S, Rudalph say, " a liberal 
and democratic ideas penetrated to wider sections of popula-
tions / the aims of the caste associations began to shift 
accordingly* Instead of demanding temple ent^ and prestigious 
caste names and histories in the census, the associations began 
to press for places in the new administrative and educational 
institutions and for political representation* Independence 
and realisation of political democracy intensified these new 
12 corners. 
Now there is a new air of confidence and the image of 
Harijans as important political segment is improving. "The 
steps taken by the government making the Harijans a statutory 
group of a defined social category getting protective discri-
mination provided them new corporate identity which help them 
to foster intra-community - solidarity and cohesiveness.' «13 
Harijan messes of humanity svqpressed for ages have now 
come in forefront and they have united against the traditionally 
a^minant higher castes* On that basis they could lay claim 
14 on and acquire political power in a traditional society. 
12. Rudblph.L.I. and Rudolph, Si.H., op.cit., p.!l 
13. Sachchidanand/The Harijan Elite, (1976) p.152. 
14. K.D* Gangrade, and C.G. Sanam, Panchayat Elections in 
a Punjab villager Changing Political Status of a Depres-
sed Caste** Eastern Anthropologist 22(1) Jan.^prll-1969 
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In this context Pravin Seth rightly observes, "the 
pot^erful pull of social, economic and political development 
all around has largely been undermining the traditional 
power holders in the villages It is true that political 
power in the village is still largely limited to the economic 
and socially dominant grovtp, but the fact that the so-called 
' dbminant castes in the socio-economic sense have to make so 
many vital concessions in the term of social vortical mobility 
and change in their style of Irehaviotar towards tho lov/er castes 
vjould not hardly quality for the appelation given to them."^® 
But this situation varies from place to place* The number of 
Harijan representatives in Assemblies and parliament is quite 
impressive in comparison to other minority communities and it 
is due to reservation of seats for them. Now all tho political 
jjarties approach them to solicit support. Even in distribution 
of election tickets and formation of Ministries Harijans are 
given fair quota. Harijans are no longer a neglected part of 
the society. The political rights to the Harijans is a great 
step towards equalisation and now they are highly politicized. 
Rajani Kothari rightly says, "It is not the caste alone which 
influences the politics, politics also transforms the caste 
and affedts to its solidarity and hierarchy. Thus "The 
15. Pravine, N. Sheth, Impact of the Politics on Lower 
Casteo, Vidya XI (i.969), p.SO-61. 
16. Kothari, Rajani, cp.cit., p.249 
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txenendous changes in the mental outlook o£ the liarijans 
during last thirty years were never seen nor witnessed during 
the last three thousand years. 'Jtoday Harijan would not 
accept the same social position of past# but he vfill asK £or 
more rights,**^ nl7 
J Thus the Harijans have started political march from 
the position of servility to manhood after independence. At 
present they have a good share in power politics and their 
status is increasing day by day. Bur their full participation 
in politics is still to be achieved. N.D, Kambel holds the 
view "if the Scheduled Castes were left to themselves to 
contest the elections* it would have been very difficult , . 
for them to he elected* People other than the i^heduled Caste 
would have harffassed the Scheduled Caste and forced them to 
withdrew from the election. Inspite of reservation many 
Scheduled Castes are harassed by the non-Scheduled Castes to 
18 
withdraw their candidatures." Thus their role in politics 
is greatly affected by the dominant castes. Hot only this 
"in politics HariJans are •externally* mobilized by other 
individuals either Barijans or non-Hbrijans* That is to say# 
their participation is not self conscious and personally 
17. Bose# Nirmal Kant* Nav Bharat Times* Bombay, 
May 7U968) 
18. Kamble, The ^Scheduled Caste(l982>« p.122 
motivate <K 19 
Some Harijan elites show the evidence o£ politicizatLon^ 
20 
the masses are not very much touched by this process. It was 
expected that through i»litical reservation the Harijane would 
cane up to the level o£ other oommunities very soon and they 
if«3Uld acquire fcargaining power to elevate their socio-economic 
condition in the society. But position is not satisfactory. 
"There have been scroe shifts In their attitude and strategies. 
From the politics of compliance and affirmation, they have 
moved over to the polities of pressure and protest, but they 
are still not able to present a common front and adopt a 
radical posture. The Schedxiled Caste masses are by and large, 
still characterized by the ©ubject political culture and their 21 
participation process is minimal. On the other hand the 
dominance of u?)per castes, particularly the Brahmins, have 
been quite marked after the inauguration of the Constitution. 
Whether it is Parliament or State Legislature* Central Cabinet 
or Stete Cabinet, it is the Brahmins who have a dominant 
position. Their <^minance in politics has led to their promi-2% nance in the aaministration. 
19. Sidney Verba, Bashiruddin Ahmad and Anil ^ t t , Ca«t#, 
8ac« & politics, concluded by Ghanshyam Shah in 'Politics 
of Schedule Castes and Schedule Tribe in 'political 
E^mmics, (1981), p,4i 
20, Sachchidanand, op.cit*, p.173 
21, Ibid.# p. 174 
22, See Appendix Mo, 1 
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In national politics the Schedule Castes do not have 
any effective voice* This would be clear from the fact that 
**'we have seven national level political parties. All the 
seven parties are loa by the hiyh caste Hindus, They control 
the affairs of their parties in a Banner to perpetuate high 
23 
caste rulet" This would esqplain why their had not been any 
marked improvement in their socio-economic condition. Ilie 
schemes for the welfare of the Harijans are either not iraple-
laented or is^lemented in a way that their advantages are 
derived by the i^er caste Hindus. 
As a result of this the leaders of the community feel 
that the constitutional safeguards provided to the Harijans had 
become a mockery, A Committee of Congress M.P.s which studied 
the problems of Harijans noted that "Panchayat bodies which 
are supposed to be in the vanguard of rural awakening should 
have themselves become hot beds of prejudice* The iferijan 
menA)ers of Panchayats are not permitted to sit on cots or 
carpet alongwith their colleagues. This type of intolerar«:e 
24 seems to be fairly wide-spread." 
23• Kanshi Ram^ The Charoacha Age(1982) # p»128 
24. Kamble, lar.R., op.cit. # (1979), p.288 
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Thus we find tliat in the present democratic polity, 
the Harijans have not received their due either in politics 
or in other v»lks of life* V&rioiis suggestions have been put 
forvjard to ractify these sit\aation# Some of the sij^gestions 
made at various levels may be summed up as followsi 
1» B.D. Jatti, Former Vice-President of India is of the 
opinion that some tStefects in the governroental machinery is 
responsible for the present state of affairs.^^ The caste-
Hindus who are given to responsibility to implement the various 
schemes for Harijan welfare do not implement them honestly. 
Hence it is suggested that Harijans should be actively involved 
in the implementation of these schemes, 
2# Due to lacjc of awakening among Harijans they practise 
many unhealthy practices like huge expenditure on marriage and 
death, drinking etc. The need ox the hour is to make them 
26 conscious of these defects. 
3. There sliould be a separate agcncy or department for 
the Harijans which may ba entrusted with the task of imple-
menting the various schemes for the welfare of Harijans. All 
India Harijans and teckt^ard Classes Conference held on July 24# 
25. Times of India, Oct 11,(1975) 
26. Kamble, cp.cit. p.289 
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32 X966 at New Delhi made a strong plea for this. 
4* Harijans have started feeling disgusted and disappointed 
at the vay parliamentary democracy has been founctioning in 
India since independence. Their leaders have therefore acquired 
a sort of militancy and stress the need to have a militant 
\ 
organization of Harijans for their c^liftroent. Daiit Paiwthcrs 
appeared in 1973 as a militant organization and this organization 
28 
made a "big slash in Bombay in 1973" "More recently another 
organization known as DS,^  (Dalit Shoshit Samaj Sangharsh Samiti) 
has appeared in political horisson. This organization has 
attracted the attention of educated youths belonging to Scheduled 
castes. This organization is planning to form a separate poli* 29 tical party of Harijans and other depressed classes." 
Keeping this in view an inquiry has been made about the 
caste and class consciousness whether caste-oriented p&litics 
prevails among the Harijans? Is there caste solidarity among 
the Harijans? Do they make efforts to organise themselves? 
Inspite of constitutional safeguards and welfare schemes like 
twenty point programmes of the Government raising of the level 
27. Hindustan Times, July 26(1966) 
28. Kamble* J.R.« op.cit.# p.285 
29. Kanshi Ram« op.cit*« p.128 
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of the Harijans has been proceeding at a sloii^  pace* The 
main questions are* What are tl® hurdles coming in the way 
of their socio-econatnic and political development? Why the 
politiciaatlon of Harijans is not taking place as much as in 
the other caste^ Why do they lack motivational attitude etc? 
Although It is one of the most important non-political 
factor* the impact of caste politics varies from place to place 
depending \3p0n the local situation. Caste-oriented organizations 
largely determine its intensity and efficacy. Such organization 
proTOte caste solidarity and political consciousness, politics 
is a great leveller of social distinction. Caste associations 
also play a vital role in minimising the disabilities. It 
is generally observed that where Harl jans are nxsnerically 
strong and have developed strong caste associations, their 
disabilities are minimal or on the decline. Th\js to minimise 
their sufferings socio-economic and political organization of 
Harijans are essential and this can possibly be done by the 
Harijans elites, in this respect the respondents were asked 
whether they ever thought or tried to organise the Harijans. 
Their responses are as followst 
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It is evident from the table that almost half of the 
respondents have not made any ©tfort tx> organize the Harijans* 
Only 32 , 50^ admitced to have made efforts to organize Barijans» 
while 17.respondents told that they %/ere making some 
efforts* i^ng all these respondents 'political elites* (46.92%) 
are more active vhereas *caste elites' and 'service class' are 
comparatively not so. 'Political elites' are more active dvie 
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to their political motives and 'caste elites', thojigh less 
in number* <2o make efforts to organize but largely to establish 
their own identity. The nature of working of the 'service 
class' is different. They organize their caste people generally 
for their service matters. During the course of interview its 
was found that service class people were helpless to organise 
the Harijans because ot service rules. The 'others' are least 
active in this regard. Ihe reason may be that they are not 
directly linked with any problem of caste-oriented politics. 
It was also pointed out that Harijan elites mostly political 
leaders who liad acquired some position or status in the political 
and/or economic fields had failed to search a coiranon front or 
forum for all Harijans castes. 
The persons vSio responded positively* were further 
asked about the organizing methods adopted by them. The 




1. Groi^ discussions 127 63,18 
2. Organising meetings S3 26.37 
3. Contacting Harijan . 
Iieaders 37 18.41 
4. Others 14 - 6.97 
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A mjority o£ respondents (63*10^) tnake^efforts to 
organize the Harijans singly through group alscussioQ> 
This • ehovs that they 4o not pursue it seriously. Although 
group discussions do not deliver goods, yet it helps in 
Increasing consciousness acoong them. This also shows that they 
do not want to renain passive spectators any longer. Only 
of the respondents nake positive eftorts for bringing 
together the Harljane while 18,41^ pursue their course by 
contacting the Harijans leaders. This shows that they are 
coming polically and socially more conscious. On nany occasion 
the Harijans unite to fight against oppression by the upper 
castes* 
f 
Correlating the data with the categories of the 
respondents it XB interesting to note that persons wi^ take 
part actively to organise the Harijans are only 'political 
elites' and 'service class* people but not the 'caste elites* 
It shows that'caste elites'do not devote time for the unifi-
cation of the different segments of the Harijans, They are 
extreroetly traditional. 
Correlating of the same data with age» education and 
income brings out some significant result®. Mostly literate 
persons <65^675^) and of the middle age group below 40 years 
(74,13%) take interest in organizing the Harijans, Respondents 
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of mixed economic atatus —middle and high —(71.14%) take 
active part. I^ hus it nay be eaid that education and better 
economic background activate them. Until and unless Harijans 
become educationally and economically strong, they x-jill remain 
disorganized. 
The people of other castes unite and form reasonably 
cohesive group to safeguard the interest of their respective 
communities. Hiey organise temporary or permanent caste orga-
nization to solve their problems in power politics* In this 
context an atten^t has been made to test the views of the 
respondents towards unification cf the Harijans comrrunity as 
whole. They were asked whether they liked the unification of 
different sections of the Harijans community such as Charaars, 
Dhobis, Pas is. KOris, Dams, Dharkars etc, or tiie^  preferred 
separate organisations* 
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Preference for Unified or separate organization 





































100 100.00 25.00 








The table sets out the affirmative responses of Karijans 
to unify various sections of their conarainicy rather than 
separate organizations. The trend shows that they are aware 
that if they do not unite themselves, they would not be able 
to achieve their target in the present age of power politics. 
This means it is well kmwn to them that collective strength is 
the only remedy to check the high handedness of the upper castes 
were and to achieve rightful place in the society. They/6f the 
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opinion that disunited efforts to gain certain benefits or 
overcome certain disabilities viouid go waste. Kore than 
80,0(36 of all the respondents except 'castes elites* are of 
the opinion that there should be a single organization of all 
Harijan sections, whereas quite a good number of respondents 
(36,OC^) prefer separate organization of different sections* 
It means that 'caste elites* are self-centered or suffer 
from narrow outlook. 'Caste elites' are afraid of losing their 
hegemony in their own castes. Over all, the trend shows tliat 
the Harijans are now seriously thinking to organise themselves 
as a pressure group. 
In this context the resj^ndents were further enquired 
if they felt that different sections of the Harijan comiaunity 
were prepared to unite under one umtoreWa. 
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It appear that 42.&C^ respondents definitely feel 
that the different sections of the Harijans coinniunity were 
XK>t prepared to unite themself, which means the Harljans 
still sukfers from social fragmentation and they were not 
willing to act as a class. Only respondents felt 
differently that all the sections were prepared to unite 
under one umbrella. If we combine the tvx> categories of 
positive responses (Yes/To soioe extent) we find that 54.50^ 
as? 
jTcapopdsnts i&dlcate a sense o£ urgency an^ dooirability to 
unite* 
Dariny t3m l^iscuLioion it 1^0 founts that Harijan 
comsmnity atlll isutforo from a lower level of sapirotlon* 
inferiority coR^lex. ana other psycho-^juitural terriers. 
Gpuch CO that they lack c^tivatlonal orientation in 
organioing theraaolvco* Jagjit^n i^m hao corrcctly aai6 that 
the is mt, timt othcro look a>vn u|>on Harijanu 
in^orioro; ttio real problem ia that tho untouchables consi<3er 
thcmsolvoo 00 inferior* Zt io really a tough job to uplU^t 
30 ouch people, 
Zt Kas further enquired ae to i^ -hat in their opinion 
^ s e the cnain huraiee in tho unification o£ different ce^^i^ns 
o£ Birijans* 
30« Rata* Jagjivan Btm, Tixme of Zndia* <7uly 4#l96^ 
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Hurdles in the Unification of Different Sections of Harijans 
S.I30. Hurdles in Unification Frequency Percentage 
1. Rigid Castes barriers 272 68.00 
2. Lack of motivation by Political Parties 72 18.00 
3. I^ck of motivation by 
Harijan Leaders 
94 23. &0 
4. Manipulations by t^per castes 182 45.50 
5. Others 42 10.50 
Majority of the respondents (68.00%) are of the opinion 
that the social taboos and rigid attitudes anaong the Harijans 
prevent their unification. It is quite interesting that 
instead of blaoiing any other factor they hold themselves 
responsible. Paring the course of interview maixy respondents 
told that illiteracy and economic restraints were yet another 
factors in the process of unification. They lack resources 
and niotivation both. At the sane tinie# respondents 
regard manipulation by upper castes also a hurdle to unification. 
They are of the view that upper castes create obstruction 
and work to maintain division aoiosig them. During the course 
2S9 
of investigation it ma found that whenever efforts vere 
made by the Harijans to unite, the upper caste people 
manipulated to frustrate all such efforts by all means -
fair or foul. It is quite strange that not only the upper 
castes but even some leaders of Harijans community due to 
their vested interestf resist the organisational efforts* 
Apathy of Harijan leaders was also mentioned during th© 
discussions* The Harijans are gradually losing confidence in 
their own leadership. The political parties favour a status 
quo for their o%m ulterior motives* 
Xt is generally expected that the leaders of the 
community would be helpful in reraovir^ difficulties or 
disabilities of the caste people. But from the different 
3l 
studies * it was found that as soon as they acquire social 
status or position they forget the promises made to caste 
people. They prefer to maintain their status or position 
rather than the welfare of the poor community* It is more 
or less very true for the lea<^rs of the Harijan community. 
In this regard Sachchidanand rightly sayst *'some of the 
elite wlw have risen high in the social hierarchy have snapped 
31. Ajit Roy« Castes and Classf An Interlinked View, 
ficonomic and Political Weekly* Annual Mo., 
Feb (1979>, p. 297-311 
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their ties with their bleak pest. They are largely out of 
tune with the mass of their conmiunity and seeX a reaXigninent 
with status and power groups in wider society* fhis is itore 
common with the public servants as social workers and legis-
latures have to maintain double face» one for the wider 
community vith ti^m they interact in closest possible terffi 
for furthering their own interest and other for their own 
community whose support they have to seek at the time of the 
32 election,** 
It was further probed to determine the level of 
interest of Caste leotS^rs in tit^ affairs of the community. 
32. Sachchidanand* QaergeiKze of Scheduled caste Elite 
in Bihar* in 'Religion and Society* * (1974), quoted 
by Ajit Roy in *Caste and C l a s s i n Economic & 
Political Weekly, Feb(1979), p.Sll 
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A su|;:prisingly high percentage o£ respondents (48.0C$i} 
feel that the leaders talce least interest in the welfare of 
the cx>inn)un\ty. The 'political elites* also strongly support 
this view. A small minority admitted that their leaders took 
interest in welfare progrwiames while 34.OG^ expressed categorical 
*No' The leaders are apparently disinterested in their community 
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problems* Sachchic^nand rightly observes# and large# 
however* large nxunbers of the elite in both town and villages 
have taken little interest in bettering the lot of their iess 
fortunate brotheren. they feel alienated from their own base 
and have betrayed an in-capacity to apply themselves to the 
task of reshaping the larger society into egalitarian structures* 
Their major preoccupation is to satisfy, the needs of their 
33 immediate family and kin**^  
It was further enquired if they felt that the political 
parties and their leaders exploited the Harijan problems to 
suit their own interests and« in fact* took tittle interest in 
their problems* 
33. Zbid., p.311 
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A majority of respondents feels that political parties 
and their leaders do not take interest or try to solve the Harijan 
problems sincerely. Their roles are aiabiguous* They talk much 
about the Harijan problems and promote false hopes only to 
capture votes. Among all the categories 'service class' are 
much (27,76%) vocal and categorically admit that all slogans 
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of the political parties and show of syit|>athy are just part 
of electoral politics* TOiey feel bitter in this regard because 
they are more conscious and awajcened than'caste elites'and 
others. ^Ihough Apolitical elites* also express similar views 
but because of their association v/ith political parties and 
leaders they do not feel the pinch as con5)ared to other roewbere 
of the comiminity., They are# for obvious reasons, less vocal* 
The next question wast *'0o you feel that there is 
domination of upper castes in government and politics of our 
countryi^ 















84 84*00 14 14.00 2 2.00 -
100 
100,00 
28.00 25.00 14.29 m 25,00 
80 18 2 100 
Caste Elites 80.00 18.00 2.00 100*00 
26.67 32.14 14,29 • 25.00 
72 18 8 2 100 Service Class 72.00 18.00 8.00 2.00 100.00 24.00 32.14 S7.13 6.67 25,00 
64 6 2 28 100 
Others 64,00 6,00 , 2.00^ 28.00 100,00 21.33 10.72 14.29 93.33 25,00 
300 b6 14 30 40Q 
Total 75.00 14.00 3.50 7.50 100,00 100,00 100,00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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^ e majority c£ the zrespondents are convinced 
that the entire political eysten of Xndia is dcminated by 
t]t;e upper caste people* An overwhelming majority ot 
'FoXitical elites* and 'caste elites' particularly feels 
so and there v»as a enarf^nal denial oi it too * Ttm feeling 
of \;^ per caste domination is genercxted largely because of 
helplessness* Political elites in this context are re^rded 
as political show )x>ys* Almost every political party is 
dominated by the li^ per caste, people* Although Congress has 
given some key posts to Harijans but ouch representatives 
do not play a significant role in Iterijan welfare to save their 
own position. The Harijan representatives to Vidhan Sabha and 
the hok a^ibha. have geneiially remained silent spectators and 
yes-men of the party in power. They fail to project the needs of 
their people and taKe national fund to them* They do not assert 
34 thmnselves. The political parties also approve the 
candidature even in reserved seats of those who are acceptable 
35 
to the caste'iUndus rather than Harijans* Sven party tickets 
for reserved seats are distributed by the t^ p^er caste leaders. 
Harijan candidates contesting from the reserved seat have to 
depend on the |%}per caste leaders and voters both«because of thei 
low level economic resources aiaS mixed electoinsite cleavages* 
34* Kumar Vljai and Rai R.C., Social Background of Scheduled 
Caste & Scheduled Tribe Legislature in Bihar. Indian 
Journal of Political m . XVIU No.2, June(l983) p.30 
3$« Kamble* I9.D.# op.cit.» p. 278 
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among the Harijan community itself. Harijan leaders and 
ministers also do not mix normally with their community to 
avoid the charge of being communal. So far as the 
representation of the Karijan community In the government 
services is concerned* they continue to be negligible 
36 
representation particularly in class X and class JZ posts. 
During the informal discussion with the service class respon 
dent it >gaa found that the upper classgovernment employees 
who do liot engoy the prevHeges of reservation like Harijans 
feel jealous and act with hostility. Con^iaint in such cases 
are not made generally for fear of repercussions. No 
significant change of attitude of upper castes has been noted. 
They were further askedt you feel that the local 
leaders of the v^ jper caste* who talk for the advancement of 
the Barijans themselves committii^ atrocities on them.* 
The responses were as follows* 
36. Implication of Job Reservation • A Special 
Correspondence in Main Stream/ vol. XVII» 
No. 27 March 3,(1979), p.14-26. 
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DoubXe Standard o£ Upper Caste Leaders 
Towards Harijans 
Responses Frequency Percentage 
Categorical Yes 316 79,00 
To soBe extent 68 17,00 
Categorical Ko 10 2.50 
Do not kiK>w 6 1.50 
Total 400 100.00 
Tlie table reveals that the inajority of the Harljan 
respondents feel that the local \;^ per caste leaders are 
ambivalent. They vociferously talk about the advancement of 
Harijans but they themselves commit atrocities on them and« 
thereby play a double rather dubious role. Suich orientation 
of Harijans is due to consistently growing atrocities. 
There is no appreciable change of the traditional attitude 
in the vpper castes and even today Harijans are victims of 
their tyranical behaviour, in the rural areas of Uttar 
Pradesh for example* the Thakurs use violence to punish 
37 Harijans who dare contest the Fanchayat filections. 
37. Bernard Cohn# *The Changing States of a Depressed 
Caste in M. Harriot, ed» Village India, (1955), pp.53-77 
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The Founding Fathers of the Constitution of India were 
avare of the aociaX* economic and political inequalities ^ich 
existed in our society and they were anxious to remove then 
toy positive State measures, fhey were av.are of the miserable 
and appalling condition of Harijans* 2%erefore« it becounie 
imperative to a<aopt a policy of 'protective discrimination* 
as an eqtializer to those were too weak to compete with 
the advance sections of the society in the race of life, lb 
in^rove the condition of Harijans, reservation policy was 
adopted in social, economic and political field. 
This reservation policy has now become a debatable 
issue among the benefeciaries and non-|^neficiaries both. 
Both the beneficiaries and non beneficiaries are unhappy over 
the policies of reservations. The beneficiaries complain 
that the benefit of Job and political reservations are enjoyed 
only by the creamy elites among the bacHward classes, leaving 
the large masses in the state of utter deprivation and neglect* 
The non-beneficiaries complain that it is an unfair way of 
distributing benefits to the preferred grou^ at the expense 
of innocent individuals t^ho are more meritorious than those 
, ^ ^ 38 selected. 
38. Singh, Parmanand# op.cit., p.ll 
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Some of the elites are of the view that the 
reservation should be done away with as early as possible. 
Kaka Kalelkar strongly feels otherwise especially in 
respect o£ govBt-nment services. He sayst "Z &m definitely 
against the reservation in government services« Reservation 
of posts for certain backward communities would be as strange 
39 as reservation of patients for particular Doctors.** 
There are others oppose reservations because this# 
in their opinion perpetuates devisive forces and casteism 
40 
in an apparently legitimised form. on this basis some 
are of the opinion that the parameter for reservation should 
be economic rather than *castes*. Thus keeping this in view 
an enquiry was made to seek the views of the respondents. 
They were askedi *'Vlhat should be the basis of reservation 
in your opinion?" 
39. Report of the Backward Class Commission^ vol. 
Govt, of India(19&5)* p. viii 
40. Kamble* J.R.* op.cit.» p.280 
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mu H9t 
Basis of Reservation 










3b tax 400 100.00 
She majority of the Respondents are in favoiur of 
reservation on caste j^asis tisihich Harijans as granted in the 
constitution* T h ^ do not i^ mnt any chai®© because they are 
benefitted by it. But 34,respondents are those who do 
not agree with caste-base reservation and prefer econoiny<->base 
reservation. Their opinion about reservation on the economic 
basis# thoi^h surprising* is m t Jseseless, Respondents feel 
that reservation on the basis of economic backwardness would 
not cause any difference. Rather it will add some plus 
points in favour of Harijans. During the investigation scmte 
important facts cane to light. 
Firstly* it was pointed that if basis of reservation 
is changed front caste to economy the attitude of the upper 
caste shall change and they would not be Jealous because 
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some of their own caste members toot may get the benefits. 
&6CoxidXy# stigma of being untouchable "would be 
reduced because caste basis of reservation perpetuates caste 
distinction and inferiority con^Xex* 
Thirdly# benefits of reservation particularly among 
Harijans are enjoyed by econaaically well of members of the 
community leaving a large masses in a state of utter depriva-
tion and neglect* As a result the gulf between ri<^ and poor 
among the people of these castes is itself widening making 
the poor people poorer end rich Harijans richer. Thus 
reservation on economic basis would provide minimum possibility 
of such a cleavage* 
Poxrrth, du© to lov;est stratum of the society and 
utter poverty, reservation on economic liasis ^all cover 
almost the entire Harijan community. 
X<a8tly# the protective discrimination on caste basis 
has widened the gulf between the Harijan and rest of the 
society* This will be narrowed by reservation on economic 
basis. Thus on the whole it may be said that quite a good 
number of respondents is in favour of economic base reservation 
It seems healthy sign that thinking on these lines has begun* 
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but the isajorlt^ ir still £avour caste base reservation* 
fhey were further aske^# if they wanted that reservation 
shouia be extended to the ministries and other political 
appointments. 
fiable 130* 
Extension o£ Reservation to Ministries and 
other political Appointments 
Categories o£ Catego* lb some Catego- J3o not lotal 
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An over%dielraing majority of Harijans particularly the 
political elite and tte service class strongly supports 
reservation® in the formation of the gover*Hnent and in political 
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appointments. 'Caste elites' ana 'others' are however less 
interested atkd/ot, are less aware. However/ the majority 
of them think tliat if there is proper reservation of Harijans 
in the government/ the welfare programmes meant for the 
community would be implemented more faithfully. 
the Indian Constitution makes various special provisions 
for the protection of interests ana claims of tho Harijans» 
Article 46 of the Constitution gives a general directive that 
state shall promote with special care, the educational and 
economic interests of the weaker section of the people and in 
particular, of the .Scheduled Castes and Tribes and shall 
protect them from social injustice ana all forms of exploi-
tation. But inspite of constitutional measures and welfare 
programmei the condition of Harijans specially in the 
villages, are still not satisfactory ^pto that extent as 
it should be. On the other tend* i^read of education, 
political teaching by different political agencies* contact 
of the Community with their leaders and equal opportunities^ 
every sphere of life made the Harijans politically conscious, 
liow they are bound to react and e^ltate against non-availability 
of benefits* justice and oppressional activities towards them 
by the dominant upper castes. But this level of reaction 
depends i:|>on the level of aspiration and consciousness. 
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The level of aspiration ana consciousneas anK>ng 
Harijans differs frora place to place and many factors restrict 
or promote them* It has already been noticed that Hariiana 
of the Gonda and Faisabad who had taken part in political 
agitations for the cause of Harijans were only Those 
agitations were on different issues such as exploitation 
by ugpper castes, unsatisfactory allotinento of surplus land# 
possession of lands already allotted/ minimum a^ltieultural 
wagesf problems of bonded labo\ir etc* The level of such 
consciousness is measured in the following tablet 
Table I30* 6*13 
Level of Participation in Agitational ^tivities 
Level of Participation Freqiieincy Percentage 
High ... 11 9.24 
Medium ... 26 21.85 
Low ... 82 68.91 
Total ... 119 100.e« 
The conclusion are not basically different from 
what has already been esqplained that 68.91% of respondents 
show a low level of consciousness and did not participate 
in agitations more than twice or so. The others do show 
41. See Table No. 5-17 
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a conparativeXy higher level o£ political consciousness 
but being a roicroscppic niinority their efticacy is very low. 
During the course of interview it was observed* that most 
of the agitations in which they participatea were political 
agitations launched by the political parties with a specific 
political ends in mind m t for the redressal of Harijan 
problems» This may be regarded a major reason for the Harijans 
not participatijag in large nvttnber. They were not motivated 
adequately and even those who did not participate were not 
guided by the leaders but joined with the agitators for the 
reason of association at some other levels. Either the 
TOtives of the agitators were iK>t clear or their bonafides 
were questionable or they did iK>t exercise sufficient influence 
among the agitators. It was also observed that roost of 
them were ready to participate in such activities if the 
issues had been directly related to their welfare. 
This leads us to conclusion that many more Harijans 
would come Sorxmrd to participate in agitational politics 
if demonstrations etc. are prqperly organized on the issues 
directly related to Harijans. In fact most of agitations 
obvious started for the cause of Harijans were aimed at 
other ends or to demonstrate the popular sw^port or capacity 
of particular leaders in that area. The \atimate end was 
anything than the welfare of Harijans. l^e main thrust of 
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of anaXyels ia that caste politlcizatlon aitiong the Harijans 
Is girovlng aay by ^ y and i£ soioe efforts are coade in this 
respect* the Harijan conmunity is very likely to be converted 
in a strong preaswre group in power politics* 
T h m on the basis of above analysis and observations 
following generalissation can he loadet 
The dominance of upper castes, particularly Brahmins, 
has been quite marked out at present« specially in political 
field. 
2* Efforts to organise the Harijans in this area ore not 
very satisfactory. Only 'political elites' are active in 
this respect. 3ut they could not make a common front of all 
Harijan castes till rtow* 
9* Harijans are m longer passive spectators* They 
frequently discuss about the necessity of organising the 
community. But at this stage only a small nvrober of them 
actually gets involved in the process of organizing the 
community as a single force* 
4. 'Caste elites'are least concerned about organising the 
Harijans* It means caste elites are still of traditional 
outlook. They are not adopting the nK>dern outlook. 
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Educated^ moneyed and ndddXe aged persons are more interested 
in organising their caste-men* 
5. Among the Harijans *caste elites* do not vant to 
unite the different sulxastes of Harijans for fear of loseing 
their grip on their own sub^astes* 
6. An overts7heliRing n^jority ot the Harijans realises the 
necessity of combined organisation to achieve their rightful 
place in the society in this age of power politics# but due 
to lack ot effective leadership they could not unite* They 
realize that even today, due to coany reasons# such as low 
levels of aspiration, inferior intelligence, lack of motiva-
tional orientation and other psycho-cultural barriers # they 
themselves are obstructive in the unification of different 
sub-castes. If some elites unite sub-castes, they make 
separate organisations of the different segments of castes and 
do not make a common front* 
7* Harijans feel that UEper caste people also play a 
policy of divide and rule. 
8. Some of the leaders of their own community d\ie to 
their vested interests are apathetic towards the unity 
of Harijans. 
9* Political parties are not a hurdle in the process of 
unification of various segments of Harijan. castes. 
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10, Harijans niore often coBnplain that leader® of their 
own coRaaunity do not give proper attention towards the problems 
o£ the community* They get alienated from their own caste and 
play into the hands o£ u|>per cjl^ ass elites* 
11, Political parties and their leaders 6o not care for 
the Harijans community and do not try to solve their probl^s 
with sincerity. They only exploit them for their political 
purposes. 
12, Harijans of Faizabad district are less satisfied with 
the working of political parties in the region as conpared to 
Harijans of Gonda district* This means that the expectations 
of Harijans of Faigabad district with the political parties 
are higher than of the latter. 
13* Harijans of the area coc^lain that the whole systen is 
dominated by the upper castes and the government en^loyees who 
do not enjoy the previledges of reservations feel jealous of 
them. Sven to^y upper class employees maintain a traditional 
alineation towards the Harijans. 
14* U^er caste leaders play a dubious role* On the one 
hand they talJc of the welfare of the Harijand and on the other 
hand their caste-men continuie to commit atrocities on the 
Harijans. 
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15. Majority of tl^ Harljane Is in favour of cate-lsasefi 
reservations rather economic basea# but quite a good number 
emphasized economic-based reservation for removing the stigma 
of xintouchabiXity and the hostile attitudes of non };^ nef iciaries. 
16. Majority of Harijans also demand for reservation of 
posts in formation of ministries and political appointments 
so that their interests could well protected . 
17* Quite a good niaaber of the Harijan respondents are 
willing to participate in agitations organised for benefit of 
Harijans. It shows that politicization of Harijans is increa-
sing. On the other hand the reasons of gap between the 
willingness and actual participation is due to lack of effective 
leadership in the community. Most of the agitations are 
actually devoid of jHarijan issues. 
CONCLUSION 
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iThis stu^ m.8 undertaken with the specific aim to 
investigate the political aevelopnent o£ Barijans in their 
socio-economic perspectives and to analyse their political 
role in the functioning of democjcatic processes in Xudia. The 
researcher has* in particular* tried to find out as to what 
extent the Harijans have been able to get rid of the traditional 
taboos, how far have they gone politically vpt \Amt is the 
level of their political articulatiosii what form has their 
voting behaviour* political involvement and participation 
taken* what socio'^econoiDic and traditional constraints are 
working to restrict their political development! how are they 
being politically socialissed and through agencies^ and 
what are the newly emerging patterns of their political 
participation. Finally* an atter^t has been made to measure 
the level of caste consciousness in the community. 
7he area of study was confined to Eastern U.p. primarily 
because Q£ its fioclo«econoiBic backwardness in oos^arison to 
other parts of and secondly^ because of special position 
of Haxljans as a {x>lltlcally important segment of society in 
the area. Since the findings of the stutf^  have been made in 
the socio-economic background of Eastern U*P. it is only 
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proper to present the broad features of the area as a 
distinct region. The term 'Eastern is not a well 
defined terra nor the region deiaarcatedf and yet it 
has acquired a distinct identity and certain broad features 
distinguishable from other regions of ttm state. It is for 
distinctive features* that it attracts the attention of 
Geographers* anthoropologist as $«ell as policy inaHers both 
in U.P. and at national level. Eastern recognised as 
a distinct region both by academicians* administrators and 
planners consists of fifteen districts lying in the eastern 
parts o-f Uttar fradcsh^ namely <%>rakl^ur* B&&ti.» Deoria* 
Baiiia* Azamgarh* Faisabad^ ^ultmnpur* Pratapgarh* Gonda* 
Bahraich* Allahabad* Hirzapiur, Ghazipur* \^ranasi and 
Jausipur. 
The region suffers from general li)ackv?ardness in almost 
every uallc of life* for example* the rate of urbanization 
and industrialization is very low? percectage of literacy is 
lower than in other |«rts of the State medical facilities 
in the region in terms of government hospitals* primary health 
centres* clinics* dispensaries are d^lorably meagre? supply 
o£ electricity is far too insufficient and irregulari and 
means of tr^ infiport and coinsnimication are most unsatisfactory* 
The region is devoid of any mentionable mineral resources. 
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It can* however, be proud of its rich soil but du© to frequent 
natxiral calamities like (brought and floods people do not get 
full advantage of the richness of soil. The situation is 
further aggravated due to lacjc of industrialization and« 
coxisequently, the region suffers from abject poverty and 
unemployment. It is mainly due to this reason that roost of 
the poor and unemployed people prefer to migrate to other part 
of the country to earn their bread, particularly to Punjab 
and Maii^rashtra* Some even prefer to go to foreign countries 
like Burma, Thailand, Mauritius or to middle east as unskilled 
workers. 
In the £astern U.p., society is mostly ruaral and 
agrarian and gei®rally dominated by vppet castes, particularly 
the Braltenins and the Rajputs. People belonging to Scheduled 
Castes, whose population is sisseable, generally do not possess 
land or hold only one or two acres at the most. They are 
mostly landless labourers and till the lands possessed by the 
higher caste Hindus, some of whom clandestinely possess land 
beyond the limits prescribed by the Land Ceiling Act. 
The process of modernisation has been very slow in the 
region with the result that old values and traditions still 
continue to have strong hold over the masses of this region. 
Even superstitions and age old customs which have 
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disappeared or are fast disappearing in other parts of the 
country are still prevalent in this region* 
%t is the KAjputs and the Brahmins# the two dominant 
castes in the regions and tl^ former Zamindars and landlords 
who still own roost of the lands and it is they who ultimately 
control the politics in t}^ e region* Hence the region c^n be 
regarded as classic model of upper oaste domination in Indian 
politics* 
confrontation between the Rajputs and the Brahmins 
has become legendary and this confrontation may be seen at the 
back of many crimes in this part of the State* The region has# 
otherwise too« become one of the main centres of organized 
crimes and sunggling across the Indo-Nepal border. 
So far as politics is concerned/ it is only a small 
number of land owing upper caste families# mostly Rajputs and 
Brahmins# who domixiate the scene in the region* It is they 
who manage the affairs of different political parties* contest 
and generally win dlections and control the representative 
institutions* such as. Cane Unions Cooperative Societies* 
Managing Committees of private colleges etc. The Brahmin and 
Rajput political leaders of this region like Kamlapati Tripathi* 
Raj Mangal Pandey* Dinesh Singh* Ajit Pratap Singh* Sanjay 
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Singh etc. have played important role in the State and national 
politics. Any Brahmin or Thakur who wants to enter politics 
usually seeks their si^port and blessing in one form or another. 
The Introduction of adult frandaise and panchayati Raj insti-
tutions has infused a new awakening among the people belonging 
to Scheduled Castes and backward classes. This political 
awakening has helped the emergence of political leaders in 
osmmunities other than Harijans like Raj 2<iarain# C.P.N, aingh 
Jharkhandey Rai/ Kalpanath Rai (among Bhuroihars) and Ram Naresh 
Yactev Chandra jit Yadav etc. It is* however* strange that no 
such leadership has emerged among the Harijans themselves. 
Barring the second general election in 1957 which can 
be regarded an aberration*/ no Harijan leader has ever siicceed 
to win an Assembly or Parliament general seat from the region* 
In fact* no Harijan leader has ever dared to contest election 
from the general { iMjreserved) constituency. 
The nature of Harijans politics in reserved constituencies 
is different from the politics of general constituencies. 
Traditionally the Scheduled Castes followed the directives from 
* See.si^ra p.no. 48 
aas 
the higher caste-HI naus but never participated in taking 
/ 
such political decisions* In a senses their political fate 
^^ ae determined Joy the upper caste leaders who imppen to be 
their former roasters. This past still hangs over thera, 
AltlKJugh people belonging to Scheduled Castes have started 
joiniftg different political parties* yet they generally do 
not reach the policy mKing centres of the political parties 
and if at all they reach# it is wit^ the sv^port extended 
by the high oasteHHa.ndus dcmLnating those centres* The burden 
of the past on the Scheduled Castes has not yet been fully 
removed and both the high castes and the Scheduled Castes still 
suffer from the traditional patterns of thinking and behaviour. 
Besides this legacy of the past in terms of patterns of thinking 
and behaviour* &:heduled Castes a l ^ suffer from a number of 
handicaps in political field li^e lack of political resources 
and articulation. 
Lack of political skill is yet another factor which 
makes Schediiled Castes d^endent on high caste politicians* 
Scheduled Castes are socially and politically so divided among 
themselves that inspite of their numerical strength they have 
not been able to exert their full in^ct on political processes. 
Intra-coramunity divisions has adversely affected their political 
bargaining capability. EVen in Panchayati Raj institutions* 
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the Scheduled Caste i».ve not secured representation on Icey 
posts XiJce Chairmen o£ ZiXa Parlshad or Kshettra Pratoukh etc* 
In fact* Harijans are generally the roost deprived in the non-
reserved positions in Indian political set up* 
tt is in the above (^cKground o£ the region that the 
problems of the Schedule Castes has acquired political signi-* 
f icance and has been studied analytically. The findings of 
the stiidy are based on the data collected through a questiomire# 
official records and the discussion of the researcher with 
Caste elites in the area. The canvas of the study is obviously 
limited and it is not claimed that the findings of this study 
have relevance to all parts of the country but some similarity 
can possibly be found in areas with identical socio "-economic 
conditions. 
II 
The main findings of the study can be summarised as 
followst 
Awareness and Qrientatiom The level of political awareness 
and orientation of Harijans is* by all means* growing. The 
progress is* of course* slow and halting for many reasons. 
Poverty is the heaviest roill-ston® which restricts over-all 
develc^ment. This single factor has adversely affected the 
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comnunity In social and poIitlcaJL epheres. As a resiilt o£ 
this situation a vicious circle has been fonoed in which 
poverty perpetuates illeteracy viiich, in its turn* conserves 
social back\i«ardtffiss and leads to unequal share in political 
pov^r and again poverty and back%#ardnes6. Majority of the 
Barijans* for instance* are eager to educate their children 
rather than put them to some eniployinent* But their economic 
osndition forces them against their wills* Their Isasic 
problan is to survive rather than acquire literacy or social 
advancement. In social sphere* for esoample* the Harijans do 
not follow the legal age limit for nfirriaget In fact* they 
have no conc^t of its social and familial utility and continiua 
to consider larger family to be a symbol of social status as 
also economic strength. Even political elites and service 
class people in the community who are supposed to have modem 
outlook* are suffering from such social taboos and could not 
throw the traditions of. child marriage* drinking etc. If 
habits die hard* social attitudes die harder and law alone 
can not help much* 
Harijans invariably have the feeling of being ill 
treated and huniliated by the vipper castes* They* for obvious 
reasons* harbour strong reactions even though they are not 
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in a position to openly react. Even political elites find 
tl^emselves helpless due to many reasons especially their own 
ulterior political interest. Some o£ the Harijans ocoasiomlly 
sought judicial intervention against the evil of untouchability 
shows gro^ng consciousness among th^. 
Kitowledgeability of Harijans is far fflore about the 
local affairs and local organisaations including p&rt^ f office 
holders and directly elected representatives than non local and 
indirectly elected representatives. V&rious categories of 
Harijans studies in this worlc have different levels of social, 
eoonornic and political position v^ch ultitoately determines the 
level of their general articulation about various political 
problems - looal and national. 
Caste alone ^ e s not determine efficacy of a political 
leader. It is his personality« his style of work for Harijans 
and his rapport with the community which largely builds up 
his influence in the community. It is observed that in margr 
cases a non-Harljan leader or an upper caste leader enjoys 
larger following of Harijans than a Harijan leader. Mrs Indira 
Gandhi, for instance, is more popular than any Harijan leader. 
It may not be out of place to mention that Harijan ministers 
do not maintain closer and frequent relationship with their 
2&9 
conrounity inentJsers* '^tie younger leaders in the community are« 
however^ more dysiainic and more conscious of this situation. 
The symbol o£ the Congress party/ for instance* is known 
to an overwhelming majority of the Harijans but they have no 
awareness about the Bfymbols of other political parties, fhey 
are not familiar even with the symbol of Congress (J) , the party 
under the leadership of a Harijan leader* Jagjiwan Ram, This 
proves that political articulation of Harijans is generally not 
influenced by caste consideration alone* On© argument* however* 
may be that Congress happens to be the only broad-based 
and oldest mtional party consistently prcmoting the Harijan 
Interest whereas all other parties are either 'temporary' or 
chauvinis'-ic or just personalistic. The problem of 'atrocities 
on Harijans* is generally attributed to caste chauvinists and 
cotnplecency o£ political parties* This evil is also considered 
to be an offshoot of economic i^cJcwardness and lower status 
in social hierarchy. Econojaic *J5)liftment and quick administrative 
actions arc sxiggested to be the immediate and short term 
measures \.hereas more representation of mrijans at various 
social and political levels as tAie long term measure. Ther« 
is also a strong opinion that Harijans can fight the evil by 
uniting themselves into a cohesive pressure and evolving 
capacity to bargain. 
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Awarenesa o£ Harijans about the facilities provided to 
them specially educational facility is very high, due to 
apathy of Governnent enqployees these facilities are not orga-
nised properly* liack of communication is aieo regarded a strong 
contributory factor* Constitutional safeguards and legal 
measures alone have not succeeded in breaking ice and the Harijans 
continue to suffer the age old humiliations* 
golitical ^Qializatiot^i Harijans even in remote villages 
have been exposed to new values mainly through the process of 
political socialiestion but its progress is far too halting. 
Political parties* caste headaaen and political elites ao^ng 
the Harijans have been the main agents of socialisation, fhe 
main hurdles in the process, again, are poverty and illiteracy. 
Because of their economic dependence on the people of the 
upper castes the Harijans feel reluctant to assert themselves 
in politics. tStotouchability is still prevalent in villages 
roost of them ere not even aware of the anti-untouchabilitqf 
law and its various provisions* Harijans feel more attached to 
the institutions of Panchayati Haj because of their role in 
socio-economic upliftment of weaker sections. But many welfare 
schemes for liarijans are no|^  implemented honestly and properly 
because of the dominance of v^per castes in the services as 
well as in the economic arufl political system of the rural areas. 
Radio is the most effective medium of oommunications and 
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because of newXy acquired orientation all Harijans do not 
sulsroit to the dictates of upper castesi roany, in fact# resent 
and retaliate and the phenomena is becoming alarming in certain 
areaa. 
lj>oj.itical Particlpationi The normally cipolitical HarijaniT 
fcecODoe active during the election® and their level of politi-
cis!0tion suddently goes vcp* &t this time they often discuss 
about the party candidatesr the economic problem and poverty 
of the communityi im*even distribution of f ii^ncial assistance; 
rising prices etc. But surprisingly the performance of the 
government does not get priority dxuring siKJh discussions. 
Th&te is a tremenc^us enthusiasm among the Barijans as far as 
their voting is concerned. Their tiarnout at elections is bls?i 
and those who ar6 not registered in the electoral rolls 
invariably complain that their names liave been odoitted at 
the instance of upper castes entrancOied in bvareaucracy as a 
calculated design for ulterior motives. But the majority of 
non'^rticipants in voting are generally those who cannot spare 
time from their ecoromic pxirsuita - again a case of economic 
deprivation. It is interesting to note that Harijans show 
little tendency of shifting their voting behaviour especially 
in rural areas* The majority of them continue to support the 
same party to which they had voted earlier. Xt means the 
Harijan voters are normally committed vote^ and least influenced 
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and detecacted electoral campaign* propaganda or any 
last minutes Issues* However* younger# educated and rich 
Harijans show fluctuation in voting behavioiur mainly among 
urbaniTOd Harijan who have in a sense become fence sitters* 
Among many voting detexminats the majority of Harijans 
accepts party as the most isoportant one, 
Harijans participate in voting as a grot:p or family 
rather ttMin individ^jals and influence of the head of family 
among them is very strong. Participation rate of Harijan 
women is lower as compared to their men-folk. Harijans taJce 
more interest in the election of Pradhans than in other elections 
\ 
and mostly aspire for the local level posts. Direct political 
involvement of Harijans in electoral politics is generally poor. 
Majority of theia slffiply attend election meetings* but the poli-
tical elites take more interest in electoral politics for 
obvious reasons. The Harijans of Paisabac district take more 
interest in the electoral politics than the Harijans of Qbnda 
district. Participation of Harijans in electoral politics Is 
influenced many factors including the impact of upper 
caste activists. The Harijans normally surrender to intimidation 
and not many of them retaliate and demand protection from the 
government against harassment for its repercussions later on* 
The Harijans who retaliate in^^riably belong to educated younger 
generations. Preventing tlie Harijans from voting is a well 
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known pheix)roena» The intensity of the incident* whoever* 
differs from place to place and* unlike the Harijan elite 
and the service class people, the coHunon Harijans ostsally do 
not complain against such highhandedness of the upper castes. 
They prefer to stay hoRie to avoid precepetation* li»t many 
Harijans are in a position to seek redress* This entails 
long drawn litigation and, of course* perpetisi embittered 
social intercourse and economic hardship. 
Majority of Harijans generally does not participate 
actively in agitational politics sucda as d^onstrations# 
rallies etc. Xt does not mean that they are averse to such 
activities. They do agree with the efficacy of agitational 
politics but conventieatly avoid to participate. The reason 
may be their traditional docile {or non-agitational) social 
behaviour or fear of adverse repercussions later on. It may 
a l ^ be agrued that Harijans do not participate in agitations 
as a yro\?> because they lack appropriate leadership, effective 
motivation and adequate orientation. 
The low political participation is dua to a number of 
constraints operating among the Iferijans of this region. Lack 
of political resources* information and skill* prevalence of 
intra-community/ divieive forces and the attitudes of land owning 
classes are some such constraints. tAaless these constraints 
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are reiQOved# the healthy participation of Harijans cannot 
be ensured* It niay he xx>te& that i£ the growing sense of 
deprivation is not removed^ unhealthy political tendencies 
will certainly generate and influence the system* 
p^^tei nPOXjlUPft ^ dominance of ^pper castes 
has been well established and recognised in politics especially 
in rural areas. It is not surprising that little efforts 
have been made to organise the Harijans as a distinct groi^. 
The political elites are the main beneficiaries ot political 
power unfortunately do not take the common cause of Harijans 
as a gro^p. The Harijans ere no longer silent spectators* 
They are well aware of their problems which they frequently 
discuss but fall to channelise than effectively to maike political 
bargain. The dcmtin&nt section of the society is the n»in 
hurdle in their v>«y and the community leaders* as pointed out 
earlier» are not very effective. The efficacy of Harijan 
leaders largely depends Mpon tJtieir llnisage with dominant castes. 
The closer they ere with the dominant castes the more effective 
in their own conanunity. They do not atten5>t to bridge up ifae 
intra-community defferences for fear of losing their own proxi-
mity with the dominant castes and# consequently the division 
and stab-divisions in the cooanunlty continue to operate at 
the cost of over all welfare and development. An overwhelming 
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majority oi Harijans is conscious o£ the utility and desirability 
of organising themselves into a united grov^ to achieve their 
rightful place in the society but due to lack of effective 
leadership they fail to do so. They realised that due to many 
reasons* such as low levels of aspiration, lower intellectual 
abilities^ lacJc of motivational orientation and other psycho-
cultural barriers, they are themselves obstructive in the v^y 
of unification of their different sub-castes* Every sub-caste 
has its own anall organisation and sub-caste leadership which 
aims at its own narrow benefits at the cost of broader interest. 
The sxib-caste leaders thrive on traditional divisions within 
the community and consider any attempt for unification a 
challenge to their hegemojsy. 
Barijans feel that upper castes follow a policy of 
'divide and rule'* Some of the leaders of their own community 
for their vested interests are apathetic towards the unity of 
Barijans. Generally* political parties are^the main hurdle in 
the process of unification of various segments of Harijans 
castes. Harijans often complain that leaders of their o%<m 
community do not give proper attention to their problems. 
They get alienated from their own castes and play into the 
hands of upper caste elites. The upper caste leaders* contrary 
to much publicised declarations* care little for the Ifarijans 
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and do not try to aoZve their problons with sincerity. They 
only exploit than for their political purposes* Harijans of 
l^iziahad district are less satisfied with the working of present 
political parties in the region as compared to Harijans of 
Gonda district* The political expectations of Harijans of 
Faizabad district are obviously higher than those of of the 
latter* 
.There is strong resentment among Harijans against the 
ItQstile attitude of upper caste dominated bureaucracy* The 
i^per caste enployee in government services grudge the privileged 
position of i&rijans because of reservations. A least qimli* 
fied Harijan gets precedence over a more qualified lipper 
caste fellow both in recruitment and promotion* This has 
created a cleavage in the bureaucracy and the upper caste 
oaployeest because of their majoritar and dominance do not treat 
the Harijans kindly* The tradition of caste alincation has* 
in this case« taken a new form instead of elimination v^ich ia 
so vociferously propagated* The upper caste leaders plead for 
removal of caste barriers \i»iile their caste fellows adhere to 
it whereever t h ^ can. This difference between words and 
deeds l^s aggrevated the situation. 
The majority of the Harijans is in favour of caste-based 
reservations^ but a good number of thacD plead for economy based 
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reservation for recnoving the stigma of uBitouchabllity axid 
mioimislng the hostile attitude of non beaeficiars* The 
majority of Harijans also demands for reservation of positions 
in formation of ministries and political appointments so that 
their interests may be well protected. 
XXI 
on the basis of the findings of this stucSty* as noted 
ahove# the following suggestions may be offeredi 
a) xnspite of many measures — constitutional and legal —. 
having been adopted for ameliorating the 8ocio*^oonomic 
conditions of the Harijans^ the reals benefits have mt, reached 
tl^ common men of the consaunity. Xn most cases the benefits 
have been syphoned by rich Harijans or the high caste Hindus* 
This is due to faulty impleaoentation of the governmental 
policies* The Govemnent shouQLd* therefore^ involve the 
voluntary organisation of Harijans so that the higher caste 
Hindus and others mtny not taJce advantage of the schemes meant 
for the poor Harijans. The same is tr\ie as regards in^lemen-
tation of welfare legislations such as Minimum wages Act and 
Iiand ceiling Act etc. Unless the Ooverntnent ensures effective 
and speedy implementation of its laws» the lot of Harijans 
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can not improve* 
i>) £££orte should be made lay upper caste leaders as well 
as the Government to repose confidence in Harijan and thcrel:^ 
help them in bnilding \3p healti^ inter^cwnmunity attitudes. 
An attitude of revenge against the caste Hindus for the atro-
cities committed in the past can n:>t help in any ^^ ay. The 
high caste Hindus on the other hand should give xsp practice 
of treating the scheduled Castes like slaves or serfs» Law 
alcnne can not change social attitudes and no cms but changed 
attitudes can strengthen legal values* All efforts have get 
to be made to effectively bring change in social attitudes. 
c) The nutnerical superiority of Harijan in electoral 
politics is well established as much as their ecoix>mic deprivatioi 
and social degradation, A question, therefore arises why 
80cio*economic condition is not appropriately influenced by 
'power of vote'. The answer to this question are three foi^» 
(1) The Harijans by themselves are divided into a number of 
8Ub<-castes and groins each antegonistic to the other. The 
term Harijan can not be considered to mean one groupi it is 
a conglomeration of groups suffering frcsn various cleavages. 
Political exploitation of stich a heterogenous groqp is more 
convenient. (2) Because of their intra-cotnmunity divisions, 
the Harijans are not in a position to bargain politically 
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as a single group # (3) The constitutional reservations and 
legal protection have benefitted only a mlcrospcoplc minority 
of the gzovp and that too dissociates itself from the grov^ ax^ 
does not help the less privileged moobers of the community* 
The remedy does not lie^ obviously« with the government alone. 
It has got to be shouldered by more privilege members of the 
community* instead of asking for more reservations and main-
taining separate political identity^ the Harijans should strive 
for better socio-politioal interaction and take full advantage 
of existing privileges. They should also evolve %«iys and 
means to establish homogenity in the gro^p. 
on the other hand# the dominant ^ e r castes d^ould give 
up the tendency of complacency. They should not be satisfied 
that constitutional and legal safeguards shall autcMnatically 
ameliorate the conditions of Harijans. ^ e tines is rot for 
away when the Harijans may unite and threaten their political 
hegeraony. The organizations like are nearely a tip 
of the icebiirg. 
d) The imtnediate need to overcome the social disabilities 
l0 that the Harijans should throw off the traditional supersti-
tlons^ taboos and such other social evils* Any movement in 
this direction can succeed only if started by the community 
leaders themselves; outsiders will alvays be suepected and their 
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efforts misjudged* It is unfortunate that no such attempt 
t»8 been {nade the Barijan caste elites* In the absence 
of rightful leadership the Harijan youths are likely to be 
misguided* If yie feel convinced of thisr the legal fraroevorH 
can be evolved to take care of the steps and details required. 
Xf we can not do it constitutionally and legally^ the Harijans 
might be forced to resort to unconstitutional # undemocratic 
and even violent methods* 
e) The Harijans should be able to select their ovn 
representatives instead of being selected by them upper caste 
dominated political parties* $his will make the representatives 
responsible to the community rather than to the party. The 
community obviously feels helpless if their representatives 
do not really represent them« The channels of mass media 
controlled by the Government has got to be harnessed for educa-
ting the Harijans but that alone may not be sufficient. It 
will also be necessary for political parties and philathrophic 
organizations to take constructive work among and for the 
Harijans* 
f) It is often alleged and in many cases it may be true 
that the Harijans who acquire social status or economic position 
through constitutional and legal reservation generally do not 
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com u^ to miniroun standards* This ia a etigim which Harajans 
can ill afford to carry. They sliould prove in actual practice 
thBt« given an opportuaity# they can also attain standards in 
efficiency« sXiXl end performance lihe any other section of 
society through siistained efforts and roiniiDul political sx^^ort. 
This willr needless to say, give them more confidence and 
greater sv^port from caste-^ndus and others who champion their 
cause* It is high time that the Harijans thaaselves realized 
that no leader or party is going to offer them anything perma-
nently if they shirk hard work. 
g) The Barijans/ under the existing system* enjoy political 
participation through reservations* This has automatically 
developed a sense of oamplacency which prevents them from open 
political competition. The provision of 'reservations' was 
phase' 
a 'temporary/and was never intended to be 'permanent*. It is 
an irony of fate that this temporary provision vms further 
extended through constitutional amexidment* It is not in the 
best interest of the Harijans* They shoxild not feel alineated 
for all times to come. Instead of perpetuating reservations* 
they ^ould be encouraged for open conpetition* The political 
parties, on their part# should give tickets to Harijans to 
contest elections for general (non-reserved) seats. 
Similarly, the Harijans should be encouraged to establii^ 
their political identity at grassroot level hy electing them 
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ae Prad^ns and Pramukhs in Pancbayati m j Systan* 
h) Harijans should b@ given full protection during the 
elections without their asking for it —both for contesting 
election and exercising their vote, filectoral rolls should 
be prepared more carefully so that genuine voters are not 
excluded and fake voters included in their place. The electoral 
rolls should be easily and conveniently available to Harijans. 
IV 
igffg .HPi^ f^iyi The above findings bear certain 
nieaningful implications v^ich can gainfully be utilised by 
the planners and policy makers. 
a) Itooking at the faulty implementation of the measures 
for betterment of the Harijans* the mode and pattern, of ic^le-* 
mentation of these measxures requires fresh thinking and 
re-evaluation. The Government should ascertain how far is it 
proper to entrust the task of in^lementation of welfare 
measures to governmental agencies without fruitfully associating 
certain non-official and voluntairy bodies with this task. 
b) Zt was expected that the B^rijan candidates in State 
legislatures and the Parliament would voice the problems of the 
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Harljans and get them solved. But the esqperience in t M s 
/ 
regard has generally been other^dse during the last 34 years* 
This is because a Kerijan candidate is nominated to a reserved 
seat or constituerKiy by the political parties# only if he is 
acceptable to non-HariJan voters and is not necessarily the 
<Sioice of the Karijan voters* Such candit^tes, in order to 
maintain their position* follow the policies determined by 
the upper castes without considering the needs of their own 
caste* This can be rectified if only the Harijanq/Scheduled 
Castes vote for the Reserved seats. 
c) The scheme o£ giving liberal scholarships to Barijan 
students has been grossly misused by such students as well as 
tiy principals and managing committees of educational institu-
tions in various ways* Sbr example* the Harijan students 
get themselves enrolled as students* draw their scholarships 
punctually but seldom attend classes and* instead* go for 
other vocations where too they get preferential treatment. 
The Principles of institutions* with connivance of n»nagers# 
show larger number of Harijan students on rolls than actually 
enrolled and draw the amount of scholarship/subsidy and 
appropriate it* The instances of collusion of Harijan v/eltare 
institution are not few* It is* under the circumstances high 
tioMs that appropriate steps are taken so that the benefit© go 
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to genuine students* Suirprise visits by competent authorities 
ana periodical checking of academic record of students can 
minimise such practices* 
d) Atrocities on iferijans have increased in the recent past. 
The Government may/consider setting uqp special courts to tzy 
such oases and dispense justice specially and on the spot 
as far as possible. The. time has oome when the Oovernments 
should take steps to give concerete shape to the ideas of 
free legal aid to the victims* 
on the basis of this study 
certain other dimensions of the problem also deserve empirical 
studies to fill in the gaps in respect of problems of Barijans 
as a ^ole. 
a) The role of Harijan Legislators inside and outside the 
ass^bly and the parliament should be studied to find out 
they have failed to high light the problems of their ovm communit: 
b) our finding is that participation of the Barijans at 
grass root politics is very poor inspite of their numerical 
strength, Xt is i^cessary to study the socio*>economic factors 
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working at the grass root level against the participation 
of Harijans at that level. 
m) Social prejudices against the Harijans are projected in 
politics* The phfi^om&mis increasing alansingly end is becoming 
a part of Indian Political culture. The political relevance 
of the phenomena has got to be studied to detennine its adverse 
effect on th# syston. 
d) The present study has shown that there seems to be an 
inverse relationship between the interest of the landed 
aristocracy and pace of industrialization and lurbanissation. 
Since it is the landed aristocracy t^ich dominates this region^ 
it is sometimes pointed out that big land holders have a role 
stake in keeping the region backward. Their/should be 
studied to find out how far# if at all* they have himSered 
the pace of industrialissation and urbanissation in this part of 
the state. For this purpose an interdisciplinary research 
may be planned. 
e) Max^ caste organisations have sprung v^ among various 
Scheduled Castes e.g. Valmiki sangh. Passi Sangh« etc. It 
is necessary to enqtaire into these newly formed Harijans 
organissations v^ch aim at obtaining political power or working 
as pressure groves. Besides stydying their formation and 
orgaoissational set-upt their capacity of and limitations in 
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inabllizlng the ccvraaunltlee and their role in electiono* in 
political parties ana in state politics require to be studies 
in detail. 
t) Our knowledge about Barijan leadership at the loe^l 
and state level is very limited* lio attention seems to have 
been paid tov^rds the emergence # nature and role o€ Harijan 
leaders at local level* Xt is necessaxy to imdertake a 
series o£ studies in local leadership of Barijans to find 
out the recruitment process of these new leaders^ their 
social!2ation# modus operandi* the nature of their partici-
pation in elections and/or political parties and decision 
maKing bodies etc* 
g) It is ali» mcessary to undertake election studies of 
certain reserved constituencies because the nature of nomina** 
tion# campaigning etc* in these constituencies is (|uite 
different from that in *general' constituencies* « 
h) Above all it is necessary to undertake a comprehensive 
study of political behaviour of Harijans to find out their 
attitudes tov»rd nodern political institutions* their efficacy 
etc* Their political orientation towards national political 
system and its relevance for their personal and community 
problems are also to be probed* 
AypENDlCES 
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APPSNDilX * 1 
Chart indicating the Political and Bur«aucr»tic grip 
of the Brahmins over India of today 
Posts fbtal No* of Percentag« of 
Ho* Brahmins Brahmins alone 
alone 
union Cabinet Ministers 19 10 53 
Private Secretaries to 34 70 
Ministers Cabinet# atate 
and Deputy 
Secretary, Addl. Secretary* 500 310 62 
Joint Secretary and their 
equivalent at the Centre 
Chief Secretaries to state 26 14 54 
Governments* 
Ooverner / Lt«<3ovemer 27 13 50 
Secretary to Govemer/ 24 13 54 
l»t. Ctavemer 
Stjpreme Court Judges 16 9 56 
High Court Judges and Addl. 330 166 50 
High Court Judges 
Mil:^ssadors/High Cororoissioners 140 58 41 
Vice-Chancellors 98 50 51 
Chief Bxecutives of public 
Sector Undertakings Cbming 
under Scope* 
a) Centre 158 91 57 
b) State 17 14 82 
Z.A*S. Officers (bottom to top> 3300 2000 6l 
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